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INTRODUCTION

S

TORYTELLING IS AN ACT OF COURAGE AND OF FAITH.

Every author will tell you how difficult the writing process can be.
Stringing the words into sentences, the sentences into paragraphs, and
the paragraphs into chapters is, most writers might tell you is the easiest
part of the process. It’s what happens afterward that is the most
challenging.
Submitting a story for publication feels like setting a child free.
Stories (in a not-at-all-inaccurate analogy) are a writer’s progeny.
Release those stories out into the universe is anxiety-inducing and
angst-provoking: How will the story be perceived? Will readers like
it? What will a reader think after reading my story? What does it reveal
about me, the writer?
No matter whether its characters are fictional or real, its settings
pure invention or rooted in reality, a story can lay bare a writer’s heart.
As a reader, you may be able to peek into a writer’s soul and psyche,
gaining glimpses into their dreams and disappointments.
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Introduction
This volume contains bits of tales from authors who were brave
enough to trust us with their literary offspring to bring their stories to
appreciative audiences. We hope you enjoy them as much as we did in
bringing them to you.
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ALL THAT WAS ASKED

VANESSA MACLAREN-WRAY

2

“At first, we were all nervous about having a Syndicate family
member embedded in the crew. But Ansegwe was such a noof,
always with his head in the sky and his feet in the mud.”
– Nara Ensargen
Contact Crew

M

Y NERVES STILL QUIVERING WITH ELECTRICITY, I turned to look
for Tekere, to ask more advice, only to see the last of the team
already fading into the woods. No time left, unless I wanted all the time
in the world, alone.
“Wait!” I called out.
Moving automatically, I trotted over to my pack, slung it into
position, and hustled along their track. All the while, my mind was full
of the image of that moment. I didn’t care what the others thought.
We had Made Contact. There would be something to talk about at
home now.
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Shortly, I managed to catch up with one of the other younger team
members, Ensargen, who’d been assigned to bring up the rear. For once,
he was willing to commiserate with me as we trudged along. Apparently,
open disobedience of a team leader and smashing expedition protocols
were a ticket to acceptance in the rebel generation.
For about a quarter of an hour, I felt almost like a real team member.
Then my new partner looked over his shoulder and said, “Well.”
The creature was following us.
This was certainly not in the Project Plan. I glanced nervously
ahead at the seniors. Had anyone else noticed? The spindly little
character was small and probably tired from being chased, but we were
all loaded down with expedition gear. It was actually gaining on us. I
tried taking a few steps back and making what I hoped were fearsome
gestures. Clearly, I was awful at being awful; the creature perked up
and hurried along faster, gesturing in return. I toyed with the idea of
stasing it, but my partner-of-the-moment snagged my arm. We had
lost ground and jogged to catch up.
Meanwhile, of course, everyone had noticed.
“Taking something home for the maiden aunts?”
“Look, Ansegwe’s finally collected something!”
“Bets on when it’ll catch up?”
“Bets on which limb it’ll attack this time?”
I had to suck in a deep lungful of air to keep my temper. Both
aunts had laid it on very thick: the consequences of one of my infamous
blow-ups would be equivalent to not returning from the trip. I plodded
on, keeping my eyes on the feet in front of me. But then the
commentary shifted suddenly.
“Well, that’s that. Don’t cry, now, little Ans’we.”
“Who bet on ‘never’?”
I risked a look back. The creature had stopped. It seemed to be in
some new kind of distress. It had lost coordination; its limbs jerked
and twisted until it fell to the ground. It crawled a little distance, then
pushed itself to its feet again. From my comrades’ comments, it seems
that had not been its first fall. But the next time, it did not rise. Even
from this distance, I could see that its torso and limbs continued to
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spasm. Clearly, it had been struck previously by the hunters and was
now finally succumbing to its wounds.
Meanwhile, the troop was moving on, nearly out of sight already.
Once again, I had to trot to catch up, the pack banging ruthlessly. We
were back on track. There would be no more damage to protocol and
planning. Three more days, then baths unlimited!
I expected to feel relief, that easing of attention that comes when
a predator stalking the party loses interest and turns aside. This time,
there came no such release; rather, my attention was riveted behind
us. I willed my ears forward, but they rebelled. Instead of the soft
chatter of the team ahead, I heard only the gasping nonsense farther
and farther behind. Even as I consciously directed myself to think
ahead, to phrase out the beginnings of my expeditionary report, all my
best neurons were devoted to puzzling out the word-like utterances of
the creature back there.
Waiwai eymcumm wai can t’movma fit owwoww eywl ono estop.
I found myself walking slower and slower. I swear I could not help
myself. Not when I stopped entirely. Not even when I turned from the
group and started back. And it was then … then that I felt relief, as if
released from a trap. My strides grew long, rolling into a comfortable
three-beat lope, bringing me back to the downed creature in nearly no
time at all.
When it saw me, it fell silent, and its thrashing efforts to rise
ceased. But I observed that its limbs still jerked and twitched
spasmodically. It breathed hard, as if afraid. Yet when I reached
towards it, the creature did not draw back from me. Rather, it returned
the gesture, stretching out both forelimbs to me, despite the random
quakes and jerks. I wondered at my own lack of fear; but then again, I
couldn’t smell any warning signs of disease or of aggression.
So, when it actually grasped my outstretched hand, I found it not
too difficult to restrain the instinct to pull away. Its skin felt cool to the
touch, and its angular, many-jointed fingers pinched somewhat. The
physical contact seemed to calm it slightly, as its respiration grew
slower. I could even feel a pulse in its fingertips — a flutter that slowed
from a feverish racing pace to a more measurable one.
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I was struck by a foolish impulse to pick up the thing and carry it.
That would not have been difficult; I estimated its mass at well under
a fourth of my own. Still, I had attended to our lessons during the
required emergency medical training sessions. The creature’s
involuntary motions bespoke neurological trouble. Perhaps it had
suffered a brain or neural injury, in which case abrupt movement
could damage it further. Proceeding quietly and gently, I disengaged
my hand, stood, and curled my fingers to form a trumpet.
“Jemenga!” I called forward.
Far up the trail, about to disappear in a thickening of the trees, I
saw the group stop. I waved my arm vigorously and could see that at
least I had their attention. One of the youngsters began to sprint back
down the track, the low man elected to make the run back to find out
what crazy Ansegwe was up to now.
About halfway, he stopped and hollered, “What is it, now?”
“Get me Jemenga!” I bellowed back. “I need the medic!”
Without further noise, he pelted back. There was a fair amount
of discussion; I could tell even from that distance. Though his back
was turned, I could pick out Jemenga’s iridescent green bag … and his
long black arms gesticulating angrily. Finally, he turned and trudged
towards me. I braced myself for a row. But he walked slowly, shifting
the medical kit from one hand to another as he came.
By the time he arrived, the anger was gone. He had used the time
well. Less well than I had, of course. For I had done no thinking at all, had
merely enjoyed the sensation of rising hope as he approached. I believe I
even indulged myself in telling the uncomprehending creature that help
was on the way. As soon as Jemenga came in easy earshot, I began.
“Thank you, Jemenga. I am so grateful. What do you think you
can do for our little follower here?”
But he barely looked at it, jerking and moaning so pitiably at his
very feet. Instead, he set the bag down, put his arm across my back,
and turned me away to face the woods.
“Ansegwe,” he said calmly. “I know you are the expedition
sponsors’ nephew …”
“Yes, yes, but I am not asking as Varayla Ansegwe. You know I
wouldn’t play those games. Haven’t I been a good member of the group?”
4
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He huffed a little, the closest I’d yet heard to a laugh from him. “Hahm. Lad, you have tried, but it is a little difficult for others to forget. But
you have been well-educated, have you not?”
With that, he moved in front of me, one limber hand on each of
my shoulders, both deep eyes gazing authoritatively into my own. It
was a little daunting, I can tell you. Even then, Jemenga was a
formidable person.
“Um, yes, at least I study well enough. No one would call me a
brilliant student. But I generally do better than passing.” I was still
puzzled. There are some consequences to youth, most of them
involving the inability to follow a good line of thought to its logical
conclusion.
“You know my vows, then,” he said.
“Um, yes, I think.” But of course, I had to think rather hard, and
he watched my progress critically.
“For the wild …” he prompted.
“Yes, yes. For the wild beast, respect and freedom from even
compassion. For the beast in our care, freedom from pain and … er …”
He squeezed my shoulders encouragingly. It came to me.
“… release from fear. For the person, all that is asked. Yes, yes, but
what has that got to do with … with …” As I fumbled for words, the doctor
turned me gently round until once again we were standing side to side, with
his avuncular arm looped over my shoulders.
“Son, is this a person?”
I swallowed air and struggled to think. I was sure, certain, positive
it was, but what proof did I have? Vocalizations that could be speech?
The waving and finger motions that might be words? Its strange desire
to be with real people?
He went on, “You need to understand that how I would treat this
thing depends greatly on what it is.” I twitched my ears, agreeing. “You
may be right, that this is no wild beast. It seems to bear some pieces of
cloth or hide that is not its own. But is it a domestic beast, some strange
pet? Or a person of type unknown?”
I coughed. I admit, I hesitated. Was there such a thing as a person
not of our own type? There was still disagreement as to whether the
Stick Men were people, and this did not look like them, except in
5
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superficial shape. Even the noises it made did not resemble the shouts
I had heard. But I could not deny my heart. There were those tattered
strips of cloth, which I hadn’t even noticed. And I knew how any
medic worth his oath would choose to help a domesticated beast in
such extreme distress.
“It is a person,” I whispered hoarsely.
“Are you sure?” I could only twitch my ears again, taut with
anxiety. Could he gainsay my declaration?
“In that case, this person is incapacitated. Are you prepared to
contract for its medical treatment? And to perform the duties of family
in support of that care?”
At first, I could not quite absorb what he had said. I had to turn
it over in my mind several times. And, well, at least there are some
choices made easier by economic security. I wonder if, had I had
known the outcome, I would have thought longer on the issue of
performing family duties. There, memory cannot help, because
present knowledge would have me decide exactly as I did, only more
swiftly.
“Yes, sir. I so contract.” I said at last. The doctor presented no
arguments, but went straight to his work.
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Book One of the Glass Bottles Series

J DARK

14

Z

HIRK AND I PULLED UP AT UNCLE TODD’S PLACE

in Cole Harbor.
It was a small bungalow nestled among near- identical bungalows
that had been base housing at one time. Uncle Todd’s was a quiet tan
in color, and the porch dipped slightly at the front due to settling. The
place was tidy, and the small garden in the front of the house gave it a
cheery look, one that I remembered well from living here up until
about ten years ago, when I turned eighteen and left.
Fawn stayed another two years, and moved out after Aunt Ruthie
had died. Uncle Todd had lived here alone since then. I walked up the
familiar steps and he was at the door before I even had a chance to
knock.
“Fernie! Com’ere and give your Uncle Toddie a hug,” he said as
he swept me into his arms. Uncle Todd was a rail. He was near onepoint-eight meters tall, but ridiculously only around sixty-five
kilograms. His lean face reminded me of the anteaters at the zoo. He
had a thick shock of black hair, and a thick, greying mustache. He had
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on old, comfortable khaki pants and a denim shirt of faded brown.
Bright red suspenders clipped on the baggy khakis, a bright splash of
color over the soft earth tones.
As always, Todd was happy to see me. He was one of those people
with open arms for anyone who came by. A genuine ‘treat everyone as
you want to be treated’ person, who actually lived the words. True to
form, he stepped off the front porch and greeted Zhirk like a long-lost
friend who just happened to show up. We entered the house and sat
down, me on the old recliner and Zhirk on the floor as there was no
furniture big or sturdy enough for him.
Todd looked at our faces and picked up on the mood. He went
into the small kitchen, and a moment later, brought us some
lemonade. As he settled on the sofa next me, he said “This isn’t just a
social call, is it? Your friend there,” he nodded at Zhirk, “has got a
shotgun. What’s got you spooked?”
“I need to know more about Mom and Dad, Uncle Todd. I have
someone after me and there’s weird stuff that’s happening. I got a
bottle that seem to drain a person. I got weird magickal stuff going on.
I got a guy that’s a drooling vegetable, that’s like a puppet on
someone’s string. And there’s a guy that’s seriously powerful, and can
leap a three-story building. That’s what’s going on.” I leaned against
Uncle Todd, inhaling the soft pine scent of his aftershave.
“You’re the only one that knows what Mom and Dad were doing
when they died, and I need to know, Uncle Todd. It’s weird, but I
believe that it’s all tied together by Mom and Dad. Please, can you tell
me more about them?”
I watched him sit back up and swallow. After a long sigh, he
replied, “All right, you’re old enough. But do you mind me calling Fawn
here to join us? I want to tell you, and I really don’t want to tell the
story twice. Once is going to be hard enough,” he finished, with a
wistful, desolate look. He got up from the sofa, then walked back to the
kitchen, and the only phone in the house.
About fifteen minutes later, Fawn strode grimly into the house.
Uncle Todd smiled sadly and gave her a big hug. She closed her eyes and
returned the hug, her chin resting on top of his shoulder. Uncle Todd
stepped back, and collapsed onto the sofa, uncomfortably rigid as he
10
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waited for Fawn to sit down. She flashed me a flat smile as she sat on the
arm of the sofa next to me, then looked over at Uncle Todd. I looked at
him with her. Uncle Todd really looked like he wanted to forget the
whole thing. His body was piano-wire taut, and you could feel the
reluctance vibrating in the air. He took a deep breath, then began.
“First off, you got to understand that this was still when the
changing was new to everyone. You had all sorts of people trying to
practice magick the way they thought it should be done. A lot of those
people were lonely, desperate, or just plain nuts. Most of the world
didn’t think about magick. Magick that worked was pretty hit and
miss. The effects were uncontrolled and intense. Mike and Cathy were
two of the few who enjoyed a stable belief in magick. They saw it as a
natural part of the world, and enjoyed the quiet communing with nature
that the Wiccan religion provided.”
Todd sighed and looked away as if he were seeing the story.
“They’d been married eight years before the changing and wanted
children. Whatever the reason, despite all their efforts and all those of
modern science, Cathy never was able to get pregnant. When magick
came back into the world, they, like a lot of the others, were caught
unawares. Fortunately, their first accidental spell didn’t kill them.
They worked together carefully after that, and quickly learned methods
and rules that helped them survive learning magick. They eventually
garnered enough magickal control to attempt to have children. Fawn,
you and Fern are the result of that. Twin girls. They were ecstatic to have
the two of you and were very happy for five years. But that sixth year,
we had a plague sweep through Halifax, and you two got very sick.”
Fawn and I shifted in our seat. Zhirk remained a quiet lump on
the floor. He’d closed his eyes, his whole being absorbed with listening.
Uncle Todd closed his own eyes for a minute, then opened them, and
continued. His voice started to get hoarse. Whatever he was going to
say, he really didn’t like.
“Your parents were desperate. The plague was one of those that
had developed immunity to modern antibiotics. The two of you were
going to die. Your dad called me and asked to stand in on a ritual to
try and save the two of you. Our casting was a dismal failure. The spells
were not strong enough to fight the disease. Your mom got the idea to
11
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cast a different kind of spell. This one was an invocation to the other
side of the life force, death. Cathy came up with the thought to barter
a life for the two of yours. She convinced your dad it was the only way
to save you two. So they worked a calling and attracted an entity of
pure malevolence.”
I looked at Fawn who was wide-eyed. I think I was as well. Mom
had called to Death to save us. Uncle Todd had tears rolling down his
face. His features stilled as he exerted his will.
“They called it Semjaza. I think it was some kind of demon or
avatar. They bargained for its assistance, and it agreed. Semjaza gave
them the method to create and cast the spell to save your lives. Your
dad had reservations, but like any parent, was willing to go to the
extreme to save his children. They researched the spell for three days,
and then fasted for two more, making sure that they were in harmony
with the world around them before casting the spell.”
Uncle Todd stopped and looked at us. His eyes were haunted as he
thought about how to say it. “The first part of the spell went without
difficulty. It was the second part where things got tricky. Your parents
were so deeply into the natural part of the world, and to call something so
unnatural upset a lot of things in and about them. They were committing
a rape of life energy, drawing it off from the plants and animals around
them, feeding it to Semjaza in exchange for your two lives.”
His voice cracked as he returned to the story. “I messed the spell up.
You girls started screaming and collapsed as the magick began to flow
into you. I saw pieces of you flaking and floating away to that thing your
parents called up. Your dad saw what was happening and tried to abort
the spell. The power had control by then. He and your mother were
locked into the casting. When Mike stopped chanting his part of the spell,
it began to collapse.” Uncle Todd looked bleak. It was like the color had
gone out of him, and his clothing. It all felt like, I don’t know. Words can’t
describe the sense of loss, of desolation, that I got from looking at him.
“I wasn’t as direct a part of the spell as you four were, and when
Mike and Cathy started screaming, I froze. Your dad started chanting
again, and yelled at me to save you two by completing the spell. Instead,
I pulled you both from the circle and ran to the cars. You two were
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screaming like damned souls, that thing was howling in rage about
something, I don’t remember what.”
We all paused to take breaths. Todd went on with the story. “I
looked back and saw a swarm of black blobs emerge from the its mouth
and float over to your parents. Wherever they touched, a gouge of flesh
disappeared and blood spurted, and the blob returned to that demon. I
didn’t watch any more, you two were screaming. The flaking had
stopped, but something flowed back into the two of you when I pulled
you off the pentagram. It was like a greasy smoke that emanated from
your folks and the demon. It cut off when you were in the car.” His
haunted look made him seem even thinner, gaunt like a starving man.
“I ran to the driver’s door and yanked it open. Your folks started
screaming for me and I looked back. They had large pieces missing
and Semjaza was screaming at them still.” Tears were streaming down
Todd’s face as he forced himself to finish the narrative.
“Your mom looked right at me and I could see her pleading for me
to come rescue her. Your dad was screaming in utter terror as those
blobs took pieces of him. The ground was wet with blood.” Todd’s rate
of speech quickened. “I panicked and drove like all hell was chasing
me. When I got you two home, you were both unconscious. All I could
think of was to put you in bed and talk with Ruth.”
“The next morning, when we checked on you, you were both like
puppets. Eyes open and just lying in bed. No reaction to anything.
Later that day, I noticed little wisps of something floating around the
house. It seemed thickest near your door. I looked in and saw faint
black smoke flowing into you. The black stuff was from the spell I
guessed, so whatever happened was still going on.”
“Ruthie and I set up a quick circle. We weren’t as near as
practiced, nor as powerful as your folks. The spell took all day and
most of the night, but we managed to cast a spell that cut the link to
whatever it was. You girls woke up the next morning like nothing ever
happened, and we just carried on. You didn’t seem to remember what
happened that night. You never really asked about your folks, and we
just went along with that. Ruthie figured you’d ask eventually.” Uncle
Todd drew a shaking breath.
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“The hard part was listening to you scream on the anniversary of
the casting. It’d happen right at the time the spell started, and stop at
the time we blocked the spell from you. I don’t know why. I don’t know
how. It just happened.”
“Other than that, you were normal, healthy kids. In fact, you
never did get sick again from anything again after that night. For that
matter, now that I’ve thought about it, neither have I.” He took a deep
breath, and looked at me and Fawn. “That’s the story. You now know
as much as I remember. I hope it helps.” He stood up, looking at Fawn
and I. “Now you know, and lord knows, I want to forget it all.” Uncle
Todd shuffled tiredly into his bedroom and locked the door.
No one moved at all. I could hear Uncle Todd crying behind the
door. I’m sure Fawn and Zhirk heard it too. We got up as silently as
we could, and quietly left the house, which seemed changed after the
story. Everything had a kind of loss to it, as if nothing was whole or
would be again. Fawn surprised me, giving me a quick hug. She ran to
her car, got in, and drove off without glancing back.
Zhirk and I got into his truck, and rode all the way back to the
office in silence. I don’t know that the story helped at all. It was
confusing to me. We were going to die and they used ‘black’ magick to
heal me and Fawn. Then my parents were eaten by something because
they didn’t finish the spell. Uncle Todd and Aunt Ruthie blocked the
spell somehow, so it didn’t keep putting something into us? That’s
what it sounded like to me.
I wanted to talk to Fawn in the worst way, but she had turned off
her cell phone. I called her desk and Detective Marin answered and let
me know that she had called in sick. Fawn would need a lot of alone
time for this apparently. We knew something had gone wrong, but this
was really opening old wounds we didn’t know we had in each of us.
Still, with Baldy being out there and stuff swirling around
magick-wise, she’d be smarter to be with someone so they could cover
her back.
I didn’t know where to look so I borrowed a line from Uncle Todd
talking about what his granddad told him about some place called Viet
Nam - ‘If you’re stuck and can’t do anything about a situation, get
some sleep. It may have changed when you wake up’.
14
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1

I

SHOULD HAVE KNOWN I WAS BEING PLAYED.

“Let me repeat what you’ve said, to make certain I heard you
accurately. You’re hiring me to find a white rabbit.”
It took nearly all my willpower to not ask if it was two meters tall,
or wore a Victorian coat and carried a large pocket watch. I also
snidely thought that it was too long after Spring for him to be wanting
me to hunt down the Easter Bunny because he hadn’t gotten his
favorite chocolate eggs.
“Mr. Cobb,” I repeated, with what I hoped was sympathetic
patience, “I’m not really able to handle this kind of job very easily. Now
if you’d take this problem to Larry Potter, he may well be able to find
your rabbit without the huge charge you’d get from me.”
“You’re the one I need, not some wannabe finder. I gotta find my
rabbit, and I gotta have you find her.” The petulant note in his voice
was really getting irritating.
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I am not the most patient person in the world, and he’d hit my
limit. I gritted my teeth, and tried very hard to be polite. Like you’d
expect, I didn’t quite try all that hard.
“Mr. Cobb, I don’t find lost animals. I don’t like using magick.
You need magick to find a lost rabbit as fast as you’re wanting to.
There’s no way I’d even know where to look and, to be honest, I’m not
interested in looking. This kind of job is for a real private detective, or
a magicker, not a finder. So tell you what: you get your lazy butt up out
of my guest chair, go out the door, and go hire someone else. She or
he can whip up a spell to find your little white bunny pretty quickly.
Problem solved. Good day.”
Mr. Norman Cobb got up very slowly from the chair, and tried to
go for intimidating. He stepped over to the edge of the desk, placed
both hands on it and leaned forward, trying to get into my face and
force me to back up. This action, and the invasion of my personal
space, really started to piss me off.
“Ms. Fatelli,” Mr. Cobb said in a tense, frustrated voice. “I told
you already. I don’t want no fuckin’ magicker. I want you to find my
rabbit! Now either you start trying to locate my rabbit, or …”
I respond even less well to threats, and grabbed the paperweight.
He saw the motion and came around the side of the desk to stop me
from throwing it, and probably to try and intimidate me further. I spun
my chair to face him and, as he cleared the edge of the table, I planted
my stiletto heel in between his legs, making contact with those soft and
extremely tender testicles. He gasped and screamed at the same time,
sounding more like a duck than a man. He fell to his knees, then toppled
onto his side, moaning. He curled about his injured area like a fetus.
I stood up out of the chair, all one-point-six meters of me. “Mr.
Cobb,” I said to him. “I don’t find lost animals, I don’t like threats, and
I don’t like your attitude. When you can walk, get out. Oh, and if you
want to file an assault charge, I have a camera that records all my talks
in here, just in case someone tries to pull stunts like yours.” I sat back
down in my chair and waited until “Mr. Norman Cobb” got back up
off the ground.
He groaned again, staggered towards the door, then stopped. I
saw his shoulders tighten. I stood up quickly; when someone does that
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they’re usually getting a good mad up just before they try to take your
head off. Then his whole body started shuddering, and I heard him
whine like a wounded animal. What the hell?
He turned around slowly, tears leaking down his cheeks. He stood
there, halfway to the door, gazing at me with the most intense anguish
radiating from him.
“Please, Ms. Fatelli, I’m … sorry. I need you, not Mr. Potter. The
rabbit, that’s my daughter. She’s been changed. Somehow, something
changed her. She was playing in the yard, and I heard her scream, and
I got to the door and saw her shrink into a rabbit and run off. Now she’s
missing. Halloween is tomorrow. I’m afraid someone’s going to catch
her, and keep her, or kill her. I know a magicker could do it easier, and
cheaper, but I can’t go that way, Ms. Fatelli, I … just can’t.”
I sat back down and looked, really looked, Norman Cobb over.
He gave every semblance of a man broken by a need so desperate that
he’d do anything to fill it. Hardcore crack addicts look less strung out.
This made no sense. It bothers me when things make no sense. Why
would a person come to me to find a magickly-changed girl, and then
refuse to go to the people who could help him most? I decided to take
a chance and look at him with my mage sight.
Everyone has mage sight — theoretically, at least. It’s that, even
in a world where magick has been shown to exist, most people will run
from it in a heartbeat. And, of the other ten percent who don’t, maybe
one in ten of those will actually sit down to study it, and, of those, only
about one in fifty actually have the perseverance to become really
good. What this means is that magickers — people who really know
magick — are few and far between.
When I looked at him, I just about went blind as the bright
essence of him assaulted my eyes. Looking at a fae can do that to you,
especially if the fae in question is strong. All fae are strong in magick,
much more so than humans, generally. So they tend to glow when
viewed with the sight. “Mr. Cobb” glowed like a blast furnace. The
recoil stabbed through my eyes like a knife. I jammed my hands
against my eyes to lessen the pain.
Mr. Cobb straightened and threw off the glamour that shrouded
him. His whole image changed. Instead of a rumpled grey business
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suit, he wore a deep violet shirt that looked like silk, tights of deep
green, and a deep rich brown leather vest. A short, nasty-looking
sword, about as long as my forearm, hung off of his left hip. He gained
in height as well, standing just a shade under two and a half meters tall,
and rail thin.
“Ms. Fatelli, now do you understand why it is so important to find
my daughter?” He rasped out.
“Well, for starters,” I said, deadpan. “Because she’s your
daughter?” That’s me, life of the party.
I swear he growled slightly at that, and then took a deep breath.
“My daughter has been turned into a rabbit. I need to find her before
something irrevocable happens. There are other things involved …
other magick. I am also certain that you have experience with this
other kind of magick. That is why I have come to you.”
“Mr. Cobb, or whoever you are,” I replied. “I have no idea what
you’re talking about. What kind of magick do you mean, exactly?”
The Elf lord straightened and extended one arm. Just out from the
tip of the arm, an object coalesced into view, hanging suspended in the
air. When I saw what it was, my stomach flipped over, and I almost
started whimpering. He was showing me a glass bottle. The same glass
bottle that I had seen destroyed sixteen months ago during the biggest
living nightmare of my life. I wanted to curl up and hide in a corner, but
that really wasn’t an option right now. Zhirk would have told me to get
after it; he’d have my back. Only he wasn’t here anymore. He’d died
when the Fallen Angel, Ahiah, had killed him in the front office.
I stared at the bottle like a bird hypnotized by a snake. Cobb
stared at me like a starving wolf watches a crippled sheep.
“Ms. Fatelli, you have seen this before, haven’t you? The human
who changed my daughter was attempting to use this on her.”
“How the hell did the guy get that thing, and why are you sure
he’s human? If he was, why didn’t your daughter just change back after
she got away?” My voice was high-pitched, as I was nearly screaming
at him. I was angry and scared at the same time. I think that’s a
standard reaction when you have the absolute life scared out of you
like I just had.
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He didn’t bat an eye, nor show any reaction to my outburst. He just
waited, absolutely, completely, nerve-wrackingly still. He watched me a
moment more, then replied with a maddeningly neutral voice.
“I believe that he had made a mistake in the spell, that the rabbit
was not what he wanted. My daughter may have shifted before he
could complete the spell, and he bound her to that form since his spell
was tailored for a human, not a rabbit.” He shuddered slightly and, if
he had not been so still prior to that, I would not have noticed.
Cobb continued in that strange, neutral voice. “He used cold iron
in the spell.”
Cold iron. Anathema to the fae. I’m not sure why, but cold iron
is about the worst thing that a fae would face, and most of them would
bolt away if given a chance. It’s their poison. A single nail made of cold
iron is enough to seriously weaken the most powerful of fae spells, and
any typical one is blown away like dust. I wasn’t sure what that did in
this case, but it probably had something to do with why this child was
still a rabbit. Maybe it locked spells like shape-shifting. Who knows? I
sure didn’t. But the bottle — the fucking bottle — terrified me. I’d
never thought to see it again after the huge implosion at the cabin. But
god, or, in this case, magick, has got a real warped sense of humor.
I had to admit one thing: I did have more experience with that
damned bottle than the rest of the world. I wish I didn’t. That bottle
sucks your whole self, soul and all, out of you. It converts your soul, and
anything that you were or might have been, into magickal energy.
You’re gone; nothing’s left. No soul to reincarnate, or go to heaven, or
hell, or wherever you believe souls go. It’s a complete destruction of
you. The holder can get one huge boost of power, but to keep at high
levels, the user has to keep putting more people in the bottle.
I looked back again at Mr. Cobb. I wanted to turn and run. I
couldn’t though. It wasn’t a rabbit anymore; it was a little girl.
“All right, I’ll help you find your daughter, but I’m going to get
full discretion on who or what’s used to do the job, or we can part ways
right now.”
Cobb smiled and said, “Done.”
Like I said earlier: I should have known I was being played.
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W

E GOT TO THE CHURCH RIGHT AT SIX.

And I should have seen
things coming a mile off. I think I did, actually, but I didn’t
want to believe it. Kent and Kevin were gone; we’d buried them a month
ago. The wounds hadn’t had but the barest time to scab over. I found
myself drifting on occasion, wishing the past could be changed.
It can’t. The past is set in stone, and the future is all smoke and
mirrors. The present, the now, is where that smoke and mirror image
become solid with the tick of a clock. Time has a magic all its own. But
it takes time to ease sharp pains and make them dull. It takes time to
grieve.
I’d thrown myself back into work as a way of not sinking into
despair. I kept myself busy, without time to think about all the losses,
all the death. Yeah, I was trying to escape the grief, and pushing so
hard to escape it, that my reactions spilled over into this job.
Sometimes that drowned out my little inner voice, which was trying to
tell me to pay attention.
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A single vehicle sat near one burned-out overhead lamp. It looked
a lot like a variant of the old Hummer that the armed forces still use.
Its light color revealed itself to have a pearlized finish in our headlights.
JC stayed in the back seat while Ginny and I got out. Ginny was still in
my sweats and band shirt, having decided that she didn’t want to wear
that school uniform one more moment.
The Hummer look-alike disgorged four people, which
immediately set my hackles up. I didn’t like the idea of being
outnumbered, but no one had set numbers for either side, so it may have
just been a precaution on Cameron’s part — or so I told myself. After
all, with all the crazy that had gone on in the news, precautions weren’t
a bad idea. That’s why JC was in the car and, hopefully, out of sight.
The four approached me and finally got close enough get into the
light. Cameron was there, along with three Hamref that looked like
they belonged at an outlaw biker rally. All three wore black leather
pants, a sweatshirt with the arms cut off, and a thick leather sleeveless
jacket. I could see knives hung at their hips, and one looked like he had
a boot knife as well. My hand slid into my purse, finding the snubnose.
I gripped it and hoped I wouldn’t have to use it.
The Hamref started to fan out into a semi-circle. Cameron
stepped forward and greeted me with a smooth smile.
“Ms. Fatelli, I really appreciate all that you’ve done for Ginny and
myself. I was in the depths of despair to hear of my niece’s terrible
suffering in that loathsome household. My brother-in-law never had
his heart in raising her properly, or giving her a home full of warmth
and love.”
I wondered when he’d get to the point. I only half-listened,
keeping my eyes on the three Hamref, who noticed my attention and
froze, just like predators waiting for the prey’s attention to slip. Not
this time.
“So why the bodyguards? This doesn’t look like a friendly family
gathering.”
David Cameron smiled. “It’s not, actually.” His hand was in his
pocket.
Ginny spoke up. “Just what the hell do you think you’re doing?
What is this?”
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Cameron, if that was his real name, paused. The Hamref didn’t.
They swarmed me, tackling me to the ground. I scratched and bit
anything I could, terrified I was going to die. Ginny screamed, then I
heard a thud.
One of the Hamrefs disappeared, leaving the other two to finish
me off. I think my small size worked against them. Their knives sliced
my thick jacket to pieces, but fortunately missed me.
I heard the sounds of a car door opening. JC had gotten out of the
car. Then came a maniacal chittering that froze my blood. The Hamref
and I both froze as the chittering rose in volume. I could just see past
one of the Hamref. JC had the case open and held a spindly thing that
my eyes didn’t — or maybe more accurately, couldn’t — focus on.
He dropped it on the asphalt and said, “Sic ‘em.”
The spindly thing chittered and shrieked as it scampered across
the parking lot like a demented four-legged spider. I couldn’t scream;
I couldn’t move. The hideous noises the creature made paralyzed me
with fear.
It had the same effect on the Hamref. JC wasn’t affected. I noticed
white wads of something in his ears. He’d plugged them with cotton!
Suddenly, the Hummer look-alike roared to life. Its four wheels
churned on the pavement as the driver hauled the car around and
roared past me, JC, and the paralyzed Hamrefs, disappearing down the
long drive and into the night.
The creature shrieked again and shambled on sticklike legs
towards me. My mind nearly went white with terror as it pounced on
the first Hamref. A delicate beak unfolded from under its head and
locked forward. The end looked razor-sharp. A drop of fluid fell from
the end. The pavement hissed as the liquid splashed on the asphalt. It
leaned over, using the beak to probe at the Hamref’s face and
shoulders. It shifted lower, then plunged downward into the Hamref’s
neck, piercing it.
The Hamref shrieked, then shuddered. A few moments later, its
feeble thrashing stilled, then its body began to shrivel. The chittering
thing held onto the withering Hamref with its two spindly front legs.
Its body expanded slowly as it sucked the Hamref’s fluids, like
drinking a thick shake through a straw.
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The second Hamref tried to throw off the effects of the paralyzing
sounds, slowly rolling to its side. The thing pulled its beak free of the
empty husk of the first Hamref and shrieked. My overloaded brain
couldn’t take the renewed terror. I passed out.
JC was kneeling next to me when I finally woke back up.
“How are you feeling, bosslady?”
I looked up at JC, then screamed and backed up as I spotted the
guitar case next to him. The bone-chilling chittering started up, then
quit when JC gave the guitar case a tap with his foot. I think my eyes
were too big for my face as I stared at that guitar case.
“What was that?! What the hell was that?!”
The only reason I didn’t pull my snubnose pistol was that I was
so frightened that I’d forgotten about it.
JC smiled patiently, and waited until I calmed down.
“How about we start over?” He offered me a huge yellow-green
hand to help me up off the ground.
I warily took it, not taking my eyes of the guitar case. “It’s not
going to get out?”
JC chuckled in that rich deep voice of his. “In a word: no. Its home
is in that case. So it’s not going to leave there unless I ask it to.” He
smiled disarmingly, which is a real trick. Orcs, as a general rule, always
look like you owe them money … and you’re overdue.
“What is that thing, JC? Oh crap! Ginny! Where’s Ginny?”
I knew the answer even as I formed the words. My memory was
clearing, and the scream as Ginny was grabbed reminded me that,
scared or not, Ginny had been forcibly taken. That the new kidnapper
was my client was salt in my wounded pride.
“Where did the truck go?”
JC pointed north. “That way, though I don’t know if they stayed
going that direction.” He shrugged. “That’s just the way they left the
lot.”
“Thanks for the save, JC. They’d have gutted me if you hadn’t sent
that … thing after them.”
“You’re truly welcome, Ms. Fatelli. After all, neither of us has
been paid. And since you’re my boss, I think you need to talk to that
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Mr. Cameron. I’m afraid that I’m not very good at interpersonal
things.”
JC straightened his suit jacket, then picked up the guitar case.
“Shall we go back to the barn and decide what our next move is going
to be?”
That was a good idea. If we wanted to come at this without getting
killed, a plan would be needed.
“I’d rather go right in and take her back, but that’s kind of a bad
idea.”
I thought for another moment. Cameron knew we weren’t dead,
so he would expect that we would try to get Ginny back. Not because
she’d been kidnapped, but because as the person hired to get her out
of trouble, I’d taken a responsibility for her safety. Cameron blew all
of that away when he tried to kill me. There was Ginny — and my
pride as a professional — on the line here.
I get a person I’m contracted to get out of danger killed; that puts
a huge blemish on my record. My fault or not, I saw it as survival. If I
wanted to get more jobs, I had to correct this one. That brought up
another question.
“JC, what, exactly, is that thing in your guitar case?”
“You’re not going to let that go, are you?” He sounded not
exasperated, just … resigned.
“How can I? I saw it up close and personal. I saw what it did to
that Hamref.” A lump formed in my stomach. “It’s … an Outsider,
isn’t it?”
“Honestly, I’m not certain. I don’t think it is. The man who
owned this guitar case before me got it from someone else, who didn’t
know what it was. I just call it ‘Mack’. Its home is in the guitar case.
Though why someone put it there is way beyond my understanding.
What I do know, is that it is smart. It instinctively knows who’s a friend,
or an enemy. I’ve never had to tell it anything; it just knew.” He
shrugged his thick shoulders, then had to straighten his coat again.
“So that thing does know who the enemy is?” I looked at the
guitar case, which chose that moment to chitter and rock.
JC tapped it with his boot and it quieted once more.
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“Yes, indeed. It’s never attacked anyone I didn’t tell it to, nor has
it hurt anyone around me that I didn’t want hurt.”
As much as I wanted to believe that, I didn’t want to test it.
“Let’s get back to the office.”
I rubbed the nub of my missing finger, and wondered what Zhirk
would have said about a thing like that.
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BABY BROTHER
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1

“D

AD, CAN I HAVE A BABY BROTHER?”

I paused, still holding the Lego piece in my hand.
“Are you sure you want one?” I tried to sound casual about it. “You
know you’d have to help take care of him. He’d be in your toys …”
“I know, Dad.”
Josh gave me an exasperated look. We’d been through all this before.
It wasn’t that I necessarily wanted to deprive Josh of the sibling
experience. I’d been through it myself. I also knew that it wasn’t all
play time and brotherly love.
“Okay, Josh,” I said, turning to face him. “It’s your choice: you
can have a baby brother or too many toys.”
Yeah, I admit it. It was kind of a cheap shot. But it was a whole lot
easier than explaining the real reason.
Before answering, Josh took a quick look around his bedroom.
He surveyed his collections of Lego sets, action figures, and the stacks
of video game discs.
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“Too many toys,” he finally announced, nodding firmly in
confirmation. With that decided, he turned his attention back to our
current construction project, snapping a new piece into place.
Whew, I thought. Dodged that bullet. Again.
Later that night, after finally getting Josh to bed, I settled myself
at my desk with the intent to pay the bills and deal with other
household-related recordkeeping. Glancing at the clock, I saw that it
was quite a bit later than I’d hoped. I considered putting off those
tedious chores for just one more night, but knew there was no guarantee that tomorrow night would be any better than this one. The odds
were that it was unlikely to be. It’s amazing how many excuses, and
other delaying tactics, young children will resort to rather than simply
closing their eyes and going to sleep. It’s probably not quite as
astonishing, though, as when you look away for a moment, only to
turn back to find their head against the pillow and their breathing
steady and slow.
Might as well get it done, I encouraged myself, barely succeeding
in fighting back a yawn. Most of these people do like to get paid on time.
It’s strange, but when I’m working, I usually prefer it to be quiet.
At night, though, and when tackling these kinds of tasks, I find a little
background noise comforting — just something playing at low volume
so I’d be able to hear Josh if he needed me.
I wasn’t really in the mood for music, so I turned on the small
television that sat on a low cabinet across from my desk. The screen lit
up with a graphic and bloody scene from an episodic police
procedural.
Ugh. I can catch the late news if I want to see that …
I changed the channel. Again. And then again.
Fairly quickly, I despaired of finding any programming that was
not an overly gritty adult drama or a talk show host chatting about the
latest geopolitical happenings with sparkling celebrities who had also
dropped in to discuss their latest motion picture, television series,
concert tour, stint in rehab, or any combination of the above.
My fingers paused on the remote control when I caught sight of
a small doe-eyed boy moving through blue-tinged darkness across a
moonlit hillside. I recognized it as a scene from Kubrick’s last science
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fiction movie. While it wasn’t among my favorites, neither was it
among the worst, and I hadn’t planned to really watch it anyway.
It might have been avoidance behavior, or simply fatigue, but my
mind kept drifting when it was supposed to be keeping track of which
payments I’d already made. I tried to focus on my balances due, but
my eyes and attention kept wandering back to the images on the
television screen. I watched the small artificial boy move along the
scenery, and I began to wonder if it was really possible to create
something like him.
Creating the software to do it, that I could almost imagine. That’s
my day job. I plan and develop computer programs. I try to make the
hardware do what my clients want it to do, to produce the results that
they want from it. I don’t typically design or build the actual circuitry
or components. I leave that to the electrical and mechanical engineers.
I was certain that I could never construct a cybernetic being as
complex as the ones presented in that film.
By the time I finally went to bed, though, I found that I was still
thinking about it, unable to banish the notion from my thoughts. I
tried telling myself that there were technological and financial realities
to be consider — ones that would make such a project almost
impossible for me to achieve alone.
After being unsuccessful in wholly silencing the persistent voice
in my head, I finally decided that only thinking about the notion would
cost me nothing. Well… other than perhaps the price of the loss of a
little sleep or a few unusual dreams. So, I closed my eyes and let my
mind see how far it could go with the idea.
It was still working the idea the next morning and, after I had
dropped Josh off at school, I began to realize that not only might it be
possible, but that it might also be practical using only off-the-shelf
components. With the large number of computer stores in the area, I
thought it possible to get everything I might need. If I couldn’t find it
at the one of the many shops, I had several friends who worked for
some of the major computer and chip companies. They could
probably get their hands on whatever eIse I might need. I even began
mentally composing a proposed shopping list: motherboards,
memory, hard drives …
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While I suffered from no delusions that what I might create
would be anywhere near as complex as the one I’d seen in that movie
— or from any movie, for that matter — I had, in the span of one
evening, gone from “That’s impossible!” to “How hard it could be?”
Well, a lot harder than I thought, it turned out. Much harder.
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HOLMES AND NORA SAVINS passed through the
bottleneck of the security checkpoint, stepped into the ornate
atrium of the Department of Vital Privileges, and looked at the white
marble statue of the Founding Father.
The Founding Father beamed down on them above the busy
crowd, a handsome young man with long black hair, who carried in
one hand an ancient movie script rolled up into a scroll and, in the
other hand, an auto racer’s helmet. The wreath of laurels at his feet
hadn’t wilted since the national celebration of his birthday.
“Keanu Reeves,” Michael said reverently. “Best thing America ever
gave us.”
He pointed at the inscription carved in tall letters on the base of
the life-sized statue. “And his words that began it all.”
He recited the movie line, known to every citizen older than six.
“You need a license to drive, you need a license to fish, you need a
license to own a dog, but any moron can become a parent.”
ICHAEL
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Under the inscription he read the First Law of the Republic:
“Never Again Any Moron.”
Behind the statue was the Republic’s flag, a field of blue showing
an ancestry chart with golden stars in place of family names.
Michael looked at Nora. “Are you all right?”
Nora made a small headshake for no.
“Do I look okay?” she asked.
“I told you, you look great.”
“Yeah, well, all you have to do is pick the blue suit over the grey
suit. Me, I have to be conservative, but not dowdy; feminine, but not
trampy …”
Michael brushed aside her concerns with a good-natured laugh.
“Come on, Grumps. Smile.”
He glanced at his holofolder marked Reproduction – Application
One.
“Here we go,” he said softy. He passed his hand over the elevator
plaque and stepped in after her.
Anxiety had dropped a wall between them. Too many worries,
too many hopes, made noise in their minds. Was he a good provider,
and did they really say he must provide for eighteen years? Was she a
good homemaker, and did they really say she must make a home for
eighteen years?
The elevator was full of people, each headed to their private
petition. One elderly couple, the husband in a medchair, was certainly
on their way to the Office of End-of-Life Privileges. The man was
breathing with difficulty, a portable oxygen mask over his face. The
woman wore a look of quiet anguish.
Nora eyed them on the sly. She thought it seemed cruel that a
man that sick should be required to bring his application in person;
but, of course, it was because anyone might make the application in
his name with malice aforethought.
Would these two be granted their License for End-Of-Life
Privileges? she wondered. Would she and Michael one day have to
bring a similar application?
The elevator bell dinged; the doors swooshed open. People
streamed down the hallway in a mingled chatter of voices. Michael and
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Nora found the door of the office marked Reproduction – Application
One. Michael bent to kiss Nora’s cheek, then leaned into the blinking
Sesame panel and said, “Open”.
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BEEMER DRIVER, RIGHT ON OUR TAIL, tapped his horn a few
times, and sat on it. My brother Dexter swerved the SUV toward
the dented guard rail separating the gravel shoulder from a steep drop
into the Santa Cruz mountain valley below. But the BMW driver didn’t
take the hint. He just edged closer, veering in and out of the lane, still
trying to pass.
“What the …?” shouted Dexter as the Beemer’s right front fender
hooked our left rear with an explosive crunch.
Suddenly we were sliding out of control, skidding across the
narrow road as if it were black ice. Dexter fought the wheel and
pumped the brakes, but the pedal plunged to the floor. Yelling “Hold
on,” he yanked the parking brake.
Metal screeched and our CRV fishtailed to the right, jerking to a
halt inches from the cliff. Dexter turned the ignition off and there was
welcome silence.
He whacked the steering wheel with the palm of his hand.

T

HE
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“I am so dead,” he groaned. “Jessica is going to kill me.”
He reached over to unclip my seatbelt then looked at me,
horrified. “Shelby, we need to get you to a doctor.”
“I’m fine,” I said, cradling my substantial belly with both hands.
“Thank God the airbag didn’t go off.”
“If I ever catch that idiot …” Dexter tried to start the car, but the
engine just whirred, clicked, and died. He swore, wiggled his phone
out of his pocket, pressed the on button, and swore again. He shook it,
as if that would help. “Can I try yours?”
“If you can find it,” I said. I gestured behind me, where my entire
life was crammed into boxes, suitcases, and duffel bags.
“Don’t have that much time. Gotta get you and those babies to a
doctor.” He opened the car door. “I’ll be back in a half hour, tops,” he
said. “Don’t go anywhere.”
He grinned at me. We both knew I wouldn’t.
I watched his bright red t-shirt disappear through the redwood
grove up the twisting road, under the blue California sky. He’d be at
least an hour. Dexter never could tell time.
I angled the seat back and was rewarded with the familiar poke of
a baby foot between my lower ribs, then another on my left side. See?
I wanted to tell Dexter, we’re all fine. All three of us. And just because
you’re my big brother, you can’t always tell me what to do.
I reserved that privilege for Jackson and Diane Entwistle — the
intended parents of my unborn twins. Although we didn’t know each
other that well yet, Diane insisted on taking me in now that Jessica,
Dexter’s pushy wife, had kicked me out. So instead of being
shoehorned into an all-purpose office-guest-craft room, I’d have my
own cottage. Six hundred square feet all to myself on their expansive
Santa Cruz mountain ridge top estate. Even though the arrangement
would only last a few months, until the babies were born, I was looking
forward to quiet country living.
I locked the doors, twisted around in the seat for my purse, and
busied myself in a fit of organization. I excavated gum wrappers, used
movie tickets, wadded up tissues, balls of hair from my brush, bits of
broken shells I’d collected on my morning beach walks, keys to
Dexter’s house that I wouldn’t be needing anymore, and a dangly red
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and white African beaded earring I’d assumed was long lost. The trash
went in one pile, the earring in my coin purse, and I stashed the keys
to my former life in the glove box.
I’d just have to remember to tell Dexter they were there.
•

•

•

Forty-five minutes later, I was flipping through the Sunset
magazine I’d found under the passenger seat when I smelled smoke.
Campfires weren’t unusual up here in the hills, where there were
at least three state parks, and at first the tendril of what looked like
mist winding through the upper redwood canopy didn’t worry me. I
was reading about kitchen makeovers, something I couldn’t yet
imagine at twenty-three, but maybe someday, after the babies were
born, after I finished graduate school, after I found that perfect guy.
Then I started coughing. And I looked up again. The smoke was
as dense as beach fog on a summer morning. This was no campfire.
I felt a sudden surge in my throat: on the side of the road, near the
hairpin curve where Dexter had disappeared, licks of red and orange
flame were traveling lazily up the trunk of a spindly shrub. I jumped as
it ignited with a crack, sparking in fiery traces like a welding torch.
As quickly as I could, I unlocked the door and eased out, trying
not to look down at the slope as steep as a ski jump that dropped off
beneath my feet. Only an inch of slippery gravel lay between the toes
of my flip-flops and the lip. I baby-stepped around the car, taking
peeks up the hill, hoping I’d see Dexter running toward me, arms
outspread in a victory lap.
If you wanted something enough, the universe would provide,
right? But only a backdrop of flames glowed through the swirling
smoke.
Now whole trees were hissing in the distance as they burned. A
power line sparked in a deafening pop. I looked around for my best
escape route. I couldn’t follow Dexter. No one could navigate that path,
not even a fully-suited firefighter with an oxygen tank. I knew Dexter
was somewhere safe by now. Probably as worried about me as I was.
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I waddled fast downhill, and ten minutes later, I was in almostclear air again, the blaze just a memory clinging in sooty, sweaty
rivulets to my hair and clothes. My eyes still burned, and my tongue
felt singed, but a familiar blue sky arched above, and the feathery ash
only floated down occasionally, gentle as mist.
I knew it would be just a matter of time before the fire caught up
to me, though, and I couldn’t walk forever.
As if my prayer had been answered, the faint whine of an engine
broke the still afternoon. Gears ground as the vehicle labored up the
grade. I hurried off the road and crouched behind a tree. Maybe it was
the hormones, but paranoia had been a constant companion since I
signed my surrogacy papers. Nobody liked surrogates, I’d learned,
especially once they realized the amounts of money involved.
But I needed a lift. Shaking off my worries, I straightened up,
ready to flag down the vehicle. “Shelby Emma Stearns McDougall,” I
said. “Get a grip.”
Above me, a pair of crows squawked, raspy and piercing. I
adjusted my huge belly, leaned back against the tree trunk, and waited.
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HE APPROACHING VEHICLE SOUNDED LIKE AN EARTH-MOVER, gears

biting as the driver shifted around the tight turns. Something red
moved through the trees and for an instant I thought it was Dexter,
waving his t-shirt to catch my attention. Instead, a full-sized fire truck
rumbled into view, driver and passenger invisible behind glinting glass.
Gold embossed lettering on the paint read: “Felton Fire.
Paramedic Unit.”
“Hey,” I yelled, “over here.”
I lumbered into the road, waving my arms, but I was too late. The
fire engine careened around the next curve and disappeared.
I knew the fire engine would stop, eventually. Even if the fire had
burned itself out, surely the driver would notice the abandoned CRV
and start looking for someone. I turned to walk back up the road.
It was steep going. The smoke was much thicker now, and I
started to cough in a persistent sharp bark, like I’d been a smoker for
thirty years. Soon, I saw the fire engine, its doors hanging open, parked
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by Dexter’s car. Surprisingly, the fire had not consumed the SUV.
Instead, it had jumped the road, burning across the hillside, leaving a
calling card of skeletal bushes and scorched tree trunks. The place
looked like a Biblical hell, the charred ground smoking, shafts of soot
hanging in the air like dust motes. Blackened, twisted branches littered
the road and the air stank like campfire coals chased by a kerosene
back.
A figure, the silhouette as fuzzy and blurry as if I were looking
under water, emerged from that devastation. I rubbed my eyes then
leaned over to put my hands on my knees, suddenly dizzy.
“Shel-by! Shel-by?”
A woman was calling my name over and over, and she sure
sounded like Diane Entwistle. Diane was the only person I knew who
said my name that way, with the emphasis on the second syllable, not
the first. As if she were British. Besides, who else would know I’d been
in that SUV?
But that was wishful thinking. Diane had appointments in San
Jose all day.
The voice ricocheted through the burned-out vegetation as clear
as a loud parent on a softball field. I tried to yell back, but my own
voice failed me, leaking out in small frog-like croaks. And my legs were
so tired. Carrying all those babies was hard work. I chose a less sooty
spot and sank to the ground, closing my eyes. Just for a minute.
I only wanted a tiny nap, but the person frantically jiggling my
shoulder and tapping my cheeks disagreed. Again, that “Shel-by!” But
this time, followed by a plea, and then, an order: “Shelby, please wake
up! Wake up! Wake up. Now.”
I forced my eyes open and saw Diane’s face, inches from mine. A
wave of relief washed over me. Everything would be fine. Diane was
here and I was saved.
When I tried to sit, a hand as big and bulky as a catcher’s mitt
pinned me to the ground. Diane inched to the left and the face
belonging to the owner of that hand loomed above.
“Miss, don’t move,” a man’s voice snapped.
I heard a click. A sharp beam of light traveled across my line of
sight.
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“Follow the light with your eyes,” the man ordered. “Don’t move
your head.”
He waved the flashlight from left to right, then up and down.
Without warning, meaty fingers spread open my eyelid and the white
beam shone directly into my pupil, igniting a fiery pain. I moaned and
tried to push his hand away, but he swatted me off as if I were as
insubstantial as a mosquito.
“One more second,” he said, keeping the flashlight focused
against my eye. By the time he was done, a small white circle of heat
was seared into my retina, stabbing my skull like a spear.
“I need to look in your other eye.” His thumb flattened my cheek
and his index finger pressed against my eyelid. “This will only take a
second.”
That white heat grew closer and closer, obliterating the smoky sky
above, then the pink flesh of his face. My brain was going to explode.
I had to save myself.
I curled my right hand into a fist and tensed my arm, from
fingertips to shoulder.
And I swung.
The punch landed on the corner of his jaw with a satisfying
crunch, like the sound of a wooden bat on a ball.
Thankfully, the light disappeared. I slumped back into restful
oblivion.
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with bathrooms.
Way too soon, the familiar call of nature woke me. Blankets
cocooned me burrito-style. I was in a clean hospital room, connected
to an IV drip by a tube that snaked from the back of my hand.
I scooted to the side of the bed, unwrapping myself, and dragged
the IV — pole, bag, and all — to the john. No easy feat.
Settling back into bed was even harder. Somehow I managed to
tangle the tube around my midsection, as if it were a ball of yarn.
A smothered giggle interrupted my battle. Dexter?
My brother was sitting in a chair at the end of the bed, tucked in
shadow.
“I was about to call in the cavalry.”
“I’m stuck,” I muttered.
“Just lift the tube over your head and slide in under it.”
His cell phone chirped a cheery digital rendition of the Sesame
Street jingle — Ashley’s favorite show. Dexter flipped the phone open.

P

REGNANT WOMEN HAVE A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP
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“Thirty minutes,” he promised. “I know it’s late, but Shelby just
woke up. I need to talk to her.” He listened, scowling. “I’ll meet you
out front in thirty.”
Dexter snapped the phone shut and shook his head. “Sorry. She’s
tired.”
I shrugged. Three-year-old Ashley I loved, but there was no love
lost between Jessica and me.
Dexter leaned forward, placing his phone on the edge of the bed.
Dark smudges circled his eyes and his right cheek looked bruised. His
short hair was matted down, pressed against his skull like hat hair. But
Dexter never wore a hat. Ever.
“You look worse than I do,” I said.
“I should have run down the hill, not up,” he said, rubbing his
forehead. “I ran right into the fire. I didn’t notice it until it was almost
too late.”
I remembered Dexter sprinting up the hill, holding his phone in
front of him, watching the bars like the guy in the TV advertisement.
“Then these trees around me started to explode in flames. This
falling branch missed me by inches.”
“Wow,” I said.
“Yeah. And you won’t believe what saved me. Remember earlier
in the summer when I took that class in local geology?”
I shook my head. I had no idea what he was talking about.
“The field part of the class was up there, right where we got hit,”
Dexter explained. “Remember I told you about the springs and the
caves?”
This sparked a memory. Dexter had returned from that class, all
excited, saying how much fun it would be take Ashley caving. But
Jessica nixed that with a curt and abrupt, “Take her into a cave, with
spiders? I don’t think so.”
“I just happened to find the entrance to one of the biggest caves
we’d been to. I was so lucky.” He shivered and his voice trailed off. “I
had a front-row seat to a pretty scary show. The fire moved so fast,
obliterating everything … I don’t want to think about what would’ve
happened if I hadn’t found that cave.”
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I didn’t either. “Are you okay now?” I asked. “Did they check you
out?”
“Just some burns.”
His left foot, resting on the bed rail, was bound in white gauze up
to his ankle. I sucked in my breath.
“Dexter, what happened?”
“The bottom of my shoe melted. Lucky for me I was wearing my
wool socks, so the rubber didn’t stick to my skin. A second degree burn
instead of a third.” He grinned, faintly proud.
“Do they know how the fire started?”
“Diane heard it was a Beemer … a black convertible that pulled
off the road and left its engine on. The catalytic converter caught the
grass on fire.” He shook his head. “The guy must’ve seen the fire start
and took off anyway.”
I looked at Dexter, who nodded.
“Had to have been the same guy who clipped us. He must have
stopped to look at the damage without turning off his engine.”
“That jerk,” I growled. “Stupid tourists don’t know anything about
the hills and fire danger. If we ever catch that guy …”
Dexter interrupted, “We won’t. There’s no trace of him. And
nothing remarkable either: the guy was wearing an olive baseball cap,
sunglasses, and a black t-shirt. Same outfit as everyone else in Santa
Cruz.”
We sat in silence for a minute.
I looked around the tiny room. “How long am I here for?”
Suddenly, I noticed the enormous bouquet of flowers on the small
table. “What’s that?” I asked, pointing.
“Diane got those for you. I take back all the bad stuff I said.”
I looked at Dexter in surprise. He nodded.
“Diane’s an all-star. She talked to the doctors, handled your
insurance, made sure I was OK, and took care of the car. Plus, she got
all your stuff out of the backseat before it got towed.”
I smiled. “Don’t want to say I told you so …”
“I know.” He smiled in return. “Car’s going to be totaled, by the
way. Jessica is so pissed. Didn’t even have five hundred miles on it.”
He rubbed his hands against his thighs and stared at his pants.
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“There’s something else,” he said, glancing up at me. “I called
Mom and Dad.”
If I hadn’t been flat on my back in bed, I would have smacked my
brother.
He saw my glare. “I had to. You’re in the hospital. They need to
know.”
I stared at the ceiling.
“Right?” he persisted.
“You promised,” I said flatly. “What about that?”
“I didn’t tell them anything specific. I just said we were out for a
drive.”
“You promised,” I said again.
“I did.”
We didn’t say anything else. There wasn’t much to say.
After a few minutes, Dexter pushed himself up. “I better go. It’s
going to take me at least fifteen minutes to hobble to the lobby. Don’t
want to keep my princess waiting.”
He grabbed a pair of crutches that were propped against the wall
by my hospital bed. “I can’t lean over and give you a hug. I’d fall
down.”
I was just as glad.
He waved one of the crutches toward me, an oversized bug
waving an antenna. “I’ll come see you as soon as I can drive. Call me
when you get settled in.
“I’m really glad you’re okay, Shel,” he said, staring down at me.
“Me too,” I said.
I watched my brother slowly hobble off.
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1998 (LABOR DAY)
Annual Beach Clean-Up
Pelican Dunes, Byrd River Watershed
South Santa Cruz County, Central Monterey Bay Coast

“H

EADS UP, MS. B!”

Aurora was walking along the sand at Pelican Dunes Beach,
looking for trash. The fog had already cleared and the morning was
beginning to warm.
Teams of Prudenciana students and family members combed the
beach, each team with an official trash bag, a bag for recyclables, and
a pencil and data card for the California Coastal Commission’s annual
Adopt-a-Beach event.
On Aurora’s team were Rico, River, Paloma, Caleb, and Melody
Escobar. They wanted to carry all the stuff, so Aurora walked
empty-handed.
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“Heads up, Ms. B!” Rico’s voice got through to Aurora, and she
turned around just as he let fly a Frisbee.
The disk came whizzing toward her. She reached up, but it was a
little too high. She ran backwards to catch it. Stretching. It was going
to be close.
The back of her head smacked into someone as hard as a rock
wall. Fireworks exploded behind her eyelids.
A strong red-brown arm reached above her, caught the Frisbee,
and threw it back to its sender. At the same time, a matching arm
clamped around her waist.
“Smooth, Ms. B!” Rico called.
Two large hands gently turned her and held her by the shoulders
at arm’s length, as if there were concern that she might not be able to
keep her balance.
She stared at the man holding her, the man built like a rock wall.
Recognition seared through her core.
His eyes. As blue-green as the sea. She held her breath, a mouse
under the spell of a hawk.
She forced herself to look away, down at the sand between their
feet. Could he tell how her body reacted to him? He was a Catholic
priest. He probably didn’t understand such things.
She met his waiting eyes. He knows.
“Are you alright?” He lifted his hands off her shoulders
tentatively.
“Yes.” Aurora rubbed the back of her head. “Sorry to bump into
you like that. Are you okay?”
“Didn’t feel a thing.” The priest’s eyes twinkled. He picked up
Aurora’s baseball cap, dusted off the sand, and handed it to her. “I
remember you from Cosmic John’s waterfall hike. Aurora, right? I’m
Father Francis. Frank Hilman. From Our Lady of Help in Valle Verde.”
“I remember you, too.” As if I could possibly ever forget. “Thank
you again for helping me when I fell in the creek. Don’t know why I
keep acting like such a klutz. I usually have pretty good balance.” She
replaced her hat, trying to control her chaotic feelings.
“Looks like you’ve recovered from your injury. I — we — were
worried. No broken bones, I take it?”
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“No, but I did need stitches. All better now.” She pulled up the
hem of her shorts and rubbed the raised scar on her thigh.
He inclined his head to inspect the scar. His eyes narrowed and
he swallowed.
She blushed. Why did I do that? My thighs are too fat. I’m an
imbecile. He probably thinks I’m disgusting. Her throat was dry. Say
something.
“I went to the funeral for Salvador Luna at your church,” Aurora
stammered. “I — I saw you then. Salvador was a student of mine.”
“We hate to bury children, especially victims of violence,” said
Father Francis. “Thank you for being at the funeral. It meant a lot to
Salvador’s family to see all the people there who loved him, from so
many walks of life. It helped heal the wounds in the community, too,
I think.”
“I’m afraid the community’s going to need a lot more work to
heal its wounds.” Aurora recalled the black-hooded hoodlums who’d
threatened Father Francis during the funeral.
Just then, the very same hoodlums appeared.
“Yo, Padre. My dog an’ me gonna hang wid our homies up ahead.
You wanna take our stuff?”
Father Francis accepted the nearly empty trash bag and data card.
“So you two are going to team up with Victor’s group?”
“You got it, vato. We’ll let’cha know if we fin’ any buried treasure.
Later, Padre.” The young men sprinted away down the beach.
“Aren’t those the angry young men from the funeral who …”
“Salvador’s relatives. Yes. They craved revenge at first. They were
poisoned with grief and rage. It’s taken time to help them find peace.”
Father Francis shrugged his shoulders and smiled. “Looks like they
just left me holding the bag.”
“My team’s gone off without me, too.” Aurora pointed toward her
team far down the beach, recognizable by the dot of red that had to be
Rico’s baseball cap.
Father Francis’ eyes caught flecks of sunlight glinting off the
waves. “We’ve got a bag here. Shall we?”
Aurora’s first impulse was to make an excuse and run. But that
would be childish … and rude.
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They walked in silence.
“I don’t think there are as many cigarette butts as last year,”
Aurora said after a while. “The Coastal Commission’s educational
campaign must be working.”
“You do this every year?”
“I’ve been the beach captain for my school for a few years. I think
it’s really important for my students to get involved.”
“This is my first time. I brought the basketball team I coach, plus
a few of the other, ah, black sheep in my flock. I wanted to show them
how great it feels to make a positive difference in the world.” The priest
picked up a scrap of red plastic that had once been part of a disposable
lighter and dropped it in the bag. “I hope today’s experience will give
them a way to connect with their community that’s more socially
constructive than tagging.” He watched the boys running toward the
rivermouth. “They seem to be enjoying themselves.”
“I noticed the tattoos. Are they gang members?”
“Some are,” answered the priest.
“I’ve got a student — a little guy who wears a red baseball cap,” said
Aurora. “I think he’s interested in — what’s the gang that wears red?”
“That would be the Norteños. You think he’s at risk? I’d be happy
to meet him.”
“His grandma’s raising him. She’s at the tables back at the beach
entrance with a few of my other parents, preparing a picnic. If we get
a chance, I’ll introduce you to her and Rico.”
A pod of dolphins offshore kept pace with them as they walked.
Like a swimmer caught in a rip tide, Aurora felt swept up in the priest’s
power.
“What’s this?” She reached down and tugged at a piece of frayed
plastic rope. Sand fell away as she pulled.
“Here, let me help.” Father Francis took hold and they leaned
their weight against the buried line. A fishing net began to emerge
from the sand. They tugged again. It was heavy. Aurora fought the
urge to fall into the man’s arms.
A few of Father Francis’ basketball players ran up to help. Several
of Aurora’s students and some parents joined in. It turned into a game
of tug of war between the sand and the humans.
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“Puulll!” yelled a burly tattooed basketball player.
Suddenly, the whole net came loose and everyone tumbled into a
pile on the sand, shouting and laughing.
Father Francis had gracefully sidestepped the pile. He looked
serious as he gathered the net into a big bundle. “Miles of this kind of
netting are adrift in the ocean, killing senselessly. Well done, everyone.”
The net pullers scattered like sandpipers, but one young man
stayed back. He had a coal dusting of mustache, a sweet face, gang
tattoos on neck and hands, a crystal earring, and a gold crucifix around
his neck. In memory of Salvador Luna scrolled in white cursive letters
across his black hoodie. One of his arms rested protectively across the
shoulders of Paloma. His other hand grasped the shoulder of an
angry-looking boy about fifteen wearing a red baseball cap.
“Ms. Bourne? I met you when Father Francis brought me an’ my
friend and my little brother Johnny, here, to the hike at the waterfall,”
said the young man. “Do you remember me? I’m Victor Lopez.”
“Of course I remember you, Victor. It’s good to see you again.”
“I just wan’ed to say hello ’cause you’re my little sister’s teacher
and our parents are — well, I’m kinda like the father for my little
brother and sister. So, I just wan’ed to say hi, and thank you.” Victor
shuffled his feet in the sand. “Paloma likes you, a lot, Ms. Bourne. I
was sorry when you got hurt on the hike. I saw what that puto did. He
ran into you and pushed you down, and didn’t even say sorry. I’m glad
you’re okay, and I’m glad you’re my little sister’s teacher.”
“Thank you, Victor. I’m really happy that Paloma’s in my class.
She’s a wonderful student. I look forward to working with both of
you.”
Paloma broke free from Victor and wrapped her arms around
Aurora. Johnny, the younger boy with a red hat like Rico’s, shook his
brother’s hand off his shoulder, kicked the sand, and stomped away.
Victor turned to Father Francis. “Hey, Padre. I’ll take the net up
by the cans where they gonna collect all that basura.”
He hefted the heavy net onto his shoulder and set off across the
sand. Paloma limped down the beach to join her classmates.
Aurora turned to Father Francis. “So,Victor’s raising his brother
and sister?”
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“The grandfather is legal guardian, but he speaks very little
English, and doesn’t read or write.” Father Francis answered. “Victor
is the one who’s kept the family together. He’s been the younger
children’s liaison with their teachers and the schools for years.”
“May I ask where the parents are?”
“Their father is in Soledad for life. Heavy duty Norteño. Mom
OD’d a year and a half ago. Victor was determined to keep his brother
and sister together, out of foster care. He was just sixteen. Got off drugs,
out of gang banging, got himself back in school. Even though he’s been
working full time, he’s still managed to continue his education.”
“That’s a huge burden for a person his age.”
“He’s doing a great job. He’ll be graduating from Oceanview
Continuation High School this June and has a full scholarship to
UCSC’s Agroecology Program. He’s been tapped by ALBA to join
their Small Farmer Education Program. And he’s already made
connections with California Farm Link.”
“Farm Link?”
“A new non-profit that provides farmers with the tools they need
to lease and purchase land, access capital, and grow their business. I’m
confident Victor will have his own organic, fair-labor farm one day.”
Aurora wondered how much of Victor’s success had to do with the
priest’s influence. “His little brother seems to be struggling,” she said.
“Juanito is in a dark place.”
Aurora nodded. It wasn’t hard to recognize the signs of an at-risk
adolescent. “Why does Paloma limp?”
“Birth defect.”
In the blue-on-blue distance a gull flew toward Byrd River, an
eerie cry trailing in its wake. They started walking again.
“Our school hasn’t issued the annual confidential health reports
yet, but it seems to me the rate of birth defects and other health issues
in our district is rising,” said Aurora.
“Any theories about what’s going on?” The priest dropped a
plastic bottle into his recycle bag.
“Lately, we’ve been wondering about the effects of pesticide
exposure.” Aurora told Father Francis about the events of the past
weeks at Prudenciana: the CalGreen assembly, and the teachers’
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conversation in the lunchroom afterward. “Just about every teacher in
the lunchroom confessed to be struggling with some sort of illness.
Katie Cooper has made us aware of the fumigations going on in the
strawberry fields around the school. It seems far-fetched, and I can’t
imagine how you could prove it, but we’re starting to wonder if all the
seemingly unrelated health issues at Prudenciana could be connected
to pesticide exposure.”
“I’m concerned about the pesticides too, Aurora. Not only their
direct effect on human health, but also on the water quality in our
creeks and rivers — in our watershed and on the fish.”
Aurora met Father Francis’ eyes. Something ancient looked back
at her with a light both terrifying in its power and at the same time so
pure, kind, and gentle it made her want to weep.
Whitewater from the incoming tide surged toward them. Aurora
and the priest both abruptly sidestepped, and bumped into each other.
He held her for a moment, lines creasing the corners of his eyes. His
T-shirt smelled of fresh laundry and the ocean. The stark white of his
shirtsleeves stretched tight around red-brown biceps, encircled by
tattooed bands of swimming fish. Aurora’s heart rocked to the pulse
of the waves beating against the shore.
“Sorry,” said Father Francis, releasing her and taking a step back.
“No, it was my fault. I’m truly not usually this clumsy.”
They laughed and walked on, combing the beach in silence. A line
of pelicans flew low over the water.
Father Francis stopped to pull a short length of yellow plastic rope
out of the sand. “This should be useful for something.” He coiled the
rope and stuffed it into the back pocket of his jeans.
“One less thing destined for the Great Pacific Garbage Patch,”
said Aurora.
Father Francis shook his head. “Floating islands of plastic the size
of Texas polluting our oceans.”
“I’ve heard that some of it’s decomposing into clouds of micro
beads that fish are mistaking for edible plankton. They’re calling the
plastic plankton ‘mermaids’ tears’.”
“The human race needs to confront its plastic problem, soon,”
said Father Francis. “But I think it could be a great opportunity for
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innovation — an economic bonanza for whoever figures out how to
reclaim all that material and remanufacture it into products we need.”
They approached a group of Aurora’s students, gathered around
three dead seabirds tangled in a pile of seaweed.
“Ms. B! Why do you think they died?” Rico kicked at one of the
birds. “Should we put it in the trash bag?”
“Remember what we talked about in class, Rico? Many of the
things we find on the beach are natural. Natural things we respect, and
leave alone, right?”
“Yeah, but maybe it ate a piece of plastic and got poisoned, or got
covered with oil. It’s all black.”
“Black is the actual color of their feathers,” said the priest. “These
are Sooty Shearwaters. They died of natural causes. Death is as natural
as life. It’s all part of the journey.”
Rico eyed the priest with suspicion.
“Rico, I’d like you to meet a friend of mine,” said Aurora. “This is
Father Francis. He’s a priest at Our Lady of Help Church.”
“You don’ look like no priest.”
“Well, Rico, things are not always as they appear to be,” Father
Francis winked.
“My teacher says that too.” Rico glanced sideways at Ms. Bourne,
then back at the priest.
Father Francis offered Rico his hand. “Pleased to meet you, Rico.”
Rico sized up the priest a moment longer, then thrust out his
hand and shook.
“So,” Rico said, “how come these birds died, then?”
“Every year in late summer, the Shearwaters arrive in the
Monterey Bay in enormous flocks,” said Father Francis. “They’re on a
spectacular long-distance migration. They’re flying from their
breeding colony near New Zealand north to the Aleutian Islands, and
they get very hungry. When they encounter the huge schools of
anchovies in the bay, they go into a feeding frenzy. Some break their
necks and drown.”
Rico wrinkled his brow and studied the dead birds. “I hope I
never get that hungry.”
“Race you to the river,” Melody shouted.
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The children ran down the beach, Paloma limping behind the
others.
Aurora and Father Francis caught up with the children at a rope
fence cordoning off a wildlife closure area in the dunes.
“Stop! Stop!” A woman in uniform waved her hands.
Aurora recognized the warden, Kelli Cavanaugh, from the
waterfall hike. Warden Cavanaugh stood in front of the wide-eyed
children, her arms crossed over of her chest and a very stern look on
her face.
“River, Melody, Paloma, Caleb, Rico. Did you forget what we
learned in class?” asked Aurora.
“Oh,” said River. “The Plovers?”
“Exactly,” said Warden Cavanaugh. “Endangered Western Snowy
Plovers. Hi, Aurora. Father Francis. Nice to see you both again.” She
turned to the children and pointed at the sand, sprinkled with bits of
shells, dried seaweed, and pieces of driftwood. “Look there.”
“Oh my gosh,” River whispered. “It’s so beautiful.”
A tiny, fluffy bird the color of the sand — variegated white, tans,
browns, and black — nested in a slight depression in the dune. The
mother bird had pulled a few shells close, and camouflaged her nest
with dried seaweed and bits of wood. Bird, nest, and eggs were nearly
invisible, astonishingly beautiful, and fragile. As Aurora stared at the
sand, several other nesting plovers came into focus the way stars first
appear in the twilight. Some of Father Francis’ young warriors,
including Paloma’s older brother, Victor, joined the group. They all
hovered in awe before the tiny birds.
One of the plovers left her eggs and darted around, one wing
dipping in the sand as if it were broken. “She’s trying to lead us away
from her nest,” Kelli explained. “If we don’t move away from the area
now, she might keep doing this until she dies of exhaustion and her
eggs get too cold to hatch.”
Father Francis led the group out of the dunes. Aurora turned to
follow, but Kelli stopped her. “Aurora, how are you doing? That was a
bad fall you had at the creek.”
“Thanks for asking. I mended pretty well.”
Kelli nodded.
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“Thank you so much for helping me that day, and also for being
here,” said Aurora. “Will the plovers be alright? I hope we didn’t
disturb them too badly.”
“Sadly, these little birds are on the brink of extinction. This is one
of the last viable plover nesting habitats on the coast. We have the
closure ropes and signs up all summer, but on a high-use weekend like
this, we need a warden on site, to explain the dune closure to people
face-to-face. Thanks for helping raise awareness by bringing your
students today.”
Leaving Kelli at her station to defend the nesting plovers, Aurora
hurried to catch up with her group.
The group had almost reached the river when they discovered a
truck tire partly buried in the sand.
“Let’s dig it out!”
While Aurora was watching the tire excavation, a slight
movement in the dunes farther down the beach near the rivermouth
caught her attention. Like a teacher on playground duty, she marched
off to investigate.
She walked along the wet sand, then turned up into the dunes that
insulated the exclusive gated Pelican Dunes Estates community above
the dunes from the public beach below. She threaded her way through
maze-like clefts between hills of sand that loomed over her head, until
she was no longer able to see the ocean or her group.
Around the next bend, the narrow trail opened onto an illegal
campsite. Aurora was shocked by the presence of three swarthy men
squatting by a fire. They turned toward her in surprise.
Yellow bloodshot eyes with dilated pupils took her in.
Rotten-toothed grins spread across the leathery, predatory faces.
Aurora felt something slimy flow over her body.
The men’s foul odor overwhelmed the wild fragrance of sea spray
and coastal sage.
One of the men slowly stood. He gripped his cooking knife. His
hands were black with dirt.
“Hola, Chica,” he leered. “Venga aquî. Quiero comer tu panocha.”
Another of the men made kissing sounds. A smear of grease
glistened on his lips and chin. “Quiero follarte,” he sneered.
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The third man pulled a stained blue cap down to shade his eyes
and slowly rose to his feet. He put his hand on his crotch. “Venga
conmigo, coño. Quiero hacerte.”
The men hissed and grunted in mocking laughter.
Blue Cap rubbed his hand up and down his fly. His lizard tongue
darted in and out through dry lips.
Aurora froze, skin tingling, pulse racing.
She didn’t know what to do. If she screamed, she doubted anyone
would hear her beyond the dunes, over the roar of the surf. If she ran,
these men would surely catch her.
Time stood still as she stared at the three men, hyper-aware of a
yellow crust lining the corners of Greasy Lip’s mouth. She felt weirdly
immobilized.
Suddenly, he lunged toward her. On pure instinct she turned to
run. Greasy Lips grabbed her by the hair, dragged her toward him, and
caught her in a strangling rear headlock. She gasped for breath and
tried to pry his arm away from her neck. The man in the blue hat
clawed and tore at her shorts, forcing them down below her hips.
She struggled, screamed, and kicked. Suddenly she landed a hard
knee between Blue Hat’s legs. He doubled over. She twisted in Greasy
Lips headlock, tucking her chin into the crook of his elbow and
grabbing his arm. He cursed at her in Spanish and tightened his hold.
She worked her fingers into the space between his arm and her chin
and gained some breathing room.
Blue Hat seemed to be reviving. She didn’t have much time before
he was on her again. She bent her knees, dropped her weight, and
swung her foot back behind Greasy Lip’s calf. He lost his balance,
releasing his hold. She ran.
The man with the cooking knife rushed at her.
She scrambled backward, stumbled and fell, her hand coming
down hard just inches from three plover eggs.
Seeming to appear out of nowhere, Victor Lopez loomed like a
bear between her and her assailants. Victor had thrown off his baggy
black sweatshirt. His sleeveless tank revealed the musculature of a
body builder.
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“Ya basta. No chingues, putos. (That’s enough. Don’t mess with
her.)” Victor’s clear male voice boomed over the dunes. He clenched a
knife in his white-knuckled fist.
Aurora sprawled on the sand, hypnotized by the confrontation.
“Y Qué? (What are you going to do about it?)” The man with the
blue hat taunted.
“Send you home to your mother, paisa. So you can fuck her
again.” Victor hefted his knife.
“Rifamos, pinche cabrón. Bailamos.” Blue Hat flicked open a
switchblade. Aurora heard the click of the blade as if it were inside her
head.
Someone was helping her up — Victor’s angry little brother,
Johnny.
A shadow like a large wild cat brushed by her. Father Francis.
She blinked. The man who’d been holding the cooking knife was
on the ground, empty-handed, unconscious. Blood ran from his nose
and mouth.
Victor and Blue Cap circled each other, knives carving the air in
slow motion.
A high-pitched screech crazed the dome of sky. Aurora turned
toward the sound. Mask-like and disembodied, a leathery face hung in
the air, greasy lips twisted in a soul-piercing wail. An ornate
broadsword fiercely stabbed up into the heavens, then arced down,
slicing across the priest’s chest. The priest pulled back like a Flamenco
dancer, spun, and kicked the weapon out of Greasy Lip’s hand.
In one smooth motion, Father Francis caught the blade as it
rolled in the air, and hurled it into a distant dune. The steel sheathed
up to its hilt in sand and Father Francis grabbed Greasy Lip’s arm,
twisting it hard behind the man’s back.
Greasy Lips howled again — a haunting sound, barely human.
Father Francis forced him face down in the sand. With a knee in
the attacker’s back, he bound hands and feet with the yellow rope from
his back pocket.
Victor held his side, doubled over and panting. Blood soaked
through his shirt. A man lay on the dune at Victor’s feet, unmoving.
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Partially buried in the sand next to the unconscious body was a bloody
blue cap.
“Johnny!” Father Francis commanded. A ragged slash split open
the priest’s white T-shirt. Bright blood arced across his chest and ran
down his torso.
“Go get Ms. Cavanaugh, the game warden, mi’ijo! Tell her to radio
dispatch for backup. Have them send a squad car and an ambulance
around the back way, through the Pelican Dunes Estates. Be quick, and
don’t make a fuss about it. Take Ms. Bourne with you. Go!”
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TEPPING THROUGH THE SIDE GATE, Charles could hardly recognize

the rectangular dirt courtyard behind the priest’s house. In just the
few hours since he had been there, the quiet retreat had become a
gaily-decorated festival site. The palm-frond thatch walls around the
yard had been decorated with brightly colored banners. Flags with
intricate designs covered entirely in spangles were leaned up in the
corners of the yard. The ground outside the oumphor temple had been
covered in elaborate curlicue patterns made of white flour, the veve
symbols of the Loa gods. There were twenty men and women along
the side walls with drums and rattles and percussive sticks, all working
together to build an impossibly complex rhythm. There were another
fifty people dancing around in the middle of the courtyard. Everyone
accented their clothing with some brightly colored sash or turban or
scarf. Many of the men had their shirts off as they swayed their bodies
to the music. Everyone was singing.
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He stood there for a moment and took in the spectacle. The sheer
joy of the place rekindled the flame in his heart that had been set in the
fields. He spotted Sanantha up at the front of the congregation, talking
with some men and women who were dressed entirely in white. He
made his way around the dancers to Sanantha.
“Charles! Welcome!” she greeted him with her big open smile.
She blinked and stared at him upon his approach. "You look like you
don’t know whether to laugh or cry.”
“I am rather overwhelmed. It’s been a helluva day.”
“Anything you want to talk about?”
Charles chuckled and looked away. He shook his head and turned
back to her. “Sure. They say confession is good for the soul.” He walked
her over to the fence away from the dancers. He took a deep breath to
steady himself. “Well, I just confessed to Father Gorvil, publicly. Some
of the village men overheard me telling you about my past here.
Thankfully they went to him and didn’t just kill me in the jungle.”
“What did he say?”
He blinked, trying to come to grips with it himself. “He absolved
me.”
Sanantha’s frown of concern smoothed and stretched into a
triumphant grin. “That’s wonderful!”
Charles took another deep breath. “It’s a big step, all at once.”
She put her hand on his arm. “I understand it’s going to take you
a while to forgive yourself. But this should show you that you are worth
forgiving.” She nodded at the ground. “Father Gorvil is really coming
through for us.”
“I’ll say.”
“No, you don’t know the half of it. Joseph came into the village
this afternoon looking for us. Father Gorvil sent him packing, but it
seems the conversation was very strange.”
Charles' grin vanished in his shock. “How so?”
"When Father Gorvil told him that we were under his protection,
Joseph backed down and said he wasn't prepared to fight a houngan.
He told Father Gorvil to tell us that he had chased us from
Washington, but that we were safe here. I can't believe he would just
back down like that. I mean, he blew up an airplane to try to kill us."
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Charles compared this sudden change in tactics to the other
sudden changes he had seen in Joseph. "Actually, that kind of
mercurial twist is not that unusual for him. Maybe he just wanted me
out of Washington so he can continue with his plans there. Maybe he
came here to make sure we weren't going anywhere.” Then he gave it
another thought and concluded, "Maybe I'm grasping at straws here."
"Maybe he wants us to feel safe so we don't ask too many questions
at this mass. I don't trust him for a second."
"Neither do I, believe me."
"Look, we are just about ready to start here. You and I will be
seated inside the shelter, right over here on Father Gorvil’s right,” she
said pointing at a couple of chairs. “Go ahead and sit down. I’ve got a
few more things to do, and then I’ll join you.” She clutched his
shoulder. “That’s so great that Father Gorvil has forgiven you. All this
can move ahead with a clean slate.”
Charles took his chair and Sanantha disappeared around the
partition into the sanctum. He was so nervous he could barely stay
seated. He was torn between his growing sense of community with these
people and his growing anxiety about participating in a summoning.
The dancing and music was something he wanted to be a part of, yet he
couldn't help but think of all this excitement as playing with fire. Now
that Joseph had found them, what if they did something that really
angered Joseph? What if the gods were on Joseph's side in exacting
revenge for Charles' past deeds? Did these people that he was coming to
care about, who were throwing themselves so enthusiastically into this
effort, realize the dangers at hand?
The first thing he noticed when he sat down was the large veve design
of Madame Erzulie on the ground next to him. It was three feet across and
built around the shape of a heart. Like the other veves, the interior cross
bars and curling branches that projected from the heart looked like an
elaborate wrought iron window, only drawn with carefully-poured flour
on the dark hard soil. He took comfort that it was pointed at him.
The most conspicuous feature of the temple was how the roof was
held up by a central sturdy, square wooden pillar set in a stepped stone
seat. The ground around the stone seat was decorated with more veve
drawings and the steps were piled with offerings of corn, bowls of food,
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and open bottles of liquor. The pillar itself was painted with two
intertwining serpent spirals that ran from the ground all the way up to
the rafters that it supported.
He smiled at seeing the familiar pillar, just like the one in his
personal altar at home. He had been surprised earlier at how differently
the temple was laid out compared to temples he had seen in New
Orleans. Now that everything was fully decorated, the differences and
the similarities to his own practice became clearer.
He had no idea why there was a whip hanging on a hook halfway
up the pillar. On the other hand, the wooden model of a ship hung
near the top made him think of Erzulie's ship in his dream. The
courtyard was really an extension of the temple floor, since there was
no wall on that side of the temple. He then realized that the stone pillar
seat was the altar for the villagers, since one couldn’t even see the stone
altar in the sanctum behind the partition screen.
As he watched the villagers dancing and singing and drumming,
he noticed there were very few children present. He assumed they were
left alone at home, since this crowd could easily be the entire adult
population of the village and surrounds.
The men were dancing in circles with other men, and the women
danced among themselves. Some of the villagers worked themselves
into a frenzy, dancing in double-time to the drumbeats and singing.
The music was also comfortingly familiar. He focused on the stomping
bare feet of a nearby group of women. He glanced up and saw that a
young woman in a blue flowered dress smiled coyly at him while she
danced. It was the girl who had caught him in the jungle that morning.
He blushed and looked away.
He was glad that Sanantha came out of the temple and sat down
next to him.
“We’ll start when Father Gorvil comes out,” she informed him.
“Is there anything I need to know ahead of time? I mean, will I be
performing any function in the ceremonies? We’re sitting right up
front here.”
She smiled and shook her head. “No, I don’t think you’ll have to
do anything. Father Gorvil will run everything personally. He wants
you up here since he’ll be seeking answers to your questions.”
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Charles leaned in close and took a sober tone. “Before the
ceremony starts, I want to go on the record that I'm really quite
worried that these people don't appreciate how much danger they're
taking on, and for a stranger's problems at that. I mean, what do my
problems have to do with them?”
“Oh, they want to be here anytime the gods speak. It’s an
important part of their community. The gods could choose to speak
through any one of them.”
Just as the sun winked out over the horizon, Father Gorvil emerged
from the ghuevo sanctum. The drummers and singers went silent, and
everyone sat down where they were. Only the drone of insects persisted.
A couple of the men and women in white made their way along the walls
of the peristyle, lighting torches as they went. Father Gorvil was dressed
in a long white robe that struck Charles as curiously plain for someone
of the priest’s position. He was attended by two men and a woman,
again all in white, who held various long implements for him.
Father Gorvil carried a bucket in one hand and a leafy branch in the
other. He began chanting prayers as he stepped up to the central post of
the temple, dipped the branch in the bucket and shook a spray of water
from the branch all up the length of the pillar. Then he walked out into
the crowd and continued to shake water out over the congregation. Each
time he called out a prayer, the assembly would call back a response.
When Father Gorvil came back into the temple he handed the
bucket and branch to one of his attendants, and took instead a black
iron bar with a large disk at one end and a hook at the other. Charles
understood this bar gathered spirits and made communication with
them easier. He also took an elaborately beaded, long handled rattle in
his other hand. Charles immediately recognized the primary tool in
dealing with spirits, the Asson rattle wand of command. Each time
Father Gorvil handed something to or took something from one of his
assistants, the helper would kiss the object.
He held the iron bar up to the crowd and the drummers started a
simple, consistent rhythm. Father Gorvil began a different chant that
listed the names of gods, including many Catholic saints. When he was
done, the crowd sang a few choruses of a joyous song that Charles did
not understand.
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Father Gorvil then traded the iron bar for a long, notched,
wooden pole with a mirror attached to one end, which Charles
remembered was the Joukoujou, the tree of life and the balance beam
of the gods. Father Gorvil kept the long-handled rattle in his left hand.
When he held the pole up, the drummers changed to a different
rhythm. Again, Father Gorvil ran through a litany of gods’ names,
again including saints. Again the crowd sang a song when he was done.
When Father Gorvil traded the mirror pole for a sword, Charles
surmised that the priest was done preparing and was now moving
toward an actual summoning. Father Gorvil held the sword up and
began another round of names. The drummers began yet another set
of rhythms, when suddenly a man stood up and cried out from back
in the crowd. The men on either side of him stepped up to steady him,
and the seated crowd parted to give him room to come to the front.
The man’s face was contorted in pain and he was stooped over
holding his back. Charles noticed that many of the congregation paid
him only passing attention, as if what was happening was nothing
unexpected. He seemed weak, almost unable to hold himself up as he
staggered toward the temple. He let out another cry of pain and fell to
his knees, as if he had been struck in the back, but there was no one
there. He reached around behind himself frantically, as if to fight off
whatever was striking him. The men at his sides did nothing to assist
him. Again he cried out and again he staggered under an unseen blow,
this one knocking him to the ground.
Charles was horrified and thrilled at the same time. He had never
witnessed a possession first-hand. He glanced at Sanantha who
nodded that this is what was supposed to happen. That these people
had come for the chance to be chosen for such a punishing ordeal
made Charles wonder how badly they needed this spiritual contact.
As the man lie on the ground and moaned, Father Gorvil, still
holding the sword and the Asson, stepped up and began reciting
prayers over him. He stopped moaning and slowly sat up. He looked
around with a contorted frown on his face. Gorvil brandished the
rattle and the man looked up at him and blinked, as if seeing the tall,
thin priest for the first time. The man abruptly stood up and saluted
the priest in a military fashion. Gorvil planted the sword in the ground
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between them and saluted him back. He then called an order to his
attendants who brought forth a chair which they sat down in front of
the central pillar. The man grabbed up the sword, marched over and
sat down in the chair, crossing one leg broadly over the other in an
imperious pose. One of the attendants stepped up and draped a large
red cape over his shoulders.
Father Gorvil continued to recite prayers at the man while he sat
surveying the crowd. Maybe it was his expression or maybe his body
language, but Charles couldn’t help but feel that this wasn’t just a villager
putting on an act. Could this really be a personal visitation of a god?
Charles was astonished. He leaned over to Sanantha and asked, "Is this
Ogou?"
She raised her eyebrows and nodded. "Probably Ogou Fer, the
god of wartime strategy."
"Will the man be all right after this?"
“Oh, yeah. His soul is just set aside, subjugated, is ridden by the
god. That’s why the Loas are called the Divine Horsemen. The people
are the horses."
Suddenly the possessed man stood up and began speaking. The
drummers kept up their rhythm but did so quietly as everyone strained
to hear the god’s words. Even Father Gorvil stepped back to give him
room as he started pacing back and forth across the width of the
peristyle. He held the sword rigidly up against his shoulder as he
strutted, the red cape flowing behind him. "So enemies pursue you,
and you don't know why. So you come to me to figure it out!"
On his return trip he turned on Charles. He strutted over to the
seated man and berated him. "You're too stupid to see why enemies
chase you, so you come to me to figure it out?"
Charles was terrified. He pressed back into his chair and kept an
eye on the sword.
Thankfully Father Gorvil interceded. "The enemy is a l'alouby of
some cunning. We need to know who sent this demon." Gorvil stepped
over to the stone base of the central pillar and grabbed up a pot from
among the offerings. Much to Charles’ surprise, Gorvil reached in and
pulled out a handful of corn mash paste, which he smeared onto
Charles’ head. "This man is vexed, not stupid," the priest declared.
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This seemed to satisfy the possessed man, and he planted the
sword in the ground in front of him and stood up straight with one fist
on his hip. He then thrust out his other hand holding up his index
finger and smiled hugely.
Father Gorvil held the Asson rattle a little higher and demanded,
"Who sent the demon?"
The man stepped up to Charles, leaned forward, grinned and
hissed a single word right into his face. “Sssiillaasss.”
Charles recoiled and frowned at Gorvil for an explanation.
The houngan frowned intensely and pursed his lips at the
possessed man. He demanded, "Nothing more?"
The man stood up, folded his arms over his chest and looked
away without answering.
Father Gorvil looked at Charles and said, “The name of your
enemy.”
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SHI SHIMATO HAD ARRIVED HALF AN HOUR EARLY

to give himself
time to go over the numbers his accountants had emailed him that
morning. Sitting alone in the drab gray and tan hotel business center
conference room, he had lost track of time. The sound of rain outside
and the smell of damp added to the timelessness of the room. He had
expected his partner Hideo Yamaguchi also to arrive before their
scheduled appointment. In fact, he was counting on Hideo’s arrival as
his cue to look up from the spreadsheets on his laptop.
Ishi was quite surprised to have his concentration interrupted by
the cheery voice of Young Nae Yoon. “Mr. Shimato! Thank you for
coming all the way to my turf here in K-L.” Young Nae walked into
the room and reached over the table to shake his hand.
Ishi got up to meet his gesture, and then felt compelled to follow
the shake with a small bow. “Mr. Young. It was the least we could do,
especially after our last meeting ended so poorly. I apologize again for
leaving prematurely. I still don’t know what came over me.”
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He glanced down at his open laptop screen and took note that it
was 2:05. “I also apologize for Hideo being late today.”
Young Nae took one of the eight seats around the table, the one
at the head, and leaned back into it. “Well,” he started with a chuckle,
“if you are done apologizing, we can talk business. When we met in
Singapore, I did not know that Hideo had not completely briefed you
on our discussion of a merger. I assume you two have talked it over
since then?”
“Yes, we have. I have all the numbers here.”
“I’m sure you do. What matters now is whether you want to do
this. Hideo has made it clear that he does.”
“Are you interested, in principle, with moving ahead?”
“In principle. If you are going to stay on as President for me, I
need to know your heart is in it.”
Ishi glanced again at the clock on his open laptop. Where was
Hideo? He wasn’t prepared to discuss this on his own. He certainly
wasn’t ready to talk about how he personally felt about it. “Well, Hideo
and I built Clearwater Distribution up from seed capital, so I very
much want to do what will make the company prosper.”
Young Nae sat up and leaned forward, putting an elbow on the
light brown wood table. “I know that your wife’s uncle gave you half
the money to start this business. You’ve paid Lo Cheung back a dozen
fold over the years. This company is yours, with Hideo. This way you
get to still run it, and you get a windfall of cash for your half of the
ownership, which you can invest as you please. What’s the downside?
Hideo sees the logic.”
“Hideo has his own reasons for wanting the liquidity. My
situation is different. He isn’t trying to preserve a legacy.”
“A legacy? Don’t you think your family will be better off liquid?”
“Forgive me for being so blunt, but you have forced the issue. I
feel I must make my position very clear. I am part of a larger family.
At the risk of jeopardizing our business together going forward, and
you are one of our biggest customers, I have to say, I don’t think I can
sell one of my family’s businesses under these circumstances.”
Young Nae got up and started pacing around the room. “Do you
think I want this company because it was started with Lo Cheung’s
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seed money? That was ten years ago -- ancient history. You and I are
talking access to wealth today.”
“I just don’t think of it as mine to sell.”
Young Nae continued pacing as he walked. “Let’s think about this
from the numbers. I always feel tough decisions can be made easier with
more data. Yours has been a slow growth business. You are diversified
enough that fluctuations in the commodity markets have never dragged
your business down too far, nor let you spike very high.” By now, he was
walking all the way around the room. “It is safe to say it is very unlikely
you will ever see this company overpriced enough to give you an exit
window. Your salary is all you’re ever going to see. Your ownership
equity is just going to sit, bottled up in the balance sheet.”
Ishi turned his swivel chair around unconsciously to track Young
Nae’s pacing. “That’s not the issue.”
At this point, Young Nae was right next to Ishi’s chair. He leaned
over and put his hand on Ishi’s shoulder for emphasis. “It should be.
This family legacy stuff is blocking you from seeing any benefit from
all your hard work.”
As Young Nae let his hand fall from his shoulder, he happened to
touch Ishi a couple of times on his right arm, once above the elbow,
and once above the wrist, before he continued his pacing.
“Sometimes it can be worth self-sacrifice to build something
bigger than oneself,” Ishi insisted.
“This is a matter of principle? We are getting philosophical?”
Ishi felt a wave of anger that surprised him. “I will not be
mocked.” He put his hand on his chest, fighting a growing feeling of
excitement. “You have quite upset me. I never lose my temper.” His
breathing became deeper and labored. “I am having a hard time
controlling myself. I think we need to end this meeting. We have come
to an impasse.”
Young Nae took a seat across from Ishi. “You think so?” he asked
calmly.
Ishi realized he had mistaken the tightness in his chest for anger.
He really was having a hard time breathing. “I am not feeling well. Is
there any water in here?”
Young Nae leaned back, relaxed. “I didn’t order any.”
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The pressure in his chest was now undeniable. “I think I am in
trouble here. Can you help me?”
Young Nae didn’t answer.
Ishi eyes went wide as he suddenly realized this was no
coincidence. He remembered getting sick at their last meeting when
Young Nae had scolded him. “What have you…” He clutched his chest
with both hands as he felt a spasm. “What have you done to me?”
Young Nae calmly looked him square in the eye. “I have secured
your family’s financial future. Clearwater is registered as a Japanese
partnership. Under Japanese partnership law, if one partner is deemed
incompetent by two independent doctors, the remaining partners can
buy him out as long as they do so for a fair price. Since you and Hideo
are equal partners, and I will be paying him just over 4 million dollars
for your company, your family will get a two-million-dollar windfall.”
Ishi managed to gasp out the words, “Kyusho jitsu.”
“If that’s the name you want to use for it,” Young Nae toyed with
him.
Hideo knocked on the door and stuck his head in as if unsure of
himself before entering. “I’m so sorry I am late. I got lost here in the
hotel. I had the devil of a time finding someone to help me.” He saw
Ishi gasping and holding his chest, and Young Nae taking out his cell
phone. “What the hell? Ishi, are you all right?”
“Hello. This is Young Nae Yoon in Conference Room 11a. We
need an ambulance and a medical team up here right away. Someone
is having a heart attack.”
Hideo ran to Ishi’s side. Ishi was clawing his shirt collar open,
trying to catch his breath. Hideo helped him and turned to Young Nae,
nearly yelling in his panic. “How long will they be?”
“They said it could be 10 to 15 minutes.”
Even as the pain threatened to choke off his thinking, Ishi still
noticed how calm Young Nae was. He tried to say something to Hideo,
but it only came out as a gasp. Frustration piled on top of fear and he
panicked.
“Do you know CPR?” Hideo asked Young Nae.
“No, I don’t.”
“Shit, neither do I! Hang in there, Ishi.”
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Ishi grabbed him by the arms and shook him, trying franticly to
speak, his eyes bulging out wildly.
“You’re freaking out, man. Try to relax. Try to breathe. Shit, I
don’t know what I’m doing! Do we lay him down, do we keep him
upright?”
“I think you’re supposed to elevate his feet,” Young Nae
commented without emotion and without getting up.
Hideo pushed Ishi’s chair back from the table, picked up his legs,
and swung his feet up onto the table. “Is that any better?” he asked the
distressed man.
Ishi was barely holding onto consciousness. His body convulsed
as shockwaves of pain ripped through his torso. The last clear image
he saw, the last thought he could grasp, before slipping into an
unconsciousness from which he would never recover, was the
horrifyingly calm expression on Young Nae Yoon’s face.
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HE WALK HOME FROM THE HOSPITAL WAS SURREAL.

Desiree
couldn’t bring herself to make eye contact with people she passed
on the street for fear of her god-self reaching out and seizing their
souls. Could life really be moved into and out of a body so easily? She
wondered if soldiers ever got used to the feeling of taking a life, or if
they had to make excuses to themselves for the rest of their lives. All
these questions, and every time she got more answers, it all became
just that much more intense.
She opened the door and moved directly to collapsing on the
couch. It was more of a loveseat, so she was left with one leg sticking
up in the air. She glanced over at the giant hole in the back wall of the
living room and thought about how Joseph always referred to his god
Ptah as the Opener of the Ways. More like ‘Opener of the Kitchen’.
Sanantha came out from her room. “Welcome home. You all
right?”
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“No,” she groaned without getting up. “I used to think more
information leads to more understanding which leads to better coping.
Knowing more is not helping.”
“Helping with what?”
Desiree sat up. “My powers are out of control. They take off on
their own and I just get dragged behind. They’re frightening too, like
life and death at a whim. Knowing what’s going on doesn’t help. All
the history and mechanisms and relationships don’t give me any
handle. I can’t tell if my conscious actions are helping Isis or not. It’s
like I’ve found this fabulous alien spacecraft crashed in my backyard.
I know it can go to the stars, but with no instruction manual and all
the controls in an alien language, I can’t make it do anything. If it flies,
I can’t tell if I’m doing it or it’s doing it on its own.”
“Is Isis pushing you aside? Are there periods when you can’t
remember what you’ve been doing?”
“No, I’m always aware, which makes it worse. Oh, I see. You’re
thinking about when I would shift into being my mother and lose my
Desiree identity. No, I don’t feel like I’m being overwritten, just forced
to be a passenger in my own body.”
“That is consistent with the loa mounting experience. You said
all your answers so far don’t help. What would you like to know?”
“How to be the god I’m supposed to be. Both of our angels say I
am. Osiris in my dream said I am.”
“Who knows how to be a god?” Sanantha asked.
“Other gods? Alec contacted Boann. I felt for her when I went out
to the woods by the river.”
“Maybe. I can try to summon a loa. I don’t know how successful
I would be. I was only ever a flag mistress in my village, and it usually
takes a mambo to summon a god from scratch. The only time I have
ever been mounted was when Erzulie revived you.”
“Joseph knows the Egyptian gods, he served one of them.”
“Yes, but he was also imprisoned by them for thousands of years.”
“Do we know why?”
“No, and I don’t think that would be a polite question.”
Desiree squirmed around on the loveseat and pulled her phone
out of her back pocket. “I still think he’ll have our best access. “Hello,
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Joseph? It’s Desiree. May I ask you a favor? Right, of course. Thank
you. Can you come over to the cottage this afternoon when you’ve got
a minute? I need your advice. Okay, sure. Thanks.”
She hung up and gestured broadly toward the door. “Wait for
it …”
The knock came.
Desiree grinned overbroadly. Sanantha got the door. “Come in.”
“Joseph, I need your help. You have been wonderful answering
all my questions. Sanantha, you have been a rock of support in my
corner. Now I need an expert, a peer. I need to talk to a god and see
how I’m supposed to do this. Boann did not talk to me when I went to
her. Sanantha’s not sure the loas would listen to her. What can you do
to put me in touch with a fellow Egyptian god?”
He frowned. Was that thought or caution? “I am an angel of Ptah,
the Opener of the Ways.”
Desiree snickered to herself.
“What?” he asked with no humor.
“Nothing. Sorry, please go on.”
“As we saw with Kailash and Semeru, holy places are holy because
they exist in both this plane and the next. I could open a gap at Karnak
where my gods are resting.”
Sanantha helped him out. “I understand your reluctance to visit
the gods.”
“I want to help and I will. I will have to avoid direct contact with
the gods, though.”
Desiree couldn’t help herself. “When Silas freed you, it was
against the gods’ wishes? Why were they holding you?”
“Yes, my master freed me before the gods were satisfied. I had
exceeded my authority, acted on my own wishes and against theirs.”
“Isn’t helping me more of the same?”
“No, I am assisting a goddess. Helping the Neters is why I exist.”
“Actually, Isis is known for acting on her own,” Sanantha added.
“Plenty of stories have her going against the wishes of the other gods.
So helping a rebel may not excuse you. Please be careful.”
Joseph smiled what almost came across as boyishly. “I didn’t
know you cared, Doctor.”
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Sanantha smiled back. “Don’t flatter yourself. I need you here to
protect her. Promise me you will keep her safe.”
“I promise.” He turned to Desiree. “When would you like to
leave? I know the place well, so we can get there in one step.”
“What time is it there now?”
“There is a two-hour time difference. It’s three o’clock here now,
so it’s five there. We’d have a little over an hour of light.”
“Am I overdressed. I mean, it’s the desert and I’m in a sweater.”
“You should be fine. You might be warm, but it gets very windy.”
“All right then. No time like the present.”
Sanantha spoke up. “Please don’t do it in here. Go out back,
maybe. You create a cloud of black sulfurous smoke when you leave.”
Desiree snickered. “Bye, Sanantha.” She started to follow Joseph
but stopped to retrieve her wallet.
“You won’t need that,” Joseph said. “We’re going and coming
right back.”
“I dunno, traveling to another country. I’ll take my passport and
credit card just in case.”
She and Joseph walked to the patio. She took his hands facing him
and closed her eyes.
“Are you still frightened of this travel?” Joseph asked. “We have
done this several times now.”
“Not afraid of the trip, but the blackness is always a shock. I’ll just
keep my eyes closed, thank you.”
With the rushing sound of air, she knew they were no longer in
Ireland. She felt a gentle warm breeze on her face, opened her eyes,
and involuntarily took a breath at the view. The grandiose pylon gate
of the Temple of Isis at Agilika loomed behind Joseph like a fortress
wall. It was huge and beautiful but there was something more,
something touched her deeply. “Joseph, I feel like I’m home.”
“People came from all over Egypt to worship you here. This place
keeps you alive in people’s minds even today when they visit and learn.
Did Alec tell you about the impression prayer leaves on a place?”
“Yes, like Patrick’s gravestone.” She was happy to notice no
tourists present. She looked around and saw they were on an island.
“This place is steeped in thousands of years of belief in you.”
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‘Well, not me personally, but my soul, which is where I feel the
connection. Is this one of those holy thin spots?”
“Oh yes, this temple very much exists in both planes.”
She looked around again and felt something didn’t fit. “Why does
this place feel like it’s in the wrong place?”
“Oh, of course. Isis remembers it in its original setting. This temple
complex used to be on a nearby island called Philae. When the Egyptians
built the Aswan High Dam, the Nile backed up and expanded Lake
Nassar, and it flooded Philae. The United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization declared this a World Heritage Site
and spent nine years dismantling the entire complex, numbering all the
blocks, and reassembling it here on Agilika.”
“They moved all these temple buildings? Wow. Wait a minute.
That’s UNESCO. My mom worked for UNESCO.” She walked across the
entrance plaza, looking up at the two pylon towers that formed the front
gate. “Those giant carved images all across these faces include other gods
in addition to Isis. Will they be on the other side for me to talk to?”
“That’s my hope. Now you’re going to need to know how to part
a gap to go there and to return. I can’t come with you.”
“Right. Do I use my god chi?” she asked, grasping.
“Yes and no. You will need to summon it, but not to project it the
way you do when you heal. You let it flow into one hand, and then you
use that hand like a knife to split the firmament.”
“Split the firmament.”
“The split will be narrow, so you need to line up your body flat
behind your hand so you can slip through.”
“Right, I saw you stand sideways on Kailash.”
“Since you’re new at this, don’t expect the gap to be as wide as the
one I made for you and Brother Renpo. Any gap will do, just squeeze
through. Let me set up a shadow phase for you to practice on.”
“Part of me thinks this is perfectly normal, and part of me is
scared shitless.”
“You know which part is which. Isis used to do this all the time
when she visited this temple.” Joseph took off his sunglasses and swept
his gaze back and forth between them. At first, she didn’t see any effect,
but then she saw a distortion, as if she were looking through water at him.
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“I won’t even ask how you built that. I take it this is made from
the same stuff as the barrier between worlds?”
“Yes. Stand like this.” He stood sideways to the wall with his legs
and free arm bent back to hide behind him.
“Oh my god, Joseph. Walk like an Egyptian?”
He appeared taken aback. “Of course.”
“No, no. I mean you are in the same position you see everyone in
tomb paintings.” She pointed up at the pylons. “Like those figures.
They didn’t understand how to portray perspective in their art, so they
drew everything flat.”
He stood up straight to face her. “That’s not true. They drew
figures like that out of vanity.”
“What? I was an Art History major.”
Joseph rolled his yellow eyes. With his sunglasses off she could see
him do this. She wondered how often he did this that she couldn’t see.
“Once people saw this was the position gods and angels used to
travel to heaven, everyone wanted to be portrayed as divinely
important. So they had artists place their images in this posture
whenever possible. They couldn’t actually make the trip, but they
wanted to be remembered as having a touch of the divine.”
She stared at him flabbergasted. Standing there indignant in her
sweater, cords, and boots in the Egyptian desert, she couldn’t even find
words.
“Surely you learned how important status was in art.”
“Yes, yes. The more clothes you wore in your portraits, and the
bigger you were pictured in relation to the others, the more important
you were. I get the vanity thing. I’m just having a hard time believing
the divinity thing was so lost to time, that we in modern times guessed
so wrongly.”
“Thousands of years of unspoken tradition followed by hundreds
of years of silence under the sand. I think you will find a lot of things
have been reconstructed incorrectly. Shall we try this?” he said resuming
the position.
“Of course.” She reached inward, took a deep breath and summoned
the god chi in her heart. Then, as Renpo had taught her, she whirled
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her arms around and let the heat flow down into her right hand,
ending with her body mimicking his.
“Now picture the barrier as a viscous gelatin, spring forward with
your back leg, and bring your hand down to cleave the barrier like a
hatchet.”
She did this and was shocked at the sensation. “I felt my hand part
something, like I was tearing through fabric.”
“Good, now do it again, and this time as you feel the splitting,
walk into the gap and push it open.”
Again she followed his instructions, and again she was amazed at
the result. She passed through and ended up next to Joseph. “I felt that.
Why am I still here?”
“This is a practice wall. It has this world on both sides. The real
wall has the spirit plane on the other side. Practice one more time,
going back through to your side. I want you to know this sensation
well. It will be your way home.”
Summon, displace, pose, spring, cleave, and step through.
“Well done.” He performed a bit of tai chi himself, ending with a
sweeping away with both hands. The practice barrier vanished. “Now
you’re on your own.”
“Do I cut anywhere in particular?”
“Anywhere here is good. This whole area is as you said, a thin
spot. Oh, and don’t worry about any locked gates. They won’t be there
on the spiritual plane.”
She felt like she was about to jump off a cliff even though she was
standing on flat ground. She wet her lips and took a deep breath. “A
guy I knew in college said he had visited the astral plane by making
espresso with Red Bull instead of water.” She smiled weakly at Joseph.
He smiled reassuringly back. “I don’t think this is what he meant. Here
goes nothin’.” Summon, displace, pose, spring, cleave, and step
through. The walls of her cut stuck to her as she pushed through,
making her drag her following arm the last few inches. Obviously she
needed more work on technique.
She found herself at the Temple, but the air was filled with mist.
The sun was obscured, making it seem later. The carvings up on the
walls appeared the same. Semeru had appeared different than Kailash.
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She walked between the pylons, looking for any sign of life. Behind the
gate was a courtyard lined with flower-topped stone columns. Behind
them were rooms that probably were for priests back in the day. The
other end of the courtyard was another, smaller pylon gate. She turned
around and she could no longer see Joseph who waited outside. Alone
in a heaven only her soul recognized.
Through the second gate was an interior court of columns.
Beyond that was a chamber of high flat walls covered in hieroglyphics.
She sensed this was the actual sanctum of Isis. She felt calm here, at
home. She was tempted to just sit down on the floor and revel in the
peacefulness.
She remembered why she came, and decided bold was better than
timid. She was a god, after all. “Hello! I’m home! Anyone here?”
“Isis, is that really you?” a woman’s deep voice called out from the
shadows through a passage out into another courtyard.
Desiree looked closer and saw an outline emerge. It was a woman
in a flowing gown, but she had the head of a hippopotamus. Even
though she had imagined this moment of first contact, meeting one of
the gods face to face was a lot more daunting than she imagined.
“Hathor! It is lovely to see you again!”
Hathor stepped right up and enveloped her in a hug. Her huge
head felt very strange. “Sister! It has been centuries. I thought I would
never see you again. So many have never returned. Let me look at you.”
She held Desiree at arm’s length and looked her up and down. Then
she let go, frowned, and stepped back. “Oh no, you didn’t.”
Desiree wondered what the god saw. She reached up and felt a
headdress of bull horns holding a sun disk. She hadn’t felt it there
before. She wasn’t sure what to say, but words came up anyway. “Yes,
Isis moved into my body, that we now share, so she can walk the Earth.
She did not have the strength to manifest and travel to the material
plane. I need advice on how to best serve the goddess. How does a
goddess gain believers that bring strength? How can I tell which
motives are mine and which are hers? I want to do the right thing.”
Hathor gently swung her massive head side to side. “We do not
approve of this. We are not supposed to walk the Earth unless our
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believers wish it. We only possess humans to give them messages, not
occupy them like puppets.”
“It’s still me, Desiree. I’m still here. Isis gave me life and I’m
letting her use my body.”
“You always were a rebel. I love you for that. There are limits
though, and you have crossed them. You already know we do not agree
with your revenge quest.”
“I’m sorry, I don’t know what you mean by that.”
Another figure appeared out of the misty shadows. This one was
a tall muscular man. It wasn’t until he came into the light that she
could see he had a falcon head.
Desiree’s heart jumped and she felt compelled to greet him. “Son!”
He paused and frowned deeply over his enormous beak.
Hathor said, “Yes, it’s really Isis. She’s sharing a human body.”
Horus did not look entirely convinced. Moreover, he did not look
happy to see his mother.
Isis in her heart was crushed by sadness.
Horus put his hand on Hathor’s shoulder and motioned with this
beak toward the front of the temple complex, toward where she had
left Joseph.
Hathor and Desiree followed his gaze. “Oh no. You are not going to
gain favor by bringing Ptah’s exiled bastard.” She held up three human
fingers. “That’s three bad throws in a row, possession, revenge, and the
exile. Remember the pillars, dear: strength, tenacity, intelligence, and,”
she paused for emphasis, “discretion. You’d best be going back now.”
“Please don’t reject me. This place feels so much like home, and
you feel so much like family. You said yourself it has been far too long.
I really need to understand how I can do right by your sister goddess.
To do right by you.”
“I am sorry,” Hathor said, “but talking to you any more will only
come to a bad end. It was lovely to see you again. Perhaps we will meet
again, in happier times.” She and Horus turned and walked back into
the mist and vanished.
The goddess inside her felt crushed. Desiree felt crushed. She
hung her head and tried not to cry.
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As she turned to go, something on the stone floor caught her eye.
Up against a wall in dust, it looked like a bug. She pulled out her cell
phone and used it as a flashlight. “No service. Big surprise.” The light
revealed it to be a key. She picked it up and examined it. Gold, with a
hieroglyphic stamp on the thumb grip. She looked around and no one
came back out to say anything. She slipped it into her pocket.
She walked dejectedly out through the courtyards and the pylons,
and could see Joseph waiting. He was making eye contact, so she guessed
he could see her. She raised her arms and shrugged in resignation.
He shook his head and slumped his shoulders.
She started to summon her god chi to open a cleft back through,
when a feeling pulled at her to turn to the right. She recognized this
yearning as Isis trying to tell her something. At first she only saw the
river and the horizon beyond. Then she looked closer and saw …
pyramids? Yes, a grouping of three. Giza was at the other end of Egypt,
how could she see them? The effect was tantalizing. The harder she
looked, the closer they appeared. Her feet felt light on the ground and
when she looked down, she saw the ground flying by beneath her. It
felt like a dream and somehow it didn’t frighten her. Apparently
physics doesn’t apply in the spirit plane. What was Isis showing her?
She flew up to a walled city built around the Great Pyramids.
Everything was new and clean and people were working in and around
the buildings, priests and bald acolytes. She landed in the middle of
the complex, near the sphinx, which was intact and painted. No, she
didn’t land, she descended right into the ground, finally emerging in a
large cubical underground chamber. A colossal painted statue of Isis
dominated the room and faced a gray stone altar. The room was made
of black granite and was lit by twelve torches in sconces around the
statue’s feet. A gold throne sat next to the altar, and in it sat a priestess.
Behind the altar stood a short, pale priest.
A panel swung opened and another taller priest entered. The man
behind the altar and the new man wordlessly exchanged gestures. Laid
out on the altar was an assortment of utensils. The new priest reached
into his robes and pulled out a case, and from the case he pulled a wand
and a dagger which he added to the altar collection. The short priest
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assisted the taller one with his attire and preparations. This routine
looked very much like what she had seen Alec do.
Almost. This gear included an elaborate metal crown and a
purple sash belt. There were also more utensils here, including little
copper mirrors. If Alec was working from the same rituals, why didn’t
he have all this stuff too?
For the first time since he entered the chamber, the tall priest
looked up at the statue of Isis, dropped onto both knees and then
lowered his gaze reverently to her painted stone feet, holding the rod
and sword in either hand down at his sides. He began in a language
Desiree did not recognize, yet did understand. "Great Isis, Goddess of
Life, Protector of Humanity, hear my summons." He swung the rod up
in a broad arc to hold it aloft and spoke more forcefully. "I stand at the
center. I am the Master. You must hear my summons." He then stood
up and drew a symbol in the air with the end of the rod and stated, "I
have the power. I now walk freely on your plane. You must come
forward at my command."
The priestess frowned at his bold gesture, but this was only his
opening volley. He leaned back and looked the huge statue straight in
the eye, pointed his sword at Isis and demanded, "I am Chosen. You
must obey me. Tell me what I seek."
Desiree felt Isis wanting to possess the priestess, so she decided to
play along. She swooped into the priestess and took over her body. She
was alarmed at how easy it was to do. She stood up abruptly and raised
her head proudly. One by one, twelve rays of light erupted from her
forehead to form a wheel-like crown. She raised her hands and five more
rays of light shot from each upturned palm. Desiree loved the effect.
They felt like they stood for something. Were these keys of some kind?
The tall priest did not look satisfied. He commanded further, "Do
not dare to withhold your powers from me! I demand that you employ
all your abilities to my task. I know of the last seven rays of
enlightenment. I need them to strip away all deceit to find my enemy,
our enemy! Reveal the last seven Arcana to me!"
Desiree felt a profound emptiness. She did not know why, but she
felt like he wanted something that had been stolen, something she should
have kept safe. She felt a tear roll down her cheek. Isis was really upset.
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The priest saw the tear and looked terrified.
The short priest’s head transformed into the head of an ibis bird.
Oh, Thoth possessed the priest.
"Faen-ka." Thoth said quietly, but clearly.
The tall priest seemed incensed by that name, and whirled on his
fellow, only to see the god standing there instead. He dropped to his knees.
"Son of Earth," the God of Wisdom addressed him paternally, "the
twenty-two images at your disposal, those twenty-two rays of
knowledge Isis is offering you now, are the only keys I have ever
possessed for your use. The additional seven you seek, the Tablets of
Aeth, reveal the powers of creation itself. In all my wisdom, I do not
know how to convey such secrets to the minds of men."
"Great Teacher of Mankind," he humbly addressed the god, "if
these keys are not yours, then from whence did they come? And to
whence did they go? Does Isis not command all the material, mental
and spiritual realms?"
Really? I do? I mean, she does?
"These images were designed by the betrayer you now seek. My
daughter Isis thought Faen-ka discovered them in a foreign land and
brought them as a gift to the gods. Now he has taken them out of the
temple."
The priest was clearly surprised and took a moment to think
about it. "I have only watched my predecessor use these images. He
used them just last month in our conflict with Moses. I was never given
the opportunity to memorize them. I am certain neither of my fellow
high adepts have ever even seen them. I may be the only person who
has ever seen them, but I know they do exist. Is there no way for you
to view them?"
"They are not of Our sphere."
The priest was again shaken. "Can you help me find the traitor?"
"You will not find him in this lifetime."
Desiree raced to keep up. This Faen-ka guy brought new magic to
the Egyptians, then right after Exodus, he stole it and ran away.
"The clairvoyance your keys have given me has never failed. If I
will not succeed in my mission, is it because I will die, or is it because
my adversary has the Tablets of Aeth and I do not?"
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"You will not die an early or unnatural death."
Desiree was still trying to grasp what had happened when Isis
spoke up on her own. "If these Arcana are so powerful, then why didn't
Faen-ka succeed in using them to defeat the Hebrews' magic?"
"Always the trusting one," Thoth commented lovingly at her,
shaking his long beak back and forth slowly. "Why does the snake not fly
through the air? It is against its nature. This man was never a son of Egypt.
His intent was not to defeat Moses, but to lead Ramses into defeat."
Desiree put it together, but was horrified at the result. Faen-ka
was Ramses’s trusted advisor, maybe even his High Priest. He planted
new magic so Ramses would not take Moses’s miracles seriously. That
lead to Ramses’s legendary overreaction and defeat. She was astonished
at the scale of the deception and amazed at how no one saw it coming.
She felt terrible for the Egyptians. All those people suffering and dying,
just to embarrass the king. This revelation outraged Isis. She was not
going to let this slide.
Desiree knew she was watching something that happened a long
time ago. The reactions she was feeling from Isis were what the
goddess felt back then.
The priest was still trying to figure out a game plan. "If there are
now powers on Earth that we cannot master, how will Egypt fare
against those who have such power? We can blame the loss of the
Hebrews to the treachery of one man, but if the traitor trains others
and they attack us, we may not be able to defend ourselves."
Desiree thought this priest was really smart.
"Faen-ka will not attack Egypt, and he will never have any
followers. Yet your thinking is correct. Although Moses was originally
trained in this very temple, the secrets of power now at his command
are not ours.” The god raised his hands above his head and looked
upward. “Seeker of Truth, know that the world is changing, and the
truths I have given you, though immutable, will not always apply to
the world of men. O Egypt, a time shall come when, instead of a pure
religion and an intelligent cult, you shall have nothing left but
ridiculous fables that posterity will find incredible. There shall be
nothing left to you but words graven upon stone, dumb and almost
indecipherable monuments to your ancient piety."
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Desiree felt Isis decide to hold her tongue in spite of her anger,
but she definitely sized up the tall priest. She decided if he wasn’t going
to catch his old master in this lifetime, Isis would make sure he did in
another lifetime.
Another lifetime? All at once, Desiree realized she was looking at
the first version of Silas Alverado and that Faen-ka was Sammael in
disguise. It was all she could manage not to let her mouth drop open.
She also now knew what she had to do.
With that thought, she fell back out of the priestess and tumbled
through the dream space back to Agilika. She was still in the spirit
plane where she had started. She looked around and wondered if she
had actually moved at all. She guessed it didn’t matter.
She was about to summon her god chi to slice her way back into
the physical world when she spotted Joseph. Only he wasn’t alone. A
tall god with a head that looked sort of like a donkey, was talking with
Joseph, right there in the real world. Joseph was very reverent, bowing
his head.
Desiree pulled up the chi as fast as she could, whirled it down into
her hand and sliced. She knew Joseph had seconds. She jumped
through the split just as another split opened up behind Set, who
reached to put his hand on Joseph’s shoulder.
“No you don’t! He’s my servant now!” She ran up, ready to fight
the god, but it was too late. He and Joseph slipped from view. She dove
for where they vanished, but the hole was gone and so were they. She
kicked the sandy flagstones and yelled, “Shit! Shit! Shit!”
She grabbed her auburn hair with both hands. No more
headdress. She finally figured out her goddess hitchhiker was hell bent
on going to war with Satan over a three-thousand-year-old deception,
and not ten minutes later she lost her supernatural protector.
Oh yeah, all the while standing in the middle of the Egyptian
desert in a sweater and boots. She thanked her good luck that she
remembered to bring her passport and credit card. She pulled out her
cell phone. At least it had a signal here.
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HE AIR WAS CLEAN OUT HERE, making me think of renewal and
rebirth. I stood outside, taking in a deep lungful, closing my eyes
to better feel the microscopic bits of pure summer heat hanging in the
air, ready to burst forth in a month or two.
“C’mon, man, I ain’t got all day!”
I snapped open my eyes to focus on the cabbie standing next to his
yellow car. He was the first man I set my eye on here outside. Glaring at
me was a tall, dark man with a Yankees baseball cap.
“Just a minute,” I said, and did what I said I wasn’t going to do: I
looked back.
The door clanged shut behind me, its iron bars sliding into the
side wall. I heard echoes of more cold iron being bolted into place, to
keep the men and women inside. I don’t know what I thought I was
going to see in looking backward. Someone waving goodbye from one
of the high windows of the cells?
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“Come ON.”
The driver got in the car when I moved toward the cab. I suppose
the cab and the $50 in my pocket was the least the prison could do for
me after I’d been their guest these last five years. Now, due to my
reaching the adult age of 18, I was free.
I got into the back of the car. It smelled of cigarettes and abused
leather. I hadn’t even shut the door before the driver took off from the
front door of the William F. Blackstone Prison. I looked up at its brick
facade. Maybe it was a little lighter than I remembered it. There were no
bars on the outer windows, beyond which were the offices and visitors’
rooms (hardly used). The guards could retreat there if a riot ever broke
out. Not that one ever happened while I was there.
The circular drive let me take a good long look at the building
before the cab shot out like a bullet, heading to the wrought iron gates.
I glanced at the guard who waved us through. I didn’t know him. What
did I expect? A “Hey, good luck, Mike”?
The very second I crossed the threshold of the outer gate, I felt
the magic.
It was power, pure and simple, that surrounded the prison. Inside
Blackstone Prison, there were obvious — and hidden — runes and
markings to stop magic from being used by the prison’s occupants.
That didn’t stop people from talking about magic. Or practicing some
theories.
To see if the magic was active out here, I spread out my hand on
my lap so that the driver couldn’t see, and concentrated on the center
of my palm. I felt it grow hot, then a small flame appeared.
I quickly quenched the flame and looked up at the driver, who
was looking at me through the rear-view mirror, as I expected.
“You’re goin’ to the bus station, right?”
“Right,” I said.
That’s what they told me when they gave me these clothes that
didn’t fit. I knew they were from other — possibly dead — prisoners.
I wore a long-sleeved button-down blue shirt with the Polo logo in
faded blue above the right breast, threadbare at the elbows. The pants
were two sizes too big and, if I didn’t have the belt, they would have
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been down around my knees. The shoes were also too big, but at least
I didn’t feel like I was wearing clown shoes.
There was no way I would have fit into the clothes I came in with.
There’s not much to do in prison other than read and work out. Since
reading material wasn’t exactly prolific — I read Stranger in a Strange
Land eight times and hated it each time — I’d pushed myself to the
limits and beyond in the gym.
“What were you in for?” the cabbie asked.
I looked out the window.
“You don’ wanna talk about it?”
“No. I don’t.”
“How long were you there?”
“Five years.”
“Oh, that’s nothing.”
“Yeah. Easy for you to say.” I glared at him through the rear-view
mirror. “I’m not exactly in the best mood for conversation.”
“Jeez,” he muttered, looking away.

As the cabbie shut up and drove, I looked out at the quiet world.
I put the window down; it only went about half way before stopping.
It was enough, I suppose.
I could smell the fields of upstate New York — animal smells of
cow and horse dung. Even this close to the prison there were still some
domestic animals, small local farms that I would later find out could
be considered “organic”. I could feel the magic in the air, tingling,
giving me goose bumps. I could use the magic myself if I wanted to. I
could probably fly to the bus station almost as quickly as this guy was
driving. However, I was let loose from prison with a simple caveat: that
I could no longer summon any entities. As that was what had gotten me
into trouble this time, I had agreed.
“Summoning” is a broad term in magical circles, especially with
the so-called Magical Cops, the Rosicrucians. What I just did in the
back seat could be considered a summoning, if I had used something
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outside of my body to create the fire. However, I used my own will,
and my own heat, to manifest a flame. If I used my own will and energy
to fly, I could probably get about twenty feet down the road before
falling out of the sky. I would need an entity, something outside of my
body, to keep me aloft if I wanted to fly to the bus station.
Being in prison gave me plenty of time to work on my semantics
so I could argue my point if necessary — if I got caught. If I used energy
and power outside of myself to augment my own abilities, was that a
summoning? I could argue that it wasn’t. If I had wings, then yes, I
could use magic to fly. But I have legs, so I can use the energy around
me to run faster (that is, if my body could handle running faster, which,
in its present, well-toned condition, I supposed it could).
Of course, if it was ever found out that I was using magic in daily
life, the Rosicrucians would swoop down on me like a flock of pigeons
on bread. So, if I used magic, I had to keep it tightly under wraps.
We drove out of the more rural area of upstate New York into the
city of Troy. The cabbie sped through the streets like he had melting
ice in the backseat and had to get it to the freezer because his life
depended on it. I supposed I should have talked to him, but I really
wasn’t in the mood to bare my soul to a cabbie. I needed to bare my
soul to someone else.
This part of town was full of boarded-up properties. People of
different races other than my own thronged the neighborhoods. It didn’t
look like a pleasant area for a white boy like me. But, if I had to, I could
take care of myself. I’d learned a few things in that gym: boxing,
wrestling mixed and cobbled together martial arts, and magic.
As the cabbie drove, avoiding people and cars, running yellow
lights, and rolling through stop signs, I slunk a little lower in the seat.
I didn’t want to end up back in prison because someone looked at me
like I was fresh meat and I had to defend myself.
The bus station was a square building that had been top-of-theline … in the ‘50’s. Now, it had a few boarded-up sections of its own.
Graffiti covered the side we approached. The cabbie pulled up to the
curb just behind a bus that was dropping off passengers at the front
door.
“Your stop,” said the cabbie.
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“Thanks.” I put my hand on the door. I heard a hum and saw that
the window was being closed, probably from his end.
“Yeah.”
As soon as I shut the door, the cabbie peeled around the bus and
took off.
I thrust a hand into my pocket. The two twenties and a ten were
still there.
I turned to see a set of cloudy glass doors that looked like they had
been there since the Cold War. I pushed through them to the interior
of the bus station.

I looked around for a paper schedule. Instead, I found the
schedules displayed on large TV’s attached to the wall. I had two
options: go home to New Haven, and see what awaited me there; or
find out if my older sister Evelyn — who we all called Evie — had
stayed in Providence, after graduating Brown University.
I surrendered to the Fates — and my budget. I approached the
counter. The young dark-skinned girl with straight bright red hair
stood behind the counter, smiled and said, “Good afternoon. How can
I help you?” I thought she looked weird with the red hair; I said
nothing about that.
“How much is a one-way trip to Providence?”
“Twenty-five dollars.”
“And New Haven, Connecticut?”
She consulted a screen. “Thirty-two, seventy.”
“I’ll take the trip to Providence.”
One thing about being a wizard: a lot of times fate — the
Universe, the Great Creator, God, what have you — likes to intervene
for reasons that come to fruition in time. This was probably one of
those times, so I let it happen.
I boarded the bus, handed over my ticket to the driver, and found
a seat. These seats were far more comfortable than any in prison, that
was for sure.
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We left Troy and headed to the Massachusetts Turnpike. I ended
up dozing most of the way to Providence, since there’s only so much
trees, rest areas, and cars a person can handle watching.
I woke up to see the Providence skyline in the twilight. The sun
set behind me, illuminating the skyline from behind some buildings.
We went past the city, two exits beyond a bit of a traffic jam, and arrived
at a large bus station.
I disembarked and looked around. Magic was here, too. Lots of
it. I knew the history and antiquity of the buildings powered this
magic. This was the town of H. P. Lovecraft, after all.
I saw a pay phone and picked up the handle. Its line was dead.
There was an entire wall of pay phones, and I tried them all. Nothing.
I noticed most people seemed to be talking to little large bulletshaped objects they held near their ears. When they finished talking,
they would sometimes close these devices like a Star Trek
communicator, or just slip them into a pocket or purse. I’d read about
these things in one of the old Time magazines that we had in the prison
library: cellular telephones. How amazing. But it didn’t help me.
Again, Fate intervened.
“You need any help?” asked a girl. She was cute, about sixteen,
wearing a mini-skirt, a pink shirt with a short jacket, and thigh-high
platform boots. Her makeup was thick and runny, like she’d run, or
had been through a short, but intense, crying jag. I looked down at her
— I didn’t realize that I had gotten this tall in five years.
“I need a phone,” I said. “And a phone book.”
She laughed. “They don’t have phone books anymore.” She pulled
out one of those cellular phones from a humongous tote bag she
carried. “Here, use mine. Call 411.”
“411,” I repeated, easily memorizing the short number. I took the
phone and dialed. Nothing happened.
“Press the green button.”
“Oh.” I did, and held the phone awkwardly to my ear. A
computerized voice said, “Cingular 411. City and state, please.”
“Providence, Rhode Island.”
“Please state the name or business you wish to call.”
“Evelyn LeBonte.”
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“One moment, please.” There were a series of beeps. “The
number is … 401-548-9664. The number again …”
“Okay—”
“Dialing.”
“Oh.” But I had memorized the number.
The girl looked at me, amused. Okay, so I was a tourist in this
world of technology, but she would be a tourist in my world of magic.
I could understand her slight grin. It seemed I had a bit of catching up
to do.
The phone rang three times before picking up. “Hello, you have
reached Evie and Dominic.”
Goose pimples formed on my arms, hearing her voice again, I
wanted to reach through the phone and somehow teleport there. I
could probably do it, but not without an entity. Her voice continued,
“Neither of us are home right now, so if you could leave a message
after the beep, we’ll get back to you.”
It beeped.
“Evie. Evie, It’s Mike.”
I paused. What was I going to say? I heard a loud click and a
whine of feedback. I held the phone away from my ear.
“Mike?”
She sounded breathless, like she had bounded across the room to
get to me. I could envision her doing just that.
“Yeah.” I took in a shuddering breath, holding back emotion
from my voice. “Yeah, it’s Mike.”
“How do I know it’s really you?”
“Ask me something only I would know about you.”
I could hear her breathing, catching her breath. She said, in an
accusatory tone, “What’s my favorite color?”
I thought for a moment. “It used to be fire-engine red.”
“No, no, no, that’s too easy.”
“Phil used to say that color made you look cheap when you
painted it on your nails.”
“Mi — Mikey?” I heard her swallow a sob.
“Yeah.”
“Oh, my God, Mikey …”
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“Yeah.”
I looked at the girl. She was watching me, curious. I wondered if
she could hear Evie’s strangled voice.
Evie asked me, “Where are you?”
“I’m at the bus terminal in Providence.”
“You wait there. I’ll pick you up. I’m in a green Camry.”
“I don’t know what a Camry looks like. Is it a car?”
“Look for the green car. God, Mikey … Don’t go anywhere!”
“I won’t.”
She hung up. I looked at the phone trying to figure out how to
hang up.
“A Camry is a car,” said the girl, as she held her hand out for the
phone. I gave it to her. She pressed the red button and tossed it back
into the tote. “Have you been under a rock these past few years?”
“You could say that,” I said. “I appreciate you letting me use the
phone.”
“No worries, mate.” She smiled. “I can wait with you while your
friend picks you up.”
“She’s not my friend. She’s my sister.” I turned around. I noticed
a hot dog cart, and my stomach growled. I hoped the girl didn’t hear
it. “I guess I’ll wait outside.”
The girl followed me out the front door, where another bus
deposited a new set of passengers. We stood off to the side in the late
twilight.
“What’s your name?” she asked me.
“Mike.”
“I’m Ashleigh.”
I held out my hand; she took it. I shook her hand, being careful
not to squeeze too tightly. In prison, a handshake was often a small
contest to see who was the strongest.
“So have you been under a rock?”
“I’ve been abroad.”
“Where?”
“Greece.”
“They don’t have cell phones in Greece?”
“Not where I was. No, um …”
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“Reception?”
“Yeah.” I noticed her backpack. “You in school?”
“Yeah. I just came from my friend’s house.”
“Aren’t your parents going to be worried?”
She shrugged. “Foster parents. They don’t care.”
“Oh, I’m sorry.”
“Don’t be.” She stood very close to me. I could feel her nipples
poking my arm.
I turned to her and gave her my most winning smile. “Ashleigh, I
don’t swing that way.”
She pouted. “Figures.”
I laughed. “I appreciate the offer, though.”
“Yeah, you would.” She looked me up and down. “Well, you’ll
have a line of guys just trying to get in your pants.”
I laughed, and I think I blushed. “I’m not here for that. I’m here
to see my sister.”
We made small talk after that. She told me who the president was,
and a little about the current state of the world. I got her to talk about
her friend and her life, so I could avoid talking about mine.
I saw a green car pass by very slowly.
“There’s your ride,” Ashleigh said.
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ONE

T

HE DJ BEGAN PLAYING SOME SLOW MUSIC and started announcing

the wedding party. They all entered and took places before the
head table. Then we all rose when Evelyn and Domenic came in. They
had their first dance, then the wedding party had their dance, and then
they all settled in.
“Hm,” said Scott. “They didn’t greet the guests.”
“Just as well,” I said, glad I didn’t have to shake my father’s hand.
They immediately started serving lunch. The soup was salty, the
salad bland and wilting, and the steak tarragon was nothing more than
a chunk of meat with some salt and pepper. But the stuffed potatoes
were to die for.
Danny said, “Evie’s motioning for you, Mike.”
I had my back to her, so I turned around. She was waving at me
to come over. I got up and stood across from her, then squatted down
so I was at her level.
“How’s everything?”
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“I hope you didn’t pay an arm and a leg for the food.”
“Too late now, right?” she laughed. “Listen, after the fatherdaughter and mother-son dance, will you mind if you danced with
me?”
“I don’t know how.” My dancing consisted of boxing footwork.
“I’ll lead,” she said with a smile. “It’s not complicated.”
“All right.”
After lunch came the required dances. Then the DJ announced,
“Evelyn Marcello would like a dance with her brother, Michael
LeBonte.”
I got up. I expected the whole room to turn and stare at me. They
didn’t. Evelyn waited out in the middle of the dance floor as I crossed
it. I had watched the other dancers intently, and saw that it was mostly
standing around, shifting from foot to foot, without moving much. I
stared at her awkwardly.
She smiled, and took my hands. Placing them on her waist, they
started to play “Faithfully” by Journey.
“You know this song used to make me cry,” I said.
“It made me cry after you left.”
I looked down at the sequins on her dress. “You look beautiful.”
“Thanks. I wish I could see you in a tux. You would have been
more handsome than Dom.”
I chuckled. “We can’t get married. Isn’t that still illegal?”
“It sure is.”
“I see Becky filled out nicely.”
I felt a tap on my shoulder. “Hey.”
It was Dom. “Oh, you want to dance, too?” I put my hands on his
waist, and guided him away from Evie.
“You’re crazy, you know that?” he said, while I heard laughter.
“I’ve been wanting to do this since I saw you.”
“Oh, really?”
I laughed to try and diffuse the situation. I let him go, brushed the
front of his tux, and gave him a kiss on the cheek. “You take care of
my sister.”
“Or else?”
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He knew the truth about me and hadn’t mentioned it to Evie. His
eyes were shining, from drink or from happiness, I couldn’t tell.
“You know it,” I said, guiding him back to my sister.
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ONE
ALL SOULS’

I

N A WEEK, MY BOYFRIEND SCOTT WOULD BE “AN ADULT.” Two years

after dropping out of the military academy, blowing off his family,
and younger than me by six months, he would be perfectly legal to
sleep with.
Also by the end of the week, Tyler would be out of our lives forever.
Tyler, older than me by about five years, had celebrated his 23rd
birthday with his head in the toilet bowl after way too much tequila.
However, on this night — which was All Hallow’s Eve, or
Samhain, or Halloween — Scott and I stayed at our sanctuary space:
Scott’s store. He wanted to be open late for the procrastinating
Wiccans, and some of the stores in downtown had candy for kids in
costume walking by. It was an attempt to try and drum up support for
downtown.
We hadn’t seen one kid yet, and it was an hour after sunset. I sat at
the end of the glass counter while Scott sat behind the counter. We got
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caught kissing once and offended a customer, so now we kept our
distance in the store when it was open.
“So the first thing you’re going to do when Tyler leaves is walk
around your apartment naked?” I asked him.
He chuckled. “I don’t do that anyway.”
“Why not?”
“Because you would’ve probably remote-viewed me.”
I laughed. I took in his red hair and blue tank top that accented
his abs.
He plucked a lollipop out of the bowl for the kids. It was the kind
with chocolate in the middle.
“I think I’ll be having these around for years.”
“Give them to the customers when they buy something.”
The door opened.
“Hey, Frank,” said Scott.
“Hey,” he said, and gave me a glare. “You do some weird shit
recently?”
I touched my chest. “Moi?”
“My phone’s been ringing off the hook.”
I looked at Scott. Scott looked at the floor.
“No,” I said to Frank. “I haven’t done anything.”
He frowned. “Must be the season.” He took one of the lollipops.
“You have to say ‘Trick or Treat’,” said Scott.
Frank flipped him off. Scott chuckled.
“You have a lot of work?” I asked.
He unwrapped the lollipop and tossed the wrapper in the
trashcan before answering. “I got one cheating wife, one missing person,
and one dog-napping.”
“Dog-napping?”
“Somebody obviously thinks I’m Ace Ventura.”
“Did you take it?”
“Sure. You can help with that.”
“I don’t know —”
“They’re bringing by something tomorrow with the dog hair on
it.”
I swallowed. “Frank, I don’t know if I can do it.”
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“Why?”
I sighed. Scott gave me a little smile to reassure me.
“I’m on meds.”
“What do you mean ‘on meds’?”
I couldn’t look at him. “I have a mental problem. They call it
‘psychosis’.”
“What’s it really called?”
“Schizophrenia,” I muttered.
Scott came over to me and put a hand on my shoulder.
“Why the hell are you taking meds for it?” Frank demanded.
“Because the things I saw were getting in the way of my life.”
“What do the meds have to do with you not able to find a dog like
you find people?”
“I can’t do magic anymore.” I looked up at him. “I tried. I really
tried. I can’t do anything anymore.”
Scott said, “He had one foot in the other world, and one foot in
this one. They gave him medicine so he could be fully in this one.”
“Who gave you meds?”
“The Rosicrucians,” I said. “The people who sent me to prison.”
Frank stuck the lollipop in his mouth and sucked on it for a minute,
thinking. “Why didn’t you tell me?” he said around the lollipop.
“Because I thought you’d freak out.”
Frank waved a hand. “I’ve dealt with schizophrenics off their
meds before. Usually in the back of a police car.”
“Ha, ha.”
“I’m being honest. You don’t seem typical.”
“He’s a textbook case,” said Scott, squeezing my shoulder.
“When did you start the meds?”
“A few months ago,” I said.
Frank took the lollipop out. “Well, this kind of puts a damper on
things.”
“I’m sorry. I’ll do what I can. I need the money.”
“Scott not paying you enough?”
“He’s not paying me at all,” I said. “I didn’t think he needed to.”
“What do you need the money for?”
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“Things are getting cramped in the apartment. I’ve been there for
six months. They want me out.”
“That’s why he’s at the store so much,” said Scott. “To give them
some privacy.”
Frank looked at me. “I’ll see what I can do. I’ll probably take you
with me to the animal shelters or something.”
“Thanks, Frank.”
He saluted me with the lollipop. “Don’t mention it. I gotta go
clean the office. I’ll see you tomorrow about noon.”
“Okay.”
He left the store. I let out a long breath.
“See?” said Scott, stepping away from me. “See, it wasn’t that bad.”
“He didn’t ask me a ton of questions like you did.”
“Because I didn’t know anything about it. He’s been a cop, so he
probably had that kind of training.”
“Schizophrenia with psychosis. I have to keep saying it to get it
straight.”
He went back to the counter and got a bottle of water. “What was
worse: coming out or telling your sister?”
“She knew I was gay before I admitted it. This,” I pointed to my
head. “She never knew. I think that’s why Dom wants me out. He
doesn’t trust me.”
“He should do some research like I did. You’re not a violent type.”
“But I’m a textbook case?”
“Everything but the antisocial behavior. The article I read said
that not everything is apparent.”
I looked at him. “Have you noticed a difference?”
“You don’t keep asking me to sleep with you.”
I winked. “Biding my time.”
“Until when?”
“Tyler goes home.”
“Ohhhh, I see your ulterior motive.”
We both laughed. I still did want to sleep with him, but I wanted
to wait for just the right time. And in a week, if all my plans went the
way I wanted, it would be exactly the right time.
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No kids showed up, and neither did any late Wiccans. By eight, I
begged Scott to close up, and he finally agreed. Scott brought me back
to my apartment. I sat in the truck for a few minutes, looking up at the
light in the window.
“At least there’s no games on TV tonight.” Dom was a big football
fan, and it pissed him off a couple of days ago when he had to move
from the big TV to the little one in their bedroom.
“That’s good.” Scott leaned over and gave me a kiss.
He hadn’t offered — and I hadn’t asked — to move into his place
after Tyler left. I kept hoping every night he would ask me. But he
probably wanted his privacy after Tyler left.
I bent my head and ducked out of the truck. Scott drove off down
the street. I contemplated walking around the block a few times to give
Dom and Evie some more private time. But it was getting chilly and I
had no jacket.
Well, I thought. I have to face it. At least that’s what the Confessor
told me. I took the side door and stomped up the stairs, making noise
that would make them aware I was coming back, just in case they were
in the middle of anything.
I opened the door. Rufus stood there to greet me with a wide grin
and a wagging tail. I peered inside. “Want me to take the dog out?”
“It’s okay,” said Dom from the couch. He was watching some sports
show, and my heart sank. After I took my pills, in a half-hour I would pass
out. He’d have to move to the bedroom, dislodging Evie from watching
whatever she had on TV, and another quiet fight would ensue.
“I got some work,” I said, hanging up my jacket.
Dom turned around. “You did?”
“Frank has a couple of cases.”
Dom turned back to the TV, but not before I saw his look of
disgust.
“What?” I said.
“Can’t you get a steady job? Like, I don’t know … McDonald’s or
something?”
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“Are they going to hire someone out of prison with no work
experience?”
“Don’t put that down on the application.”
“They’ll need references. And I have all these appointments with
—”
Dom switched off the TV, turned to face me fully. “Do you have
any idea how much extra you’re costing us?”
“I know. We already discussed this,” I said, trying to keep my
temper down. One thing the pills did was help with that. “Are we short
again?”
“That’s not the point. The point is that you’re using
schizophrenia as an excuse to not be able to work.”
“What? What the hell makes you think that?”
Evie appeared in the bedroom doorway. “Dom, honey —”
“Don’t ‘Dom, honey’ me. You know it’s true. There’s a lot of
people who have what he has and can work.”
“How long have they had it?” I asked. “I just started with the
pills.”
“Newest excuse,” said Dom, getting up from the couch. “‘Wait
until the pills work.’ ‘Wait until I get a job.’ Our lives are on hold
because of you.”
“I never stopped you from anything.”
“You can’t afford this place on your own if we move out.”
“You want to move out?”
“We’re looking for a two-bedroom,” said Evie. She got a glare
from Dom. Evie looked down.
“No, we’re not,” snapped Dom. “We are absolutely not.”
“I’m trying,” I said. “I can’t do what I used to do.”
“Yeah, no magic.” He wiggled his fingers in my face.
I instantly reached out and grabbed his hand, squeezing it.
“Stop being a jerk,” I said.
My voice carried an angry edge that I had perfected in prison but
didn’t find myself using very often in the outside world. Behind that
voice was the obvious threat of pure violence.
Dom glared at me. This had been building up for a long time. I
could see by his eyes that he was ready for a fight.
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“Mikey! Dom! Mikey, let him go!”
I threw his hand down, letting it go. Evie’s panicked voice caused
me to blink first. Otherwise I would have punched Dom right in the
face. Instead, I pushed by him to the bathroom, slamming shut the
door.
I sighed, sat down on the toilet, gathering myself together. Maybe
I should try getting a busboy job at the China Inn or a dishwasher or
something else. I couldn’t depend on Frank all the time. However,
when he came through, the money was good.
At least I didn’t have to worry about the pills. The Rosicrucians
paid for those. I got up and opened the medicine cabinet. There sat my
bottle of pills, on the top shelf. One every evening.
It killed me to take them.
I took down the bottle. Not for the first time did I think about
flushing them down the toilet. I hadn’t thought about taking them all
— that wasn’t my way.
Someone knocked on the door.
“Mikey?”
Evie.
I opened the bottle and looked at the pills remaining. I was doing
this for Evie, for Scott, so that I could deal with them and with reality.
Damn, reality sucked.
“Are you okay in there?”
“Yeah,” I said, and shook out one pill into my palm.
I popped it in my mouth, thinking yet again that my magic was
gone because of modern medicine. I poured water in the glass and took
a swig, swallowing the pill before I thought any more about it.
I opened the door.
Dom was gone. Evie stood in the doorway.
“You okay?” she asked me.
“Yeah.” I smiled at her. “I have a case tomorrow with Frank.”
“That’s good,” she said.
“I’ll give you whatever I make. To help.”
“It’s okay. Dom’s just upset because they let more people go at the
paper. He said he’d make more money being the paper boy.”
“Why doesn’t he try for the Journal? Or writing for TV?”
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“He’s been trying to get in the Journal since he graduated. He’s
overqualified.”
“Overqualified? Really?”
“He’s got an Ivy League degree. Why pay for that when you can
pay somebody from URI, or even RIC, a lot less?”
University of Rhode Island or Rhode Island College degrees were
a dime a dozen in the state. Brown University, however, seemed to be
more prestigious. I didn’t even have a high school equivalent degree.
Hell, I still didn’t have a driver’s license.
She gave me a hug. “I’ll talk to him.”
“No, you’ll end up in one of those fights that you don’t talk to
each other for days.” I stepped back from her. “I’ll see what I can do.
I’ll talk to the Confessor. Maybe he can suggest something.”
She caressed my face. “I know you’re trying, Mikey. It’s been hard
for you. He doesn’t understand.”
I kissed her hand. “Love you, Evie.”
She gave me a haunted smile, then went into the bedroom.
I lay on the couch, picked up my most recent book, and read it
for the half hour until I felt it slip out of my hand.
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TWO

 WORCESTER, MONDAY 
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OGAN AIRPORT WAS BUSY AT 5 A.M. ON A MONDAY. Somehow Brent

had lost a day in travel, but he slept most of it on the three planes
that got him here.
He rented a car, took the insurance, and picked out a 2004 Chevy
Impala. He caught Route 90, the Massachusetts Turnpike, while
listening to a familiar Boston station playing Dire Straits. Worcester
didn’t have its own rock and roll radio station, so the airways had to pick
up stations from the big cities of Boston and Providence, Rhode Island.
Familiar landmarks on Route 90 made him smile. Even the signs
on the turnpike did: Allston/Brighton, Weston, Route 128,
Framingham … I-495. Route 146, one of the Worcester exits.
He took that exit. From there, he continued to Route 122A, going
to Worcester Center. Traffic was heavy around Worcester, due to signal
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lights and people trying to get to work early on Monday morning. He
checked the clock in the car — it was near 8 a.m. Chances were his
mother might still be home, getting ready for work, his father probably
already at the police station for his job.
He drove to Edward Street, past the house. Still white siding, small
for five, but too big for the remaining two. No cars were parked in the
driveway, and the deck in the back had a mosquito net covering it. His
heart gave a little leap — it was as he had left it. He continued down
the street to the end, where it met MA-9. He took a sharp right, then
another right into the parking lot of a large building which housed
different doctors’ offices for the University of Massachusetts Hospital
across the street.
UMass Hospital, a sanctuary for vampires.
When he was 16, Brent had gone to work in the transport
department in UMass, and met Dr. Bates, who openly stated he was a
vampire. Vampires were legal in Massachusetts and most of the liberal
New England states, but in other states, such as the Deep South, they
were chased out at least, destroyed at worst. When Brent left for the
Army, they were talking about making vampirism federally legal.
Brent walked into the medical building instead of the hospital, to
the second floor, down the well-worn carpeted hallway, to the door
that said, “Dr. Timothy M. Banant, Endocrinologist.” Brent took a
deep breath and opened the door. His hazel eyes lit immediately to the
frosted sliding glass doors on the other side of the room. He went to
the window and it took a moment before the glass slid open.
The woman with reddish-auburn hair and round glasses was
looking at something on her desk as she asked, “Can I hel—" She
looked up. Her jaw dropped.
“I was wondering if —”
“Brent!”
He grinned as she jumped up from her seat, ran around the desk
and threw open the door that separated the office from the waiting
room. Brent caught her in his arms when she ran into them. She was a
petite woman, so catching her wasn’t difficult.
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“Hi, Mom,” he said, hugging her. No one else was in yet. She
stepped back a moment, looking up at him, her hazel eyes welling up
with tears.
“Oh, my God, Brent — how — are —” She threw her arms around
him again. “How long are you here?” she said, muffled in his uniform.
“About a month.” Three weeks, four days to be exact.
“Why didn’t you tell me?” She pulled back, putting her small
hands on his biceps.
“I’ve been on planes since they gave me leave. I figured getting
here was more important.”
His mother looked him up and down. “They haven’t been feeding
you,” she said. He knew he was fit and trim, hardly any fat on him at
all. The Army did that to a person.
“Mom …”
“Did you call your father?”
“I thought I would go see him after I get a shower.”
“You need the keys?”
“Um, yeah.”
She walked back to the office. “Is Keithy still out of work?” he
called.
“He was out last week.”
Brent set his jaw, refraining from saying anything. His mother
knew how he felt about Keithy and his “injury”. Now was not the time
or place to discuss it.
“I’ll get these back to you at lunch.”
“With a Ruben from Jake’s.”
He laughed. “Yes, Mom.” His mother kissed him and sat down.
An old man came in and held the door open for him. Brent murmured
his thanks. He glanced at the old man, who smiled at him.
He walked to the car, and drove back to his parent’s house. He
unlocked the door to hear barking. The big German Shepherd came
bounding out and leapt up, placing his huge front paws on Brent’s
shoulders.
“Pickles!” Brent rubbed the dog’s head, scratching his ears, as the
dog licked his face. Brent had hoped that Pickles would remember
him. The two had been near inseparable since high school, when he
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got the German Shepherd. The K9 unit tried to train Pickles for basic
work but he was the rebel of the litter. They finally put him up for
auction and Brent’s father won the bid.
“That’s a good boy,” he said, and the dog jumped down. He took
off his backpack and set it down on the floor in the foyer.
He walked through the impeccably clean house to his room, as it
was since he left but dusted frequently. The clothes he pulled out of his
drawer smelled freshly laundered. He pulled out what he needed and
got undressed.
Pickles was sniffing at his backpack. “Don’t piss on it,” Brent said,
padding naked across the room to the door. He picked up the
backpack, bringing it with him to the bedroom. After locking the front
door, he walked over to the bathroom and took a long, much-desired
hot shower. Finally, he wasn’t encased in a layer of dust or dirt.
Pickles waited on his bed as he usually did. He and Brent played
tug of war for a short time with the wet towel. Brent flipped the towel
at Pickles who dove out of the way before it hit him. Brent pulled on
his underwear. Those fit, however his denim shorts were a little too
big. He chuckled as he threaded a belt through the hoops.
He pulled on an AC/DC t-shirt — it was a little tight across the
chest, but still fit. He got on socks and sneakers.
He put Pickles out to the dog run. He stood at the credenza by the
back door that held the fancy china, the set of dishes that were taken
out for holidays. Along the top of the credenza were pictures of the
family. In the center was his official Army picture in formal dress
greens. He looked so young there, less than two years ago.
Keithy’s picture showed a big broad man, his arm around Brent’s
shoulders. It was the last picture before the accident. Before Keithy
stopped driving.
Another picture was of his sister, Lori. Her three kids were
gathered around her, dressed in swimsuits, as she sat in a lounge chair
by a nondescript pool somewhere. There were no pictures of her and
her ex-husband, Alan, anywhere on the credenza.
When Pickles came back in, Brent made him pirouette before
tossing a treat to him. “I’ll be back, okay, big boy?” He found his old
phone, plugged in the wall at his nightstand. He thought he was due
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for an upgrade by now. He unplugged it, flipped it open, and dialed
the home landline. Hearing the home phone ring, he nodded,
confirming that it worked.
Brent glanced at the clock on the phone. Nine. Plenty of time to
see Dad. He flipped it shut and headed out to the car.
Brent parked in the tiny parking lot for visitors. He walked to the
front of the building, built as a state of the art in the ’70’s but now
rough around the edges like the men. As he got to the door, someone
shut the door in his face. With an angry sigh, he tore the door open.
He walked into a foyer area lined with wooden benches on either
side. The person who had slammed the door in his face sat at one
bench, looking angry and nervous at the same time.
Brent walked up to the glass window and leaned on the counter.
Beyond the window he could see officers both uniformed and
plain-clothes, working. The desks and chairs beyond were metal and
beaten, old and well-used, like a lot of the plain-clothes guys. The female
officer talked to him through the small speaker set in the window.
“Yes?”
“I’d like to see Detective Jim Rogers.”
“In regards to?”
“I’m his son. From Afghanistan.”
“I’ll check if he’s in. Please take a seat.”
Brent sat down on the well-worn wooden benches across from
the guy. The man glared at Brent, as if the reason he was here was his
fault. Brent glared back at him, daring the guy to start something.
“What,” the guy snapped at him.
“Nothing,” said Brent, turning to look through the glass beyond
the receptionist. This wasn’t the first time he’d come to visit his father.
A few of the uniforms glanced out at him, and one or two waved to
him. He smiled and waved back.
He looked up to see his father moving on the left-hand side of the
room. He threaded his way between desks and came to the side door
leading to the waiting area. Brent stood up to meet him. He was a large
man, tall and broad like Brent, but with a paunch Brent didn’t have.
Because he was losing his hair, to make things easier, he went bald. He
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had Brent’s angular face that was filling out, however; not as chiseled
as his own.
“Brent!” He pulled Brent into a bear hug. “How are you? Are you
here to stay?”
“Just a month,” he said.
“At least for Fourth of July, that’s good. Come on back.”
People called him by name as he followed his father to a desk
behind a partition and diagonally under the stairs. “I got a new
partner. Luke gets in around 10.” His father hooked a chair over for
Brent. “Coffee?”
“As long as it’s not the same that the Army has.”
His father laughed. “Cream, no sugar?”
“Yep.”
His father walked to the coffee station which was within view of
the desk. Brent looked around — his father had moved from the
middle of the room to the edge, closer to the glass- enclosed office of
the captain of detectives. His father returned with the coffee, the stirrer
sticking out of it. “How is it over there?”
“Do you want the line we’re fed or the truth?”
“Que est veritas,” said his father. “What’s in your gut?”
Leave it to his father to get right to the emotional heart of the
matter. “It’s a worthless fight. The people don’t trust us, don’t
understand the idea of freedom and liberty. We’re helping them so that
the Taliban can come sweeping back to a clean country.”
“Damn. You’re there for how much longer?”
“Two years. Then college.”
“Good thing you have plans. Better than your worthless brother.”
“What’s up with that?”
His father shrugged. “He’s screwed the system, that’s all. Got the
right doctors to write the right things.”
“Should I do some —”
His father said, “No. Leave him alone.”
“I can cast something —”
“It’s not worth it, Brent.” He smiled and pointed to a small stack
of files in a file holder on his desk. “At least my unsolveds are less than
my solveds.” He drank his own coffee. “Did you talk to your mother?”
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“She wants lunch.”
He chuckled.
“Hey, Brent.” A man came over and clapped a pair of hairy hands
on Brent’s shoulders. “Back home?”
Brent craned his neck to look at the bear of a man standing over
him. He was large in every sense, broad, strong, and hairy. “For a little
while. Hi, Tony.”
“Looking good, kid. The Army put some meat on those bones.”
He slapped Brent’s shoulders, hard. Brent winced. “Captain wants us,”
he said to his father.
“Luke isn’t in yet.”
“Us.” He motioned between Brent’s father and himself. “As in
you and me. We’re the only ones here this early.”
His father got up. “Must be a hot one. Be right back,” he said to
Brent.
Brent watched them go, his father walking over, swinging his
arms, and Tony, loping along like the werewolf he was.
Rubbing shoulders with the vampires in UMass had introduced
him to a whole host of Children of the Moon, as they liked to call
themselves. Werewolves, vampires, fae, ghosts, and witches; creatures
that most people didn’t believe existed. Worcester was a stop for some
of them on the way to Boston, where supposedly the RevWar ghosts
and Old World vampires held sway.
Many of the Children of the Moon worked together. They
believed that they were all of the shadowy underground, fringes of the
multitudes of the Children of the Sun, as they called humans. As with
the human races, countries, and cultures attempting to join with each
other, there were some growing pains.
The fae’s hate of the vampires had eased into dislike; the
werewolves and vampires joined together and buried the hatchet
centuries ago. Ghosts worked with anyone who could notice them,
which were mostly witches and some vampires. Vampires liked to
consider themselves the “aristocrats” of the Children of the Moon, but
werewolves and fae often would put a kibosh on any vampire that got
too big for their britches. That was when the old animosities would
come into play, and a hunt would be called out on the vampire, who
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would have no recourse than to pipe themselves down or get out of
Dodge before the wolves and fairies destroyed them.
Before he had even gone to UMass Hospital to work, sometimes
Brent would help his father with cold cases. He glanced over at the file
folders that his father had called “unsolveds.” He lifted himself slightly
off the chair and picked out the first folder from the pile.
Some of these cold cases were vampires that had lost control, or
uncaring vampires that were passing through to Boston or other
points beyond in the hinterlands of New York or even further west.
Sometimes they were fights between werewolves, or a fae gone rogue.
Or sometimes, they were just people.
He glanced around the room again, opened the folder. Taped to
the inside flap were photographs, mostly of the scene of the crime. He
wasn’t looking for those. “Marilyn Monroe” was in the alias line, called
that because she — he, actually — played that character in some clubs.
He was found dead on Worthington Avenue, a hot spot for gays, drugs,
and sex workers. His real name was unknown —
— John Kemp —
— Brent grabbed a sticky note pad and ball point, scribbled the
name and pasted the note next to the blank spot that said “real name”.
He glanced around again, then continued to read the narrative.
“Marilyn” had been found dead from strangulation according to
the coroner. He turned the page. Three suspects were named. He
looked closely at each name, but none stood out. However, one of the
suspects mentioned “Tool”, and that name highlighted in red in his
mind’s eye.
All Brent had to do was think the spell, and “Tool” came up in his
mind, everything from how he looked to his last known address, the
make and model of his car —
Brent scribbled one note after another. He was still scribbling
when his father snatched the folder out of his hands.
Brent’s eyes were white when he noticed the folder was gone. To
quench the spell, he closed his eyes and exhaled.
“I told you not to do that anymore,” said his father sternly.
“Psychometry isn’t grounds for a warrant.”
“Sorry, Dad.” Brent opened his eyes. “I was only trying to help.”
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“I know you were. You’ve always been right. But this kind of thing
is too freaky to admit in court. They don’t care if the Armed Forces
believes in it.”
“Will you at least notify his next of kin?”
His father opened the folder and looked at the front page. “We’ll
try.” He closed the folder and tossed it on his desk. “Besides, if the
department knew what you could do, you’d be working for Larry first,
and you know what kind of an idiot he is.”
Brent glanced at an empty desk, a few rows away from his father’s.
Larry Salucci was an excellent patrolman, a mediocre sergeant, and a
horrible detective. He never asked the right questions, even with a
cheat sheet. He followed his gut, and was often wrong.
“Want to go with me on a call?”
Brent glanced at the clock. “Yeah, sure, I have a couple of hours.”
“We’ll bring you back in time for lunch.” His father picked up his
jacket.
Tony walked over to them, shrugging into his jacket. “Is Boy
Wonder coming?” he asked.
“Yes. We have to bring him back for lunch or my wife will be
pissed.”
Tony chuckled. “C’mon then.”






Brent climbed into the back seat. He searched for the buckles. “No
seat belts?”
Tony turned to Brent’s father. “What year is this car? 1967
Chevy?”
Brent found the seatbelt tucked into the back seat. “Never mind,
I found them.” His father drove the three of them to the hospital.
“Domestic violence,” said Tony. “White female, aged 28, found
beaten outside her home at four-thirty a.m. this morning. The
newspaper delivery person called it in.”
“You’re going to be the reporter,” said Brent’s father to Brent.
“Pick a paper.”
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“The Gazette?”
“Sold.”
They drove to Saint Vincent’s. They walked through the crowded
emergency room, flashing their badges. Brent followed close so he
wouldn’t be left behind. The two men stopped at the nurse’s station,
and Tony asked where the woman was who had been found beaten.
“Fifteen,” said the nurse.
The three men went to the temporary room, separated from
others by a thin wall of glass and curtains around it. The smell of the
hospital reminded Brent of the operating theater back in Kandahar.
All he needed to do was utter the healing spells he knew and most of
these people would be out of here. But that would also mean he would
be exhausted by the time he finished.
Brent’s father knocked on the window, which was covered by a
curtain. “Detectives Jim Rogers and Anthony Carlucci. Can we come
in?”
“Yeah,” said a tired voice, and the two men stepped inside. Brent
came in right behind and took a spot in the corner.
The two detectives showed their ID. “I’m Detective Rogers,” said
his father. “What’s your name?”
“Linda.”
“Linda, can you tell us what happened?”
“Dunno,” she said. Brent looked at the woman. Her eyes were
swollen, one eye swollen shut, the other shiny and red. She was
probably white, but her face was going to be covered in black and blue
bruises. “Went outside with my dog. Got beat up. Don’t know where
my dog is.”
Tony flipped open his reporter’s notebook. “Do you live at 78
Lincoln Avenue?”
“It’s my sister’s house.”
“Do you live there?”
“I was visiting.”
“Where was your sister?”
“She’s not home.”
“What kind of dog do you have?”
“One of those mop top dogs.”
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“Havanese?”
“I guess.”
Brent bit back a chuckle. Leave it to Tony to know his dog breeds
“What’s your dog’s name?”
“Harry.”
His father asked, “Did your dog have a leash?”
“Yeah.” She focused her open eye on Brent. “Who’s that?”
“I’m a reporter from the Gazette,” Brent said.
“I don’t want no reporter here,” said the woman. She glared at his
father and Tony. “I don’t know who beat me up and stole my dog.”
“I thought you said you lost your dog.”
“They musta stole my dog,” she said.
They would eventually get her to tell them what was going on, but
Brent wanted to help. Brent thought the truth spell and when the
woman caught his eye, he let it go with a push of his will. The woman
stared at him, blinking. The two detectives turned to look at Brent,
who gave them a short nod.
“So,” began Tony, “what —”
The woman suddenly burst into tears. “If I tell you, he’ll kill him!”
“Who’ll kill who?”
“Tyler. He’ll kill my baby.”
Her “baby” was Harry, the dog. She had gone outside to take the
dog out while her sister wasn’t home. Tyler had broken up a few days
ago with her sister==who she refused to name. While Linda was
outside, Tyler approached. Tyler, a linebacker training for the Patriots,
easily overpowered her and started to beat her, first with a leftover
snow shovel from outside, then with his fists. She tried to run to the
door but he caught her in between the doorway and outside and he
started beating her there too. She tried screaming, but the area was
apathetic and no one came to her.
“He said he was gonna take my baby and he said he was going to
kill him if my sister didn’t talk to him.”
Brent stepped outside, having “gotten the story.” His father asked
more questions as Tony stepped out to take a look at the records. Brent
hung around the room, until his father came out. “Need to see if the
dog’s still there,” he said.
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Tony returned. “No note of a dog following the ambulance.”
“Of course not. That would be too easy.”
Tony chuckled. “I shouldn’t have a hard time finding a dog.”
“The hard time will be if the dog goes to you, Tony.”
“Just because I’m an alpha doesn’t mean I can get all dogs to do
what I want.”
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N ROMAN TIMES,

when heroes passed among men like comets, the
town had been called Hercules’ Harbor. In the year of Our Lord
1136 it was named Tropea, “She who puts her enemies to flight.”
It rises high atop a spur of grey granite jutting into the
Mediterranean along the rugged coast of Calabria, almost halfway
between Palermo and Naples. Above the steep face of the cliff the walls
came sheer out of the rock, rounding up in their hold a cluster of red
tiled roofs that broke only at the two gates. From the Portammare, the
Sea Gate, a long curving stairway cut into the stone led to the Marina,
where the fishing boats were kept and ships cast anchor beyond two
little islands of white sandstone molded by the wind; from the Porta
Vaticana started the road toward the watchtowers of the coast and the
farms of the inland.
To remind the people of Tropea that yet another foreign race had
fallen in love with their land and was now their master, there was the
tallest and newest building in town, the Castro. There the Norman
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governor sent from Palermo by King Roger d’Hauteville kept his
soldiers and meted out justice. Only the lords could look at that
massive castle without fear, for they were the only ones who entered it
or left it of their own will.
Safe in the shadow of the Castro and of the Norman Crown,
Tropea gathered along its narrow streets its narrow houses, those of
the local noblemen side by side with those of fishermen and artisans,
yet kept solidly apart by invisible walls thicker than brick. The true
heart of the town was Piazza Portèrcole, opening bright and
unexpected between the marketplace on one side and the church of
the Black Madonna on the other. From a house in Piazza Portèrcole
one could watch the world unroll its endless tapestry woven of days
and nights.
The house of Vasili d’Àrgira looked onto Piazza Portercole. Two
stories high, it had been cut from a single block of granite. The two
small round balconies with their black wrought-iron bars looked like
two spiders that had stopped their climb to bask in the warmth of the
stone. Each window had its fringe of swallows’ nests under the sill, and
each had its bunches of herbs hung to dry. Behind it was a garden
bursting with fruit trees, while a lone palm shaded the roof; and by the
steps of the front door rested two crossed oars, painted green and
black.
If a fisherman’s family could have a coat of arms, those two greenand-black oars would have been chosen for the d’Àrgiras of Tropea, to
whom from time beyond memory the sea had been home, road, and
often grave. Their name was Greek, meaning `silver’. Not that any of
them had ever been wealthy enough to deserve it; the pure sparkle it
brought to mind spoke not of their pockets, but of their souls.
In an age when a man could only accept injustice as he would
have accepted drought and disease, Vasili d’Àrgira had been born with
the hallmark of an undying hatred of everything unfair. He wouldn’t
just sigh and pray to God every time the armed servants of the
Byzantine lords went down to the beach and took away in the span of
a moment the best of an entire fishing season. First he had grumbled,
then he had tugged at his basket of fish; finally one day he had openly
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refused. The scars left on his back by the whip had become his most
precious possession.
For ten years since that day he had gathered around him the men
whose trade was the lifeblood of Tropea. He had argued and he had
fought, and the hangman’s noose had often dangled closely before
him. When the Norman rulers had replaced their Byzantine
predecessors, with different titles but with the same arrogance, they
had found him at the head of a guild of fishermen so strong that they
had been forced to accept it along with every other long-established
institution of the town.
Two generations of Falizza, the local breed of aristocrats, had
wanted him dead. But to lay hands on the “most just man in Tropea”
meant to face the anger of nearly every other man and woman in town;
not to mention the frown of the Norman governor, who delegated to
Vasili the task of peacemaker in litigations, and who that peace was
very much interested in maintaining.
Yet no enemy Vasili d’Àrgira might have made ever afflicted him
like a private nemesis all his own: his daughter Kallyna, whom he felt
that God had given him as he would have given him a thorn in the
side, to remind him day and night of his many other blessings.
Even the lack of a son had been remedied years before, when fate
had sent to his house Michele and Arni, the two orphaned sons of his
best friend. Michele had been pledged to Vasili’s youngest daughter
Sila since the two were children; to Michele he would hand over the
leadership of the fishermen’s guild, and both young men were as dear
to him as true sons. But Kallyna seemed bent on defying Vasili’s every
plan for a peaceful old age. For years now she had refused to marry the
man he had chosen for her, causing unending trouble within his home;
until he had been forced to allow his youngest daughter to marry first,
against every proper custom he knew.
It was now the middle of July. Summer dried up the hills and
smoothed the sea into long days of blue sleep. For many months Vasili
and his men had hunted the swordfish in the manner practiced along
the coast of Calabria for thousands of years. Now it was time to end
the hunting season and to think of the wedding, to celebrate with
man’s brief rituals the enduring ones of nature.
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“God willing, wife, this is the last day.”
“God willing indeed. A supper table where only women sit is bad
luck.”
In the new light of dawn Vasili got up from bed, put on his shirt
and his black vest, and reached for his cap.
He was one of those men who don’t need to be tall to command
respect. Everything in his spare frame had a quiet dignity about it. In
his handsome face the eyes were of a strikingly clear blue, which stood
out from his many wrinkles like the sea from beyond furrows of brown
earth. His wife Neia only came up to his shoulders. She was a small,
thin woman who even in her appearance knew how to keep her place,
one step below her husband.
“Here is your lunch, eat it in good health,” Neia said like every
morning. That morning, however, she let a smile wander on her
sunburned face. “Michele and Arni are down in the cellar grinding the
spears,” she added.
Vasili took from her hands the cloth bundle still warm with loaves
of bread that had just come out of the oven. “Michele won’t kill a single
fish today,” he grinned. “Not the day before his wedding.” He stepped
out on the landing, opened the door of the room next to his and
glanced in.
The room was still almost in the dark; the thick shutters still held
out against the first daylight. His gaze ran on the loom made of olive
wood and tall enough to almost touch the ceiling, with the small icon
of the Black Madonna nailed to the uppermost bar and the shuttle
carved in the shape of a boat. The blanket Kallyna was weaving was
almost finished. Bedsheets and linens were neatly piled on top of the
walnut chest; Sila’s wedding gown lay across a chair.
The embroideries seemed to gleam in the dimness, bursting into
a rainbow of colors: baskets of fruit, ships and waves, birds, flowers
and trees. Only Kallyna could turn the world into silk thread, Vasili
thought with a pleased smile; and in what little space was left by the
loom, the bed in which his daughters slept seemed to him only a little
larger than their cradles of years before.
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Sila slept peacefully, wise even in her rest; Kallyna lay instead
wrapped in her long black hair, her hands gripping the sheets and a
frown on her face. Suddenly she stirred in her sleep, shaking her head.
“No … no!” she whispered frantically.
Vasili eyed her for a moment, until she went back to sleep. Then
he drew a long sigh and closed the door.
“Had you ever noticed that Kallyna talks in her sleep?” he asked
Neia on his way downstairs.
“Yes,” Neia nodded, “and it’s not a good sign at all. Perhaps if we
spoke to Padre Costantino, if he could finally give her some peace….”
Vasili went on down the creaking stairs. “She’s young. Give her
time. Once she’ll have a little one crying for hunger at her breast she’ll
be all sweet,” and his voice was sweet already at the thought.
Neia shrugged doubtfully, then followed him into the kitchen
that gleamed dimly with the large copper pans hung above the hearth.
“Let’s hope so. Now that Sila is all settled down, Kallyna can marry
Raimo Trani any day she wants.”
Vasili turned around, looming over his wife’s fragile figure. “You
know she won’t even hear Raimo’s name anymore. By now I myself
am not so sure I did the right thing when I promised her to him. Why,
I think she spurns him even in her sleep!” he blurted out, remembering
Kallyna’s panicked whisper.
Neia approached him cautiously. “But she’s been pledged to him
for all these years,” she reminded him softly. “You can’t take back your
promise now… or can you?”
Vasili didn’t answer, annoyed. He slipped a slice of bread into his
shirt, grabbed a chunk of cheese from a plate, and finally moved away
from his wife’s outstretched hands. “Michele, Arni, it’s time to go!”
Neia’s hands fell against her sides.
The two brothers stepped out of the cellar’s door. Arni must have
been teasing Michele, and was still smiling mischievously.
“Father,” he said, “look how sharp the spear is this morning.
Michele woke up to grind it earlier than he ever did in all his life.”
Michele kept winding around his elbow the rope tied to the end
of the double-pronged spear. Once more he pretended not to have
heard anything. He pointed at the front door. “Go get the oars, huh?”
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Arni kissed Neia goodbye and went out. In the hour before dawn
the square was quiet and empty.
Resigned now to brooding alone over Kallyna’s troubles, Neia
stood patiently on the threshold to watch the three men leave. But first
Michele cast a look at the window of Sila’s room, and Vasili didn’t miss
that look. He grinned to himself, then spoke his gruff farewell to his
wife.
“Come on, boys, come on. Like the proverb says, men do and
women talk.” Then under his breath he added, “And if women didn’t
talk, we’d all live like dumb beasts.”
On the smooth cobblestones of Piazza Portercole their footsteps
sounded so familiar, like drops of water from a fountain.






Sila pushed the shutters open, letting in the early morning light
to prance around all over the room. Kallyna screened her eyes,
moaning, and Sila laughed.
“I wonder whether you’ll be so sleepy the day before your
wedding,” Sila teased. She sounded light-headed with happiness; and
she had every reason to be, Kallyna thought with envy. Sila had always
belonged to the adults’ circle, and of her own choice. She stood like a
rock; Kallyna had no rest, like the tide.
Neia came in, always so quiet and always so worried, announcing
the exhausting array of chores that awaited them.
“You certainly picked the right day for oversleeping, daughters.
We have the trousseau to set, the water to draw, the bread to bake…
and Aunt Tresa is going to be here any minute, God help us if the
oven’s still empty by the time she walks through that door.”
Her eyes stubbornly shut against the light, Kallyna kicked away
the sheets, grumbling.
“All this fuss… as if Sila were leaving for France or some other
place at the end of the world.”
She sat up, and as she shook her hair the sunlight made it look
blue instead of black, like the wings of a crow.
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Neia kept puttering around the room. “Sila is leaving, in a way,”
she said. “And you too have long been ripe for the same journey.”
Then she left, carrying an armful of tablecloths.
Kallyna didn’t speak.
“Let’s go now,” Sila prodded her. A moment later she had already
disappeared, leaving Kallyna behind. Kallyna always seemed to be left
behind.
What a dreary night that had been, she thought. Always the same
bad dreams… At last she left the bed. Through the open window came
a scent of salty air and jasmine. She stretched out, making herself as
tall as she could, as though she wanted to take flight and vanish; but all
the supple strength of her body reminded her painfully that she was still
on the ground.
She had never had a mirror; still Raimo kept telling her, in his
own dark way, that she was lovely. Her sad, proud black eyes were
large and lustrous under the shady mass of her hair that the braids had
molded into light ripples. Her face had the shape of an almond, and
her skin the soft glow of copper. Her very name, that Vasili had
fashioned from the Greek word for ‘beautiful,’ reminded her
constantly of a gift in which everybody seemed more interested than
she was.
Voices rose from downstairs — excited, admiring women’s
voices. She imagined them, friends and neighbors, crowding around
Sila’s trousseau, feeling the fine linen cloth. And cries of wonder,
laughter. All the things she could not share.
It was time to go. At least the preparations for the wedding would
keep her away from Raimo. But all that sunlight made her eyes ache.






It was daybreak again, and the fishing flotilla of Mastro Vasili
d’Àrgira had already scattered to every corner of the sea. Five ontri, as
the boats were called with the ancient word, were headed south. Their
prows were decorated with painted eyes, to see the dangers of the deep,
and with wooden figureheads of Saint Peter, protector of fishermen. A
flock of gulls chased them, flying around like white banners.
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Vasili’s boat pointed the way. From its center rose the mast, three
times as tall as the ontre was long, and scored by short pegs that led to
the top. There, in a tiny cage at the top, Arni stood raking the water
with his gaze.
It took the tireless attention of sharp young eyes to keep the long
watch on that dizzying stand. Arni had been trained to be a lookout
ever since he was barely ten. Now it was a joy to watch him climb the
mast with all the nimbleness of his strong, slim body, every muscle taut
under the brown skin. Fishermen’s sons grow up fast, and indeed there
was nothing childish left in Arni; yet one child-like smile could still
dispel his many man-like sorrows. Arni had the deep and easy
gentleness of a lamb, for which he was named.
Clutching the spear and following the wake of his brother’s gaze,
Michele stood poised on the long catwalk that thrust out from astern.
The double tips of black iron bobbed up and down with the pitching
of the boat. At his feet was the second spear that would be used if the
first one was lost; but Michele had never lost a spear. He held the shaft
with the powerful grace of the Archangel Michael battling the Evil One
with his sword of fire. He was the living hope of the d’Àrgiras for the
years to come. So many expectations rested on his broad shoulders;
but carried confidently, lightly.
Vasili manned the rudder, riding or cutting the currents that he
knew as he knew the lines in the palm of his hand. In his mind he
thanked God for such a fine morning, and for so many others like this
one.
Beneath the changing, oil-smooth water something stirred. Arni
screened his eyes against the glare of the sun and leant over from his
tall perch. Michele started to loosen the thick rope at the end of the
spear, while the oarsmen rested, looking up in expectation.
Then Arni suddenly pointed ahead and uttered the sighting cry
whose meaning had been eaten away by the sea wind in ten centuries
of use.
“Fa aleuu!” There was the swordfish, its silvery back plowing the
sea in long arching strokes.
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The men bent on the oars and began to row toward their prey.
Their breath merged on the same rhythm with the dip of the blades and
the creaking of the wood against the rowlocks.
“Eia, come on, my friends!” Vasili urged them. But the fifteenfoot-long monster had seen the shadow of the boat above him. It
turned sharply toward the open sea, his glassy eye staring in terror.
The boat lurched after him. Michele’s hand tightened around the
polished ash wood of the spear’s shaft.
Vasili’s eyes narrowed with excitement. “Don’t let him go. Lord,
how fat he is!”
The fish knew he was doomed. He veered left, then right, then left
again, wildly. Sweat glistened down the rowers’ backs.
“We’re on him… Eia now, eia!”
Leaping on the water, the ontre rushed so closely onto the
swordfish that the hull resounded with the knock of his back. All eyes
turned to Michele, leaning tensely from the catwalk. Frozen in the
ancient stance of Grecian javelin-throwers, he weighed the spear in his
hand once, twice, then tossed it with a master’s thrust. The spear cut a
deadly trail through air and water, then plunged into the sea and into
the thick body below. The rope snapped taut between the boat and the
fish, now tied inexorably together. Michele started tugging, helped by
Gheorghe di Nico. At every tug the wound gaped larger under the
water.
With a few last jerks the fish wriggled in the pale floating cloud of
his own blood. Then Michele shouted, “Heave!” and the huge prey left
forever the sea. Its long fearsome blade tossed crazily among the
fishermen’s bare feet. Then it finally rested on the bottom of the boat,
lifeless.
Michele pressed his foot against the creature’s side and pulled out
the spear. “I tell you, this must have been the grandfather of all
swordfish,” he beamed.
Vasili grinned, rolling up the rope. “It will pay for the musicians
at the wedding. And for the priest, and for the deacons, too.”
The four oarsmen laughed, wiping their foreheads. Gheorghe di
Nico slapped Michele on the shoulder. “But do leave the biggest
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portion for the groom, Mastro Vasili,” he said. “He will need it, the
morning after the wedding.”
Michele shoved him down. “Fool.”
Vasili hid his smile and handed Michele the rope. “Beautiful kill,
son.” Then he called Arni to come down the mast. It was almost
noontime, they would row to the nearest beach and eat.
Arni had already his feet on the lower pegs when something
glittered again underwater. He climbed back to the top, scanned the
sea carefully.
“There’s another one!” he shouted. “Right behind us!”
Hastily Michele took up the spear he had left on the bottom and
bent down, searching the water. Then he looked at Vasili. “Father, it’s
the female… and she’s full of eggs.”
Vasili turned and observed for a while the smaller fish swimming
around the ontre, utterly heedless of the danger in her frantic search.
He smiled affectionately.
“She’s looking for her mate. Look how close she comes, you could
catch her with your bare hands.”
Michele was waiting, the spear raised.
“Let her go,” Vasili said.






It was well past midday. The town had fallen asleep in the sultry
afternoon. The thick dark shutters were closed like eyes closed against
the sun, the houses hunched together to escape its might. Only the
cicadas, the noisiest insects in God’s creation, kept chanting their song
from under the olive trees.
The oven was finally cooling off, a gaping mouth black with ashes
and smelling of bread and cake. Aunt Tresa snored, with her head on
her arm on the kitchen table. Neia and Sila were sewing, in the shade
by the door.
Kallyna was sitting under the lemon tree. It was her favorite
corner, the farthest one in the garden. Small green fruits were budding
among the leaves of the tree; the hot motionless air was all scented with
their bitter tang. On the trunk, endless lines of ants scurried up and
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down, always so busy. She watched them dully, thinking again and
always about Raimo and about herself who hated Raimo and who
would soon become his property for life.
There were lucky women who, like her mother, were given to a
man they could learn to love in time; others, the Almighty’s own pets,
married someone they had chosen, like Sila. But Kallyna d’Àrgira was
among the outcasts. Everything that was alive in her soul would
forever be dead in Raimo’s.
The cicadas stopped briefly, only to resume their tune with greater
frenzy. It was all so quiet that she could almost hear her own blood
running through her veins, carrying its swell of pain.
For two years Raimo had touched her like hot iron. All she knew
about love were his thick hands searching her all over, and the taunts
with which he tried to make her like it. He would not spare her one
proud detail of his exploits in every whorehouse of the county; in utter
good faith, to prove to her that he would make a good husband. And
of course, like a good husband, he made a point of persecuting her
with a jealousy bordering on obsession.
She nestled against the tree trunk. She wondered whether
Michele had ever treated Sila that way; whether Arni would ever
dream of making her feel what Raimo made her feel. Before Raimo she
had been a happy, trusting girl. Now she had become “the moody
one.” She had gone through every one of the humiliating rituals of
rebellious daughters: the endless arguments, the hysterical tantrums,
the forced fastings. Nothing had helped, and in the process she had
only bought a little time to ward off the inevitable. The worst thing was
when she exasperated Vasili so much that he locked her up for days.
Knowing that she alone could drive a man as mild as her father to such
anger gave her the greatest pain and the greatest shame.
The grey cat must be skulking through the fuzzy leaves of the fig
tree; wary, invisible. Neia’s chair creaked.
Certainly after a while Raimo would grow tired of her and start
chasing other women. Maybe then he would finally leave her alone.
He would leave her alone and she would stay home to wait for him,
with yet another brat of his growing in her belly. She hugged her knees
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and hid her face against them, as if to become a lump of stone that
nothing could pierce.
Tonight again she would go talk to her father. By now she truly
had nothing more to lose.






In the last of the sunlight the town high on its rock looked like a
crown of pink gold. Out on the far horizon the sun that night was setting
directly behind the dark triangle of the Stròmboli volcano; the legend
said it was a good omen.
The seven men in the ontre rowed slowly, tired. The catch had
been good. Two swordfish rocked gently in the air, tied to the base of
the mast as was the custom, so that those ashore could see right away
that the day’s work had been fruitful. The hunting season was over.
Now the sea could finally grant rest.
The men’s minds arrived home much faster than the boats.
Michele sat by himself, his hands under his chin. He watched the wake
left by the ontre and he thought that tomorrow night Sila would undo
her long braids for him.
Arni pulled in the oars and jumped first onto the sand, while the
others untied the heavy catch. The stairway from the Portammare
became alive with the skirts of women and the bare feet of children
coming down to welcome back the boats. It was also Arni who first
noticed Kallyna in that crowd, and when Vasili ordered to pull the boat
he missed his grip to look at her.
She smiled to all in a hurry, as though she had already something
to be forgiven for.
“I’m happy to see you, Father. What a big one you caught!
Supper’s ready, are you hungry?”
From the way she sounded, so out of breath, everyone knew
immediately why she had come. Arni wanted to say something; but he
was not supposed to speak before Vasili, and Vasili delayed his answer.
So Kallyna kept out of the men’s way while they slid soapy planks
under the prow, pulled the boat, tossed the planks again and pulled the
boat again until it was on dry land.
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“Of course we’re hungry,” Vasili said then quietly. “We’ve been
working all day.” He gathered up the planks and laid them on the
bottom of the boat. Finally he looked up at her, but he didn’t like what
he saw: when Kallyna began twisting her hands together, it meant that
she was hunting for words. “We’re done with the preparations for
tomorrow, Father,” she began. “All we have left to do is set the tables
in the kitchen.”
Vasili drew himself up. “In the kitchen? No, no. We’ll set the
tables outside, in front of the main door. To my daughter’s wedding
all Tropea is invited,” he said without haughtiness.
Michele looked at him in surprise. “Even the lords?” he asked.
Vasili unrolled the burlap sheet and spread it over the boat. “If
they wish to come,” he nodded. “All those who have nothing to hide
can be my guests. I want the day to be remembered.”
Michele’s face lit up with admiration and joy. He shouldered
boldly the oars and elbowed Arni to come along.
But Arni wanted to stay. If Kallyna had something to say, he
wanted to take her side as he always did, with his silent and savage
devotion. He turned to Vasili. “Father, do you want me to take a look
at that crack in the hull? I can give you a hand with the caulking, too.”
Vasili shook his head. “No, son, it’s just a scratch. You go ahead.”
Arni still wouldn’t move; and while Vasili wasn’t looking, Kallyna
motioned him to go. Arni turned around. It hurt him so to imagine
what was about to happen, and to see how impatient she was to try one
more time, against all hope. He wrapped into his shirt the big shell he
had found for her and then sadly followed Michele homeward.
After a while Kallyna gathered all her breath in. “Father, may I
speak to you? About Raimo?”
Vasili tied the burlap sheet to the rowlocks and didn’t look at her.
“All I care to know is whether he’s set the day and the month,” he said
simply.
Her hands clutched the gunwale. Perhaps it was better to end the
conversation right there and then.
Gheorghe di Nico stopped by. “The catch is on its way, Mastro
Vasili. We sold all of it already, and Manuele is minding your share, as
always.”
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“Thank you, Gheorghe. Come to the wedding tomorrow, with
your mother.”
Gheorghe smiled. “We wouldn’t miss it for the world, Mastro
Vasili.” Then he glanced at Kallyna; and Kallyna knew that Gheorghe
had lived that day for nothing but that glance. The look of love in the
young man’s gentle eyes filled her with sorrow. Both knew she could
not afford even to acknowledge it. She could only pretend, again, that
she hadn’t noticed it.
Gheorghe hung his head, with a smile of resignation. “Then good
night, Mastro Vasili.” “A good night to you, too,” Vasili answered, and
as Gheorghe walked away Kallyna had to bite her lips so she wouldn’t
start crying, not now.
Vasili pulled at the flaps of the burlap sheet to tighten it. “What’s
for supper?” he asked.
Kallyna couldn’t remember. “I don’t really know. Mother did the
cooking today, I helped Sila with the trousseau.”
Vasili hunkered down to look at the small crack in the keel of the
boat.
“Father, please listen to me.”
“I’ve been listening to you for two years. The neighbors, too, have
been listening. What you want to tell me is as old as the rocks. You
want to hear my answer again?”
Kallyna shut her eyes. He spoke with an even, patient voice, the
voice of a man who knows in his heart that he’s right.
“You were promised to Raimo Trani two years and three months
ago. He would have married you then, had you not taken ill the week
before the wedding and had you not opposed him ever since, God
knows for what reason. That is all there is to the matter, and that is all
there will ever be.”
She looked away. Her words came out wooden, cracked. “I was
not taken ill, Father. I had just found out that every night after he called
on me he went to Bruna’s house and …” She stopped abruptly, and
couldn’t go on.
Vasili rapped the keel of the boat, listening to the sound it made.
“Bruna is not the sort of girl a man would want for his wife,” he
said flatly. “She is what she is, and everybody knows it. As for Raimo,
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at his age he certainly cannot live like a monk.” He searched the sand,
looking for a sharp pebble. “What counts is that he loves you. He has
said so and he has proven so, first of all with the bride price he paid for
you, one that nobody else —”
Kallyna started to shout. “If he had seen a clay jar in the market
that he happened to like more than the others, he would have done
just the same, Father!”
Vasili stepped quickly in front of her, to hide her outburst from
the eyes of the people crowding the beach. Startled, she raised her arm
to protect her face from the slap. But he didn’t hit her; Vasili had never
hit anybody. He looked at her sternly, then let his hand drop. She
breathed in hard, staring at the sand. Vasili squatted down again to
scrape the edges of the crack with the sharp pebble. His voice sounded
strangely hollow, like a sunken bell.
“I have held my own against the lords of Tropea for ten years, but
I cannot get my own daughter to obey me.” He glanced up at her; her
face now wet with tears made him avert his eyes.
“I want nothing but that, to obey you,” she whispered. “But you
make it so hard! Anybody else… Gheorghe di Nico …”
“Put him out of your head,” Vasili snapped. “Him and anybody
else. Trani would drag me before the law for breach of promise, and
Cosimo Falizza will not miss the smallest opportunity to have me
hanged from the beam of my own front door. Is that what you want?”
She stooped toward him without shame. “Then I will not marry
at all, ever. Tell Raimo that I want to become a nun, so he won’t dare
say that you cheated him or—”
Vasili’s eyes sparkled with furious amazement. “In the name of
all the saints! What could ever be so hateful about a man to make you
say a thing like that?”
She backed away, shaking. She wondered how two people could
live so close for so many years and still have to shout at one another as
though they were standing on the opposite banks of a river.
Then Vasili quieted down. He threw away the pebble and headed
for the stairway.
“Enough of this. We go home.”
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Kallyna wiped her eyes and started to walk after him, stumbling
with her bare feet on the first stone step. She knew it was over for good,
this time. Vasili would not talk about it anymore, or tolerate further
arguments from her; and that same night, when Raimo would come as
he did every night, he would set the date of the wedding himself.
A burst of outrage flared up inside her. At least she could speak
out, the way prisoners did on the scaffold. She fixed her gaze upon the
black figure climbing the stairs, turning his back to her.
“They call you the most just man in Tropea,” she said slowly, each
word sinking like a stone in the void between them. “How could you
have become so deaf and blind? Raimo is not one of us, and you know
it. His place is with the lords, because of his arrogance, of his love of
money, of every other thing you’ve flung into the lords’ faces for years.
How can you be so unjust with me, with your own flesh and blood?”
On the step above, Vasili wheeled around, stunned. He stared at
her as if she had just put a knife in his back. There was no anger of his
that could put out the fire in her eyes. He looked frightened, defeated.
“Daughter,” he said, “before God I swear that I have never done
anything to harm you. Your mother broke her back on the hills for
twenty years, picking broomflower for the weavers for five scudi a day.
My daughters have been luckier. The Lord has seen fit that I should be
able to give them a house, a craft, and good husbands who will spare
them that life of humiliation and toil. No matter what you say to me, I
have not a single regret to carry before my Maker when my time
comes.”
He looked all around him, sweeping with his clear eyes the setting
sun, the coast and the sea, as if calling them all witnesses to his words.
Then he shook his head.
“Still you’re not happy. Still you keep flying about like a caged
bird, with only one thought in mind — to escape, to bite the wind that
nobody can bite. Ten more years of fighting all the Falizzas of the
world will not wear me out like you did.”
Inside Kallyna’s throat words rolled like waves. She stepped up
briskly, to lessen the terrible distance between herself and him, to wipe
from his face that look of aching resignation. But Vasili had already
resumed his climb, and now he walked bent, like an old man.
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Shortly before the curfew, when the soldiers sounded the horn
from the turret and locked both gates, Vasili rose from his supper and
went to sit on the front steps with Michele and Arni.
The sky peeked in from the half-opened door, already white with
stars. Neia shook the crumbs off the tablecloth into the hearth. During
the day she did that in the garden, but never at night, when the
particles of food would draw the hungry souls of the dead to her door.
Then she called Kallyna to help her make the bed in the room upstairs
that up to a month ago had been empty and now was all done up, ready
for the bride and groom.
Kallyna took the sheets and spread them with slow, heavy hands,
lost in her own thoughts. Noises would drift from this room to hers,
those sweet little noises she feared. Tomorrow night she would sleep
alone, until the time would come when she would have to sleep with—
“Tuck the sheets in properly at the sides, Kallyna,” Neia warned
her.
She looked up with an air of sarcasm. “What for? They’ll all be
crumpled up anyway, the day after tomorrow.”
Neia stopped, looking sternly at her from behind the pillow she
was fluffing up. But Kallyna did tuck the sheets in as dutifully as if they
were altar cloths.
The men’s voices rose louder from below through the open
balcony, together with a sound of steps approaching on the cobbled
way.
“Have a good night, Mastro Vasili. Forgive me for coming so late
tonight. I was up at the Castro.”
Kallyna had waited in dread for that voice all night. Neia leaned
out to see. “It’s Raimo.” Kallyna slipped another pillow into the
pillowcase and said nothing.
He talked loudly, battering the quiet night like a hammer. Every
word was mouthed heavily, to impress those who listened.
“And a good night to you, Mastro Raimo,” Vasili was heard
answering. “Please sit here with us.”
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He was the only person Vasili had ever addressed as “Mastro,”
that is as his own peer. Kallyna never missed the bitter irony of that
word. In his clever way of courting Vasili, of flattering him and
ingratiating himself, Raimo was truly her father’s only master.
“May I go to bed now, Mother?” she asked, closing the shutters.
After a long and hard day finally left behind, Neia was too
exhausted to start an argument. She would excuse Kallyna with Raimo
for not showing up.
“All right,” she surrendered. She kissed her daughter’s forehead.
“Sleep well, and say your prayers so you won’t have bad dreams,” she
added with a sad smile.
Kallyna smiled back wanly; then she took shelter in her room.
The room was dark except for the window’s square full of sky. But she
wasn’t safe from the voices of the men below.
“Today I was given the plans for the new cathedral,” Raimo was
saying. “The bishop has finally gotten through his head that it must be
built in a different spot, like I told him so many times, or else at the
next earthquake it will end up just like the old one. I’m sure he’s good
at other things, but when it comes to building he ought to leave it to
those who know how, am I right? Now I’ll start looking for masons
and stonecutters all over the county. We’ll begin in September at the
latest.”
Vasili must be really impressed by Raimo’s words not to notice
that Raimo was talking about nothing except himself. “This is good
news, Mastro Trani. Before that time, though, we must settle a family
matter that you know well. With the help of the Lord, what do you say
about the last day of August?”
Up in her room, Kallyna could just see the grin spreading on
Raimo’s face.
“I am your servant, Mastro Vasili. If you say the last day of
August, the last day of August it will be.”
That would be all, she thought. They had disposed of her life as
they would have done with the purchase and sale of a head of cattle.
She buried her face in her pillow. So be it then. Now it would only
be quicker, like the last stroke of a Norman sword.
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when the world seemed so beautiful she could
almost be persuaded it was the work of creators. The full moon
hung in the cloudless sky, dripping silver on the black expanse of the
sea, and the pine trees stood tall under a crowd of stars. If the world
was the work of creators, she wondered, had they created it because
they were lonely?
Illuminated only by the red pulses of the beacon arcing up from
her front steps, she could see the shapes of the houses rising next to hers
along the bluff, no light in any window. She owned all of those houses.
Were she so inclined, she could have spent every day in a different one.
Every house had its charms, every owner had made her a bequest.
The owners of the house around the corner had left her a handmade
quilt, those of the house next to the kindergarten a full spice cabinet,
those of the house opposite the post office a grand piano. She could
not use all the bequests, but they were all hers for the taking. She was
the wealthiest woman in town.
NOTHER NIGHT
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How quiet the world had become. No more car horns, no more
bird calls, no more children’s laughter. No more ambulance sirens
screeching day and night for miles around.
She switched on her portable music player. Lovely cascading
notes, centuries old, filled every corner of the house. Sometimes she
kept the music player on all the time. She had no human voices except
those of the singers; without them, she would lose her mind.
In a corner of the living room sat blind and mute the television
set. No more movies, no more cartoons, no more documentaries, no
more nature shows, no more weather reports, no more sports events.
No more news. When the world was a full nest, she’d wondered
whether by hovering in space one could hear an aural corona around
the planet, the incessant buzz and hum of billions of souls and billions
of machines talking to each other.
On a corner of the desk sat unused the computer, once king of
tools and mighty messenger of the earth. The net wide as the world
had no more dots to connect. The only thing the machine was still
useful for was keeping a castaway’s log.
She’d never felt the desire to keep a log. Among all the endless
needs of everyone who ever lived, she needed a sense of purpose. Her
only purpose now was to preserve her life; chronicling day in and day
out the diminished, tiresome tasks she had to perform in order to
preserve her life seemed a waste of time. And who would read her log?
She was familiar with stories of castaways marooned on desert
islands; everyone was. Humans, exquisitely social animals, had been
fascinated by the speculation of what they would have done if they had
been deprived of each other’s company.
One story told of a sailor who was the sole survivor of a
shipwreck; another told of a young girl who was the sole survivor of a
massacre. Both had endured long enough to be rescued, after a
number of years. She could have never imagined that she would be a
castaway on a desert island encompassing the planet.
But if she ever decided to write a log, she knew what the first entry
would sound like:
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I am female, thirty-two years of age. I live in
the last speck of the world, on a bluff above a
barren sea. My name is not important. There is no
one to call me by my name. My race is not
important. There are no longer races. My
nationality is not important. There are no longer
nations. It is now ten months, three weeks and five
days since I was appointed custodian of the planet. All
the machines are dead. All the clocks have stopped.
I do not know why the plague has spared me. It has
taken everyone I loved, everyone I hated and
everyone I never met. Not a day goes by when I don’t
think about ending my life. What keeps me
breathing is the hope that perhaps I am not the sole
custodian of the planet.
She went to the kitchen, lighted like every room in the house by
industrial-strength, motion-activated flashlights she’d screwed to the
walls under the ceiling. After she’d remained alone, she’d slipped into
the habit of talking to herself.
“Hmmm, do I want to cook tonight? No, not tonight. I’ll make a
cup of tea and … I’ll have some cookies, yes, and some peaches.”
From the cupboard she took a can of peaches, and from the
cutlery drawer the most important of her kitchen utensils, the can
opener. She checked the expiration date on the can: still good for ten
months. On the label were two smiling farmers holding full baskets,
along with the words “All Natural” and “Pesticide Free”. Not that it
made any difference anymore — no farmers, no pesticides, no
problem. She hummed the jingle that had made some shoppers want
to buy that brand of canned peaches and not another.
She remembered the taste of fresh peaches, their pink fuzzy skin,
their sweet juice on her lips. She missed fresh foods — milk in dewy
bottles, raw tuna tasting of the ocean, apple pie warm from the oven,
ripe tomatoes scented with basil. She missed all fresh life.
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Her cutlery and cups were plastic, her plates and bowls were
paper. Water was too precious to waste on washing metal, china and
glass. Instead, she cleaned her cooking pots by wiping them with paper
towels. She used only the kettle, a pot and a pan.
One thing she didn’t mind washing was her favorite mug, made
of sparkling white porcelain and graced with the gold logo of her alma
mater. She’d never been one to get attached to material things, but if
she lost the mug she’d be as close to grief as one can be after losing
everything else.
The kettle was whistling. She poured hot water into the mug with
the teabag in it, put the mug, a spoon, the cookies and the peaches on
a tray, and went to sit on the patio.
The moon had dipped in those ten minutes or so. It was no longer
above the pine trees but behind them, a bright faraway dot crisscrossed
with the mingled black outlines of the branches. If she had spent those
ten minutes looking only at the moon, she would have seen it move
with her naked eye. My God, she thought, does the earth spin that fast?
One could go mad thinking about it.
The tea was fragrant, the peaches not too tin-tasting, the cookies
not too stale. She ate and drank slowly, savoring the night breeze,
listening to the windchimes and to the sea that never sleeps. Then she
went back inside and closed the patio door. She didn’t have to worry
about dangers from humans or animals, not even a mosquito bite, but
the habit still made her feel safer.
She dumped the empty aluminum can, the plastic fork, the paper
bowl and the cellophane wrappers into a single trash bag, and put the
bag in a trash can by the front door. There was no longer any need for
her to sort trash for recycling, but she still used only compostable bags.
She hated having to throw away what remained in cans and jars when
she didn’t finish the contents, but she had no choice; she could neither
refrigerate the leftovers nor feed them to animals.
Tomorrow she would cook — perhaps the basmati with saffron
her neighbor never got to make. Saffron had been the most expensive
spice on the planet; she bought it only as a special treat. Now she could
have all the saffron she wanted, but she still used it seldom, so it would
not lose its specialness.
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Time for bed. Like so many of her days now, she’d spent the day
bicycling, walking, pushing, lifting and carrying heavy provisions. The
provisions she would need to get tomorrow were lighter, but would
require more bicycling and more walking.
In the bathroom, the bathtub she could no longer use was stacked
with jugs of bottled water for flushing the toilet, the purest water that
ever flushed a toilet. Some of it came from mountain springs halfway
across the world.
She cleaned herself with hospital cloths, then toweled off. Bath
towels were the one household item made of cloth she still used. She
reasoned they were for the drying of a clean face and clean body, so
they never got dirty enough to need washing too often.
She opened her medicine cabinet, studiously avoiding the mirror;
she wasn’t sure she wanted to see the results of having to cut her own
hair. In the medicine cabinet she kept a tube of lipstick and a small
container of mascara. She no longer used makeup, but she didn’t want
to throw away the two last items she’d bought.
Only three tablets of the sleep drug left. She’d have to get another
month’s supply tomorrow without fault. After water and food, the
drug was her third highest priority. She’d never needed it before; now
she couldn’t do without it.
She was grateful for the drug in the same measure as she detested
it. Every time she took it, she was reminded that for all intents and
purposes she had become an addict. She wouldn’t call it medication;
no doctor had prescribed it for her. It had been prescribed by whatever
it was that had stopped the world and wiped out her peace of mind.
She swallowed the tablet with a sip of water. The drug worked
quickly. It spared her the harrowing limbo between the time her mind
could no longer stay busy with today and the time it could not yet get
busy with tomorrow; the time that ambushed her with the thought of
all the things she could not change. She switched off her music player
and was soon fast asleep.
Outside, the beacon kept pulsing, as it had done without
interruption for ten months, three weeks and five days.
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HARON MANDERS WOKE UP SCREAMING.
Then stopped because she couldn’t remember why she was
screaming. It hadn’t been much of a scream. Mostly it was just the
thought of a scream, as very little sound had left her dry, raspy throat.
She also didn’t remember being in bed, but she was.
Sharon tried to remember going to bed, and discovered that she
couldn’t remember much of anything at all. She opened her eyes with
a squinting, fluttering, almost painful motion. The room was dimly lit
from some light coming from outside her field of vision. She could also
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see what looked like LEDs, and hear the soft humming of electronic
equipment.
All of this went through her mind in mere moments before the
lights came on, causing her to close her eyes tearfully.
She heard the sound of a door opening and sensed that somebody
entered the room.
“Simmons!” a man said with a sound of total surprise.
Sharon cracked her eyelids open and tried to sit up. That is to say,
she sent the signals from her brain to her spinal cord to start the
process of sitting up, but nothing happened. It was difficult to tell
where her body stopped and the rest of the universe started, as if her
entire body was paresthesic and unresponsive.
The man was about thirty, clean-shaven and had short, neat hair.
He looked horrified, paused only a moment and then became very
busy studying medical instruments and mumbling to himself.
Hospital. I’m in a hospital. Something happened. Am I paralyzed?
She could see an IV bottle of clear fluid connected to her arm. The
words on the label were too small to read.
Sharon made another effort to sit up and her muscles tried
dutifully to respond, but this only brought on dizziness, pain, and a
reaction from the man.
He said something in an accent that was so foreign that Sharon
didn’t immediately understand, but concluded that it was something
like, “No. Don’t try to sit up.”
“Good idea,” she mouthed, but it sounded hoarse, dry, and
unrecognizable, so she sucked on her tongue to generate saliva. She
wanted to examine her head with her hand, but her arm felt like
molten lead, and responded by going in random directions. She let it
fall back down.
“Simmons,” the man held a light in front of her face. “Follow the
light with just your eyes.”
Sharon still didn’t quite understand the words, but the gesture
and intent was obvious. She understood by the cadence and patterns
that the man was calling her Simmons.
Who is Simmons, and why is he calling me that?
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Her name was Sharon Manders, though at the moment she felt
lucky to remember that much, because the rest of her life was a vast
darkness. She concentrated on following the light.
“Good,” the man said, though it sounded more like “goot”. A
name patch on his well-pressed shirt read Bradford, MD. “Listen to me
carefully, Simmons,” he continued. “You had a nasty head wound and
brain trauma. Do you remember being injured?”
Though she could tell the man was speaking some form of
English, it was like listening to somebody with an extreme regional
accent like Creole or Appalachian. Sharon parsed out what she did
understand and filled in the gaps as if it was a verbal crossword puzzle.
She tried to say “No”, but her tongue still felt huge and as if it was
upholstered with sandpaper. She tried to shake her head, but only
managed a minor tremble.
Dr. Bradford mumbled some more, then produced a cup and a
spoon. He offered her a spoonful of ice chips. “Here, let these sit on
your tongue.”
The ice melted in her mouth, lubricating her tongue and throat.
It felt marvelous.
She swallowed the cold fluid and her larynx no longer felt like a
gravel road.
“No,” she finally whispered.
“Your EPU died,” Dr. Bradford said as if it should mean
something. “You’ll have to make do without until we can grow you
another.”
Sharon could feel the spot in her head that had been damaged. It
was numb. Or more accurately: it was more numb than the rest of her
body.
“Simmons, this is important. You’ve been in a coma for twentythree days. Your body will take some time to recover. Don’t try to
move yet. Get your equilibrium back.”
Sharon wanted to tell Dr. Bradford that she wasn’t Simmons and
that, beyond that, she couldn’t tell him who else she was.
Did the head wound have something to do with why I woke up
screaming?
“What do you remember?” the doctor asked.
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While pondering questions of memory, Sharon’s mind made wild
associations between faces, places and events that seemed fantastical,
she realized that her eyes were closed and she’d fallen asleep. The
dreams hinted at a past life in which she did important things.
She lay there, listening to gentle electronic beeps and the
occasional muffled sounds of human speech coming from beyond a
door while sorting out the dream images.
As she opened her eyes, the room lights came on dimly. With
great effort, she carefully rolled onto her side. While this was a vast
improvement over her previous attempt at fine motor function, there
was still a sense that her body and brain were learning to cooperate
again. She had to concentrate on one movement at a time. When she
finally succeeded, she saw that she was the lone occupant of a long,
narrow room with half a dozen empty hospital beds.
It was a medical room, but beyond that she had no idea where she
was. There were no windows. She was looking at a handle-less door.
There was some writing on the wall, but it was too small, and the room
was too dark to read it.
The door opened by sliding sideways into the wall. Dr. Bradford
walked in, causing the room lights to brighten.
“Good evening, Simmons,” he said with a forced smile and his
strange accent. “Glad to see you’re back among the living.” He started
mumbling to himself again.
Sharon made a successful attempt to find something akin to a
voice. “Uh … hi. I’m not Simmons.”
Bradford continued mumbling for a few seconds then looked
directly at Sharon’s face. “I beg your pardon?”
Sharon spoke again, this time doing her best to duplicate
Bradford’s drifted vowels and mutated consonants. “Hee. Uhm net
Zeemuhns.”
After a few moments of awkward silence, he said, “Well, then.
That will certainly come as a surprise to everybody else.” He pulled up
a chair. “Who are you then?”
Sharon was overcome with the feeling that she had said the wrong
thing — that she should have kept quiet about her identity.
But why?
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“Sharon Manders. Was there an accident? Maybe we were
mistaken for each other.”
Bradford chewed his lip, mumbled some more, folded his right
arm across his chest and rubbed his jaw with his left hand. “Not unless
you and Specialist Carol Simmons have identical DNA.”
Sharon struggled to figure out what all this meant, and her brain
was too sluggish to give concrete responses.
Bradford looked worried about something. “What year is this?”
Sharon had no idea, but numbers seemed to form in her
consciousness. “Thirteen?”
Bradford kept a straight face. “Thirteen what?”
Sharon shook her head. “I dun’ know,” she said with a puff of
breath.
“What else do you remember?”
Sharon tried to remember anything. Her mother. Her job. The
president.
She asked, “Who’s the president?”
“The president of what?”
Sharon almost said the name of something … a country. She closed
her eyes trying to conjure up images of important things.
✴

✴

✴

Sharon ran, swam, and even jumped rope while singing some
inane rhyme. She mastered one physical skill and moved to another.
She threw a ball, performed some archery, and rode a horse. Her body
was remembering how to do all these things. The year was nineteen —
Then she woke up.
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LL THROUGH THE NIGHT the

reef had waited for them, and now

it had them.
There was a sudden crack of planks splitting in half, the noise of
the rock biting into the ship, then the wind rushing in through the
broken ribs. The rigging snapped, chain links ground apart. The
mainmast doubled up on itself and came down smashing onto the
deck. Canvas ripped from one end to the other, and the topsail flew
away in the night. The prow reared up, shook, stuck in the grip of the
stone. The sea flooded into the hull.
They all heard them, the sounds that meant no hope. Crawling,
pushing, wrestling the ropes and barrels that trapped them, the men
reached out toward the only lifeboat left whole. They fought to be first.
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Captain Valdivia’s voice raged against the gale. “We can still float
her, you bastards. I say we can!” He called the first mate. “Santiago, cut
the mast loose. Send Felipe and two more below deck.” But they all
ignored him, as though their names didn’t belong to them anymore.
Santiago Alvarado crossed himself, holding onto a spar. “No,
Señor Don Capitán. We couldn’t float her if she grew wings.” He
looked over his shoulders. “The boat, Señor Don Capitán!”
Captain Valdivia cursed, his hand welded to the wheel. “Stay
back, damn you. Mind your places!”
The men heard only their own fear. They put their hands to the
capstan and struggled against the rope to lower the boat. “Mother of
God, deliver us from evil. Queen of the Sea, save our lives.” But the sea
had no ears and no heart, the sea had only a mouth.
The boat hit the water. The men held onto the rope until their
hands bled. The keel cracked, timbers fell apart. Muskets and
crossbows slid down the half-sunken deck. Like yellow hail the twenty
thousand gold coins of King Ferdinand of Spain pelted the waves. Off
plunged the fine steel breastplates, the letters and reports to His Honor
the Governor of Hispaniola, and Juan de Córdoba with his good sword
on, and Diego García with the name of his woman slurring in his
mouth.
The ship groaned out loud beneath them. At last Captain Valdivia
let go of the wheel and tumbled toward the gunwale.
“Find me the lookout,” he begged. “Get the son of a whore into
my hands.” But the lookout lay crushed under the mast and had paid
already for looking the other way when out of the water the Víboras
had lashed out, true to their name of Viper Rocks.
The men fell, jumped, slipped into the boat — without sail,
without oars and without food or water. The wounded screamed in
pain, trampled.
Someone was crying out from the twisted shadows of the ship.
“Don’t leave me behind. For the love of God, help me!”
Gonzalo Guerrero reached out with both hands and felt the wet,
desperate grip of Jerónimo de Aguilar. He pulled Jerónimo down, as
their weight sank the boat further and the others fought and shoved to
keep their places. Aguilar crouched in his sliver of space. In a frenzy he
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kissed the prayer book he’d salvaged from his hammock. The keel
came apart. The night sounded like wood and iron.
The fallen sails had covered the stern, a shroud for the burial.
Captain Valdivia looked up at the wheel that was spinning as if under
a ghost’s crazed hand. The pride and sweat of his whole life, his pretty
Esperanza with the gilded figurehead was shuddering her last in the
waves.
Slowly the laden boat drifted into the black nothing. It pitched
and it scratched along the edges of the reef. The men threw out their
hands blindly, feeling for the hard stone blades. Then the sea pulled
them into its void.
Gonzalo Guerrero crossed his arms, his fingers clawing with cold
and with fear at his sodden shirt; and like all his nineteen companions
he thought, That’s all I’m left with now, my life and my shirt.






Five days. The sea was smooth now and the wind was gentle, that
tropical wind smelling of spice that drove them toward a point it alone
knew. Five days they’d lived like steers packed in a slaughterhouse,
close enough to hear the next man’s thoughts knocking against one’s
skull. They’d laid the wounded on the bottom, on the others’ feet. They
wailed and begged continuously. The bilge water had turned brown
with blood and vomit. During the night the wind froze them, during
the day the sun scorched them. Those who could sleep woke up
screaming, maddened by the endless rocking of the boat, their tongues
cracked with thirst and their stomachs shrunk with hunger.
Once in a while someone started to rave and tried to walk out of
the boat. “I’m going to Prudencio’s tavern for some wine. Who wants
to come with me?” Captain Valdivia raised his voice and quieted the
man down. He could still keep some order among his men, who were
no longer his men but the sea’s. He’d threatened to throw overboard
the next man who started a brawl: they all needed the extra room.
Most of the time they lay coiled against the sun, in attitudes of
orphans helping one another to sleep. Then someone would burst into
fevered talk, about how beautiful Castile looked at harvest time, about
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how they were all going to live and to remember. They would start
trying to catch fish with their hands.
“Let’s hope the currents take us eastward, into the sight of
baptized eyes,” Leon Sandoval kept saying.
Santiago Alvarado the first mate cursed him. He was a big,
quarrelsome man with a thick beard.
“Damn your soul, boy, can’t you even recognize the cardinal
points anymore? We’re drifting to the west, away from known land.”
“And what is to the west, in God’s sweet name,” Leon broke out
with a fit of cough. “The stars at night make no sense. No one’s had
time to name them yet.”
Captain Valdivia was holding in his lap the head of the dying
helmsman. He looked at nothing.
“Maya,” he said through swollen lips. “I spoke to Don Cristóbal
Colón seven years ago, when he returned from his fourth voyage.” He
seemed to smile. “He told so many lies he made me want to have a
ship… To the west of Cuba, he said, is a land called Maya.”
Leon lay back and moaned in his teeth. “Maya” was just a name,
a single outcrop of syllables against an entire breadth of dread. They
still belonged to the unknown.
Felipe del Castillo grumbled something to himself, his forehead
matted with blood. “That old madman, talking about Paradise as
though he’d seen with his own two eyes Adam and Eve running about
naked!” His face twisted. “Lord God, we’re here on account of a fool,
we die because of an old man’s delusions!”
Captain Valdivia forced him to go back to his corner. The sun
pressed down on the bare heads, on the parched mouths. The boat
stank like an open coffin.
“Paradise,” Felipe murmured. “He called it Paradise.”
Gonzalo Guerrero looked at the black fin that had been following
them for two days and nights. He was a tall, well- proportioned young
man with a handsome broad face and hair the color of dark copper.
He’d always been content with his looks. Work had made him strong,
and women found him pleasant. He watched the sea around him.
At the other end of that sea wide as the breath of God there was
Palos de Moguer, where he was born and from where, when Gonzalo
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was barely five, Christopher Columbus had sailed to search for the
Indies. By now his uncle would be pulling the nets in by the cove. His
sister would be sewing, with supper ready. By now his parents’ grave
would again be growing with poppies.
It was a tough sea, stingy old cheat. It called him in the nights; it
told him to come, to come. He had listened for hours to the same tale,
told and retold in Palos, the tale of the mad Italian who had nagged
three ships from the sovereigns of Castile and had gone off to find
another world.
The strange animals, the strange people old Don Cristóbal had
brought back from that other world. The fever, the dreams he’d
stirred. They had haunted Gonzalo’s childhood, then his adolescence,
then his manhood. He pulled in fish and he thought endlessly of,
“some day, some day.” He went to bed hungry and in his sleep the
Queen of Cathay wanted to marry him.
In 1502, when the Admiral had set out on his fourth voyage,
Gonzalo had begged his father to let him go with him. He was sixteen,
and for his last expedition Don Cristóbal had enlisted boys, some as
young as twelve. His father had refused. Gonzalo, mingled to the
crowd that watched the Admiral walk down the pier for the last time,
had thought of jumping after the ship.
Then his father had died, leaving him with nothing to keep him
in Palos anymore. He had strained long enough at the bit, yearning to
escape that hencoop of oppression and toil. Finally the day he’d turned
twenty, old enough for the law, he’d gone out of the house, bought a
second-hand breastplate and signed up for the next caravel due to sail
for the Caribe. His sister had cried while she sewed the image of the
Virgin of Seville in his good coat. His uncle hadn’t said anything,
except that he wanted him back by next year’s Easter, to help out with
the herrings; and Gonzalo had promised.
So he had endured the four months at sea that it took to reach
that other world. Four months of nightmares on a filthy hammock, of
cockroaches and lashings and womanless misery, always with the
vision of Eldorado burning the sense from his mind: to be fed gold in
bowls at breakfast and supper, to be awash in gold like the sunset!
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Not that he knew where this gold was to be found. No one knew.
He thought of streams where he would pan under the natives’ benign
eyes, or of marketplaces where they would trade cloth and axes for the
precious metal. He imagined the day he would return home with a
hatful of nuggets the size of duck’s eggs. “Uncle, buy a new boat. Sister,
no more scrubbing laundry in the river for the Countess Moncada.”
He had stepped off the gangplank walking like a prince.
Then had come the brutal awakening. There was no gold in the
Caribe, certainly not enough for a hatful. The bright yellow light had
gone out for him as it had for countless others, beginning with Don
Cristóbal himself. For three years he had followed ship after ship to
island after island: to Hispaniola, to Darién, to Jamaica, to Cuba. There
was no gold anywhere, no silver and no gems, no palaces of the Queen
of Cathay. There was nothing but mosquitoes, alligators and snakes —
green hell.
The sole property that could be acquired was the islanders, a
people as simple as the air that was their only clothing. They laughed
and wondered at the newcomers, they brought them food and drink
and women; and they could be driven to abject terror by the mere
noise of the guns, by the mere sight of the horses. It had been the
islanders who’d paid in full for everything that wasn’t there.
What Gonzalo had seen in the Caribe had been enough to sadden
him for the rest of his life. He’d always thought the Spaniards went to
Mass every Sunday and paid their taxes to the king. Here, where there
were no churches and the king was many thousand of miles away, the
Spaniards did something else. They hunted the natives down, burned
them alive, tortured them to make them say where they’d hidden the
gold they didn’t have; they raped little girls and they hanged old
women.
On Hispaniola an adventurer named Hernando Cortez rounded
up men and women with his dogs and worked them to death by the
hundreds in his estates. Because the population of the islands had been
almost wiped out in less than ten years since the New World had been
found, black slaves now had to be shipped in from Africa, to be worked
to death in their turn.
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Left on their own, the petty governors sent from Spain with
nothing more than a title on a piece of paper passed the time making
war on one another, while the gallows kept sprouting everywhere now
for this, now for this other “traitor to the Crown,” rows of black
gallows all along the coral shores of Paradise.
Gonzalo had felt caught in a trap, betrayed by everything he had
ever held dear. He knew he didn’t want to go home empty-handed; but
he knew even more that he was sick at heart of having to bear daily
witness to the nightmare that the New World had become. It seemed
that every evil from which he had tried to escape had been carried to
the islands in the hold of the ships and was now flourishing tenfold.
Not knowing what to do, he’d kept risking his life on land and sea
for nothing more than his sailor’s pay, a pound of salt pork every week,
and an allowance of hopes gone insane. When yet another war had
broken out, this time between Diego Nicuesa and Vasco Nuñez de
Balboa, he’d signed his name on Captain Valdivia’s roll only because
Captain Valdivia paid a few maravedí more than other captains. All he
wanted was to get away long enough to decide once and for all. Now
he was drifting to his death, having found nothing, not even an answer.
He turned his head away from his companions. The sea was so
close, and waiting with its terrifying smile.






Ten days. The ship’s cook, whose ribs had been broken by a
falling spar, was dead. They waited for the sharks to lag behind, then
cast him overboard. During the night two more men died, simply gave
up. There was more room now, but the empty places meant it all would
soon be an empty place. Wounds festered. Their skin had begun to
wrinkle and crack like that of old men.
Captain Valdivia had stopped shouting. He was a hard, graying
man who now cursed himself under his breath for wanting to cry. But
Leon Sandoval used his good eyesight to scan the endless water for
signs of land. Once a cormorant flew over, making him cry out that
the coast must be near. He was a boy of fifteen.
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Hallucinations taunted their minds. On the ninth day the bosun
flung himself into the sea, claiming he’d seen a vineyard full of ripe
Málaga grapes. Before they could pull him back in, the sharks found
him in an instant. But that day it rained, and they gathered the rain in
their hands, in their boots, in anything they could get, sobbing at the
wet bliss in their throats. They held up their faces with their mouths
open, drinking until they retched.
Jerónimo de Aguilar spent his every waking minute reading from
his prayer book and praying for the salvation of his soul. Gonzalo
could hear him whisper Latin in his teeth, hurrying to repent.
Jerónimo was a thin but not delicate man, with soft hands and the
skittish manners of a schoolboy. To his parents, who kept a butcher
shop in Écija, his religious vocation had come at first like a
catastrophe, for he was the son who must follow in their footsteps.
When he had made his decision to sail for the Indies, they knew he
lusted not merely for gold but also for heathen souls to convert to
Christ. However, they had reasoned in giving him their blessing, if
there was gold in the heathens’ lands, a rich priest would be even better
than a rich merchant.
So far, for Jerónimo the rewards of both profit and proselytizing
had been slim. He had spent whatever money he had in preparing a
lawsuit against a man who wanted to cheat him out of a piece of land
on Hispaniola. The lawsuit was the reason for his voyage aboard the
Esperanza. The documents he was bringing with him for this purpose
had now been lost in the wreck.
As for the spreading of the Gospel that was so dear to his heart,
all the islanders of the Caribe had already been converted, more often
than not at sword point, and they now flocked to Mass, though some
of the friars said it was only to get some respite from their labor. Even
so, now that the Lord was calling him to His presence, Jerónimo had at
least one good deed to bring before His judgment. With eloquent pleas
he’d been able to persuade an old cacique to accept confession, before
the man was burned at the stake for arguing that Mary could not be
both a Virgin and the Mother of God.
Against the glare of the sun, Gonzalo eyed him closely. He’d
never been fond of Jerónimo. There had been many times during their
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voyage when his piety had galled him. It had an answer for everything;
it made Gonzalo wonder what was is that made some people so
vulnerable to that sort of unblinking faith. Fear, certainly; of the
elements, of illness, of all that could not be explained. Of all these
things Gonzalo too was afraid, like all men. But he also loved whatever
justice could be done on earth and now instead of somewhere else and
later. For the sake of justice he could become fearless. Once he had
protested the punishment of a shipmate whom everyone knew was
innocent, and he had ended up sharing the man’s appointed lashes.
After his father’s death he had saved up what little money his
uncle gave him and he had spent it to have a priest teach him to read
and write. He had seen how easily those who handled a quill cheated
those who didn’t. If he could even the odds, it was worth going without
bread and wine and everything else.
It was taking too long to die, he thought. Once God makes up His
mind, He should at least be quick. A sound like a sob came from him.
Jerónimo looked at him with a haunted look.
“Brother Guerrero,” he said. “I pray for you too. Take heart, for
soon we will all be in the glory of the Saints.”






Thirteen days, and Christ’s own passion had lasted only one. By
now some were so dry they could not weep or urinate. One of the
officers burned out in a single night. The helmsman and Luís Gallego
lingered on, dwindling like candles.
During his last hours Luís begged Jerónimo to confess him and
absolve him of his sins. Jerónimo looked terribly sad.
“I’m not a priest yet, brother Luís. I took holy orders when I was
a boy, but I have not the power to absolve you.” He helped Luís join
his hands. “Confess to God and to Jesus. In His mercy He will hear
you.”
Luís’ lips quivered. His eyes stared out with a grief beyond words.
With that grief that no one could soothe, he went.
They didn’t throw the three bodies overboard because the sharks
were all around. They had to leave them where they lay, their faces
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covered with their shirts, horrible to feel at night when the flesh of the
living turned as cold as the flesh of the dead. Death had become their
only deity. Hurry up, they prayed, hurry up you old whore. And when
the coast smiled, they felt almost as though they’d been cheated.
It was Leon the boy who sighted it. His mouth was too dry for
him to shout. He started waving his arms with inarticulate sounds.
From the water it looked truly like the piece of Paradise in old don
Cristobal’s tales: green and wild, tangled with trees and brush, skirted
in pink beaches and humming with herons.
Captain Valdivia crossed himself. “O Blessed Mother of God, we
thank Thee.”
As if welcoming them, flamingos rose high, long red wings
flapping. Gently then the current nudged the boat into the lagoon.
Gonzalo could not take his eyes off the shore. Relief as fierce as
pain gripped him. He crawled over the gunwale and let himself fall into
the water. It was clear as new glass and warm as milk. He floated, arms
outstretched, his blunted senses savoring the rebirth.
They tumbled out of the boat and onto the sand. A few of the men
had to be carried and put in the shade. Jerónimo sank to his knees and
kissed the ground. Others joined him in whispered prayers to God’s
infinite and infinitely incomprehensible mercy. For a long time they
just sat, pressing their hands on the comforting firmness of the earth.
Then the well-known endeavors of survival flooded back into their
minds, sent trickles of forgotten energy through their limbs.
Captain Valdivia began dividing the men to their tasks. “Felipe
and Leon, you two seem strong enough to go searching for fresh water.
I need others to make a grave for the dead. The rest of those who can
walk will look for food.”
Gonzalo reached into his boot, pulled out his good knife. “Who
else has daggers?” he asked. “We can tie them to branches, use them
as spears. If the savages can survive, by God so shall we.”
“We’ll build a raft, sail back to Hispaniola,” said Ponce Noriega
the gunner.
“Yes, but where are we?” wondered Pedro Mendez.
Captain Valdivia took off his soiled shirt. “That we will find out
later. To your tasks, now. Stay within earshot if you can.”
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Up in the palm trees the brown jays chattered like gossips, curious
about the strangers. The air was hot in the long afternoon of the Caribe.
The men worked slowly. Each movement was painfully tiring, but they
were held now by their new hope. They dug a shallow pit in the sand,
placed the three dead bodies in it and covered them with more sand.
With twigs and dry seaweed Jerónimo fashioned a cross and planted
it on the grave.
In the shallows there were sea urchins, abalone and crabs; on the
beach, turtle eggs and a dead bird. The men wobbled, fell, crawled back
up, maddened by their hunger and their clumsiness. Then they
gathered around with whatever they’d been able to find and started to
scrape, cut, break and divide the food, their mouths open in
anticipation.
“We look like old women making supper,” Gonzalo said. “Old
gypsy women in Granada.”
Before sundown Felipe and Leon were back with the news of fresh
water they’d found not too far away. The water was a bit brackish, but
clear. They had gathered some in large waxy leaves, and the others fell
onto it. Like a nurse Jerónimo fed small pieces of mussels to Alonso
Carrera, who was too weak to sit up. They ate the turtle eggs with the
soft shells and all. The seaweed provided the salt they all craved.
Then Rodrigo Gutierrez told the others to watch, for he was going
to piss. They clapped their hands at the feat and bet on who’d be next.
Life, wayward and drunken, had resumed its place among them.
The night came slowly, spreading long layers of blue over the ocean
and raising clouds that looked like tall baroque ceilings. They lay down
on the sand next to each other, and sleep took them quickly. Now they
could speak again the word that helps a man’s heart to beat: mañana,
tomorrow.
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NANCY WOOD

1

T

HE CALL CAME AT TWO IN THE MORNING,

the shrill ring startling
me from a deep sleep. I bolted upright, grabbed the cell off the
bedside table, and flipped it open.
A woman’s voice, high-pitched, insistent, and on the edge of
hysteria blasted from the speaker, cutting off my greeting
mid-sentence.
“Hello? Hello? Is this the P.I. agency? I need to leave a message
for Shelby. For Shelby McDougall.”
I replied cautiously, “This is Shelby.”
The woman drew a long, shaky breath and started to cry. “You
answered,” she said. “You’re there.” Another breath. “You have to help
me. You’re the only one who can. Please, help me.” Her voice cracked
in anguished, ragged sobs, and she breathed heavily, as if trying to get
a grip. As if steeling herself so she could continue.
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She started and stopped, started and stopped again. Then, in a
low almost inaudible moan, she said, “My baby. He’s gone. Someone
took him. He’s been kidnapped.”
Blood roared in my ears. Sweat dotted my forehead and fear, as
bright and sharp as the honed edge of a razor, parked itself low in my
belly.
“Who is this?” I asked as I swung my legs to the floor and fumbled
for the light, trying to catch my breath, trying to remember how to
breathe.
The woman’s moans ratcheted to a shrill, inhuman wail.
“Who is this?” I repeated; my voice now loud, sharp, demanding.
“L … L … L …,” the woman managed, before dissolving into
frantic weeping.
“Please,” I said, trying to soften my tone. “Talk to me. Who are
you? Where are you?”
But her sobs grew distant, as if she’d put down the phone, and a
cascade of notes signaled the end of the call. I listened to empty air,
imagining a woman in a darkened room, curled in a fetal position,
weeping for her lost child. I’d received calls like this before, but it had
been years. Calls from grief-stricken women teetering on the edge of
sanity, hoping I could help. Thinking that because I’d tricked fate,
because I’d been able to save my babies, I’d magically be able to do the
same for theirs.
I never could.
The number was local, from the 831 area code. That didn’t
help — 831 covered three counties. The woman could be anywhere,
from right next door, here in Santa Cruz, California, to Gorda, on the
Big Sur coast at the southern edge of Monterey County. I called back,
but the phone on the other end rang and rang, the sound tinkling into
emptiness. No greeting, no voicemail.
I dropped the cell on the bed and massaged my temples where the
headache lurked, wishing I hadn’t had those beers earlier in the
evening. I picked up the phone and redialed. Again, no answer.
I hopped out of bed, rifled through the clothes piled on the floor,
found the sweatshirt I’d peeled off a few hours earlier, and pulled it
over my head. Two Advil and a glass of water later, I was back in my
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room. Calling, letting it ring ten times, disconnecting, calling again.
Turning the small flip phone over and over in my hands, willing it to
ring.
The Amber Alert system was enabled on the phone, but nothing
had come across in the last few days. If I was in the office, I could use
the scanner to listen in on the police frequencies. At the very least, I
should be able to find the address through reverse lookup.
But the cell rang before I could get started.
“Shelby?” This time, a man spoke; his voice a low and gravelly
rumble.
“Who are you?” I asked in return.
A slight pause, followed by: “Ryan Boyd.”
Boyd? Ryan Boyd? I felt like the air had been knocked out of me.
I doubled over, muffling the gasp that threatened to spill out, giving
me away.
But he wasn’t fooled. “You okay?” he asked.
I slowly sat back up, feeling the headache now. The Advil hadn’t
touched it; it felt like a six-inch-wide steel band was wrapped around
my skull radiating a pulsing, punishing pain.
I didn’t answer. Instead, I asked a question in return, my voice
small and disbelieving. “One of the twins was taken?”
Taken. Why had I used that particular word? Not kidnapped or
abducted or snatched, but taken. As if something had been taken from
me. As if the twins I’d given up for adoption five and a half years ago
were still cleaved to me, still part of my life.
“Yes,” Ryan replied. “Justin was kidnapped.”
Justin. My son.
“It happened sometime Saturday night. Lisa checks on the kids
every morning when she gets up around six. Justin’s bed was empty.
He wasn’t in the house. His sister had no idea he was even gone.” Lisa,
I knew, was Ryan’s wife. The twins’ real mother.
Ryan’s voice caught and he blew out his breath in a sigh, a
sorrowful rattle that made me shiver. “Lisa’s hysterical. Beside herself.”
Completely understandable, I thought, and then asked, “What
are the police doing?”
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“They were here all day Sunday. All day yesterday. And will come
back today. Interviewing me, Lisa, the neighbors, Justine.”
Justine. My daughter.
After a beat, I asked, “Is she safe?”
“Yes,” Ryan replied. “I just checked on her. She’s fine.”
“Why didn’t I see this in the paper?”
“The police wanted to wait. To see if we’d get a ransom call.” He
paused. “We haven’t.”
“How come there was no Amber Alert?” I persisted.
“There was no information to post,” Ryan replied. “We don’t
have anything to look for.”
“But why call me?” I asked.
“Lisa thinks the world of you. She showed me the article that ran
in the paper last month, about you taking down the baby trafficking
ring and what you’ve been doing since then.
“She was so proud, she wanted to cut it out and put it on the
fridge. Then, when this happened, we decided to contact you.”
My jaw dropped in surprise and I snapped it shut, feeling like it’d
been opened and closed by some external force. As if I were the
dummy and the universe was the ventriloquist.
Ryan’s voice dropped a register as he added, “We thought we’d
be calling an answering service or a machine, and you’d get the
message in the morning. I’m sorry to have woken you.”
“It’s okay. I have the backup work phone this week,” I said. “I’m
the answering service.
“But why me?” I repeated. “What can I do that the police can’t?”
“Please,” he replied, his voice pleading. “Lisa insists that you’re
the only one who can help us.”
One of Grandpa Stearns’ sayings popped into my head and I could
hear his measured voice: “No good will come of this, Shelby. No good.”
A warning? Or just the jumbled thoughts of someone yanked
from sleep in the middle of the night?
But, unable to refuse, I said, “I can come in the morning. Early,
before work, say, around seven-thirty?”
“Thank you,” Ryan replied. “Thank you.”
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L

ONG AFTER WE’D HUNG UP,

I stared at the flip phone, the
after-hours backup for the P.I. firm where I was working. I was
thinking about how easy it had been for them to find me.
As an aspiring P.I., I was hired to find people. And once I found
someone, it was my job to discover everything there was to know. I
knew how to tunnel into a life and excavate details, the daily routine
that cascaded into a full-blown existence — family and friends, jobs,
income, addresses, cell numbers, social media accounts, vehicles,
credit score, purchasing preferences, workout schedules, eating habits,
medical history. To dig even deeper and ferret out the intangibles that
created an inner life — the joys and sorrows, loves and lovers,
disappointments and dreams.
I’d done some research when I’d moved back to Santa Cruz,
California three years ago; wanting to find out as much as possible about
the couple who’d adopted my twins. But once I’d unearthed the basics —
names, ages, employment history, income, and address — I’d stopped.
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Much more would be stalking. So I’d written it all down and had forced
myself to forget. Though I hadn’t been one hundred percent successful.
Right away, when Ryan Boyd had said his name, I’d known who he was.
I used to think about the babies all the time. At one time, I even
considered them my babies. Even though I wasn’t the one waking up
in the middle of the night to feed them or change their diapers. I wasn’t
the one wrestling them into car seats and taking them to play dates and
doctor appointments. I wasn’t reading to them or restricting their
screen time.
In the last year, the twins had finally fallen from my
consciousness, pushed to the back of my mind by more immediate
concerns. School, work, friends, family. It was as if that chapter in my
life no longer belonged to me. As if it had happened to someone I’d
read about in the paper. Or in a book. But not to me.
It had happened to me, though. A younger me. A much more naïve
me. A much more trusting me. The phone call brought it all back — a
roaring, thundering mess of fear and panic, mingled with still-fresh
disbelief and a small nut of pride.
Too jittery to sleep, I grabbed my laptop off the desk and opened
it as I sank into bed. I studied the ad that had caught my attention
earlier in the evening, the one I’d found on a message board called
Surrogate Moms Classifieds.
The ad read:
Gestational surrogate wanted. First time moms encouraged.
You will be well rewarded.

I’d seen this exact phrase just once before, years ago.
The sum of it held an implicit promise. If you answered this ad,
something besides money waited for you. Something exceptional.
Life-changing, even. I’d fallen for it — hook, line, and sinker. And my
life had changed, in more ways than I could have possibly imagined.
Not all of those changes were good. Most of them were downright
terrifying, plunging me into a world of evil I’d only seen in the movies
or on TV.
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I angled the screen back and read it again:
Gestational surrogate wanted. First time moms encouraged.
You will be well rewarded.
You: Willing to relocate. Have a healthy BMI. Don’t use drugs,
meds, alcohol. Don’t smoke.
Us: A happily married traditional couple living in northern
California.
All expenses associated with the pregnancy and delivery will
be covered. You will be well compensated for your time and
efforts. Please email. We’d love to hear from you.

Gestational surrogate. Such a clinical, sterile term. I’d been a
straight-up surrogate mom. My eggs were used, making me both the
biological mother and the birth mother. A gestational surrogate was a
step further down the technological path. Eggs were taken from either
the intended mother or another woman and fertilized in a lab.
Embryos were then inserted into the uterus of the gestational
surrogate, the woman who would carry the babies to term. The
surrogate had no biological link with the fetus. She was just the
incubator. The carrier.
No fee was given in this listing. Often, payment for services was
announced first thing: twenty-eight thousand, thirty thousand, forty
thousand. The most I’d seen was a cool fifty grand. Don’t let anyone
say money wasn’t a factor. It was. It always was. The typical couple,
usually in their mid-to-late thirties or early forties, were lawyers,
doctors, engineers, executives. Couples who’d married late, focused on
their careers, and had forgotten what later became their urgent
biological imperative.
The surrogates, of course, were always younger. Often broke.
Surrogacy offered a year’s salary or a down payment on a house. In my
case, I was looking for a quick fix to crushing college debt.
I read the ad again, chilled by the phrase, First time moms
encouraged. This was unusual. With the wisdom of hindsight, I could
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see why agencies and legitimate intended parents wanted a surrogate
with a previous full-term pregnancy. The woman would know what
she was getting into. There would be no messy emotional ties. Less
chance the surrogate would balk. After I’d uncovered what was
planned for my babies, I’d briefly flirted with raising the twins. Even
though I had no money, no job, and no place to live, I’d wanted them.
I’d yearned for them, ached for them with every cell of my being.
But I’d done what was right for me.
I copied the data from the ad and pasted it into my Stork
spreadsheet, my private and obsessive catalog of the hundreds of ads
for surrogate moms I’d discovered since my babies were born. I still
believed that the intended parents I’d contracted with, Jackson and
Diane Entwistle, along with their delivery man, Frankie Browning,
hadn’t acted alone. In my gut, I knew there was someone else. A
mastermind. A boss. A mythical Mafia-like overlord, who I’d
nicknamed The Stork. The person who orchestrated baby trafficking in
central and northern California.
The Stork theory held traction, at first. Diane had insisted that
The Stork existed, but claimed she’d never met him or her. She’d
maintained that all communication was by old-fashioned letters,
delivered to a PO box and burned after reading. The investigators had
pegged Frankie for a time, but that never panned out. As the leads
thinned and the investigation stalled, the detectives had concluded
that Jackson, Diane, and Frankie were operating completely on their
own. My brother, Dexter, agreed with this theory; as did my best
friend, Megan Fitzgerald; my parents; the district attorney; and my
lawyer. But I’d never given up. I was sure The Stork was still at work.
An ad for a surrogate mom might take me to a set of intended parents
just like Jackson and Diane — intended parents who had no intention
of keeping the baby. Intended parents who were frauds, driven by
greed. Intended parents who would adopt a baby in a closed adoption,
send the birth mother on her way, and deliver the baby elsewhere. All
details arranged by The Stork.
Just like I always did, I shot off an email from the bogus email
account I’d created just for this purpose.
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Long after I shut down the laptop, I lay in bed, awake.
Remembering —
The gun. The bite of the rope against my ankles and wrists.
The duct tape covering my mouth. And the infant squalling:
a relentless, frantic mewing.
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ONE
BLESSING

F

IRST MAGUS BRENT ROGERS GRABBED THE WILLOW STAFF and his

duffel bag the moment the helo touched ground. He jumped out
of the bird and into a hail of mortar fire. Ducking and running, he
dashed for the only cover he saw through the dust and smoke: a section
of boxes about thirty yards away.
Yet he wasn’t the only one with the bright idea to hide behind the
boxes. Someone jumped in beside him. They were close enough that
their shoulders touched. Brent looked to the man, who was grinning.
“This is what I come here for!” he said.
Brent thought he was crazy.
The birds, loaded back up with new troops, headed off into the
air. The mortars still exploded around them, but none of them hit the
helicopters. Then, the mortars stopped, and the man next to Brent
stood up, clapping him on the shoulder.
“Welcome to Blessing!”
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“Thanks,” Brent said, but the man walked away before he could say
anything else.
Brent headed deeper into Forward Operating Base Blessing, a
series of tents and beehive huts scattered around at the middle of a
valley, which explained the mortars. He asked a few people where the
commanding officer’s place was, and got directed to one of the beehive
huts.
The air conditioner was working its damnedest to keep the air
cool, but it wasn’t working as well as he hoped, as he walked into the
office.
The female Marine nodded to him. “Can I help you?”
“I’m here to see Colonel Parlance.”
“May I ask—”
“First Magus Brent Rogers. I’m expected.”
“Yes, sir.”
Brent looked at the soldier’s stripes. She obviously didn’t know
that Brent was a lesser rank than she was, and didn’t deserve the “sir”.
But he was damn lucky he still kept his rank … considering.
She got up from the desk and went over to the thin plywood door
on the side. Knocking on it, she opened it when a voice called, “Yes.”
“Sir, First Magus Brent Rogers to see you.”
“Send him in.”
She stepped aside for him to squeeze by her to enter the tiny
office. It was taken up by a desk, a chair the colonel sat in, and a chair
across from the desk. The wood was still exposed in the office; there
were no personal effects that Brent could see.
After exchanging salutes, the colonel offered Brent the seat. Brent
sat, and dug out his orders from an inside pocket of his tunic.
Parlance frowned at taking them. “We already have a wizard
here.”
“I understand that.”
He perused the orders. “So in between normal patrols, you’re
supposed to report on the dragons?”
“Yes, sir. I understand you had four dragons?”
“Had. Baldar died two months ago.”
“I’m here to investigate that, sir.”
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“Our wizard already sent a report.”
What was the diplomatic way of saying, “But Archmage Dieter
doesn’t believe the report?”
“We just want to be sure the dragons are being well-taken care of,
sir.”
“You want to make sure they’re not pissed off.”
“Yes, sir.”
Parlance leaned back, his hands in a steeple. “You have no idea
what a pain in the ass they are.”
“With all due respect, sir, they’re at least working for us, and not
the Taliban.”
“Which is a positive, and I suppose why you’re here to make them
happy.”
“Yes, sir. I’m sure you don’t want Blessing to be a smoking ruin.”
“Not particularly.” He handed the orders back to Brent. “They’re
in Firebase Jackson. Our wizard goes there every few weeks to make
sure they’re satisfied.”
“May I speak with him?”
“Good luck with that. He’s probably at the TOC. Claims that he
can’t be disturbed when the dragons are in flight.”
“We’ll see. What’s his name?”
“Lieutenant Alex Waters.”
A full magus, a higher rank than Brent. Son of a bitch. He knew
he was going to run into this problem. First sergeants were a dime a
dozen in the Army. He could have been a lieutenant — if he hadn’t
been tortured.
He would also be a permanent resident in Leavenworth if they
didn’t need wizards so badly.
“I’ll talk to him,” Brent said, rising. He saluted the colonel, saying,
“Thank you, sir.”
“Let me know what you find.”
“Of course, sir.”
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Brent needed somewhere to put his stuff. He couldn’t carry his
staff and duffel everywhere, especially into the TOC — the Tactical
Operations Command office. He knew that the TOC was usually
cramped on the best of days.
He stopped at the secretary’s desk. “Any place I can put my stuff?”
“Wherever you can find someplace,” she said.
Great help, Brent thought as he left the building.
Most of the people around him were Marines, with hardly any
Army. They were still helpful, though, as he asked where the barracks
were. He didn’t know how long he was going to be in Blessing until he
got to the Firebase, so he needed somewhere to put his stuff and a cot
to sleep on until he could catch a helo or a supply and ammo run to
Firebase Jackson.
He walked into a barracks to find a fracas of men playing on a
Playstation, shooting people and having a grand old time. Brent
threaded his way through the barracks and stopped at an empty cot.
He knew that no one owned that cot because there were no pictures or
decorations above the cot.
“This spot taken?” he asked the big, hairy guy next to him.
“Not anymore,” said the guy. “It’s all yours.”
Brent shoved his duffel under the cot and leaned the staff against
the wall.
“You’re a wizard,” said the guy.
“Yep.” He held out his hand to him. “First Magus Brent Rogers.”
“Fuck the title,” said the guy, engulfing Brent’s hand in a huge
one. “Sergeant Kurt Bennington.”
“Nice to meet you, Kurt,” Brent said with a smile.
Kurt only nodded. “Where you coming from?”
“Kabul.”
“How’s it going over there?”
“I don’t know. I didn’t stay there long.”
“So what puts you out here?”
“The dragons.”
“Ah,” said Kurt. “You’re one of those wizards.”
Brent tilted his head. “Those wizards?”
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“You put the squeeze on the paranormals to make sure they do
what they’re told.”
“No, no, I don’t do that. At least, those aren’t my orders, anyway.
And besides, I wouldn’t want to do anything like that.”
“What are your orders?”
“To find out what killed one of the dragons.”
“I thought you couldn’t kill them.”
“Seems that you can.”
Kurt turned away, and that’s when Brent made his guess.
“Werewolf?”
“DADT,” he snapped. “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” applied to paranormals
as well as homosexuals. If they weren’t asked, they didn’t have to say
whether they were paranormals or homosexuals. Because Brent asked,
Kurt would have to admit it. By invoking DADT, he already had.
“Sorry,” Brent said. Brent took his staff. “You know where the
TOC is?”
“I’ll bring you there,” said Kurt, getting up. “Not that I’m doing
anything special right now.”
Brent followed Kurt out of the barracks and into the warm spring
air.
“You just get out of the Academy?” Kurt asked him.
“No. I just got out of Leavenworth.”
“What the hell did you do for that?”
“If you tell me what you are, I’ll tell you how I got here.”
Kurt chuckled. “Even exchange, I guess. Yes, werewolf. Bitten.”
There were two types of werewolf: born and bitten. The born ones
were trained from birth to change into their wolf form at will, while
the bitten ones were at the mercy of the full moon and were usually
untrainable.
Born werewolves sometimes joined the K9 units. Bitten ones were
locked up for three days — the day before the full moon, the full moon,
and the day after. Their changes occurred at different times during those
times of the month. It was a disease they carried. There was no cure.
“Oh, sorry,” said Brent, knowing that meant Kurt had no control
over it.
Kurt shrugged. “The benefits are sometimes worth it. Your turn.”
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“I got caught and tortured by the Black Lions. You know them?”
“All too well. They told me about them when I got here. My CO
said to watch out for them.”
“How many of you are there?”
“I’m the only one in my unit. The company has one born, one other
bitten.” He stopped in front of a building near the front entrance of the
FOB. “Supposedly the SEALs have a vampire. But that’s just a rumor.”
“Interesting,” Brent said. It wouldn’t be surprising. Brent turned
to the door of the TOC. “Wait here?”
Kurt took out a pack of cigarettes. “Sure.” He held out a cigarette.
“Got a light?”
Brent snapped his fingers and a small burst of flame appeared on
his index finger. Kurt laughed and lit the cigarette from it. Brent
rubbed his hands on his pants to douse the flame.
Brent didn’t bother knocking, but just walked in. The captain in
charge turned to stare at him, then noticed the wand patch on his arm.
The captain pointed to the far end of the place.
“Behind that sheet.”
A sheet blocked off an area of the TOC, which made it even more
cramped than it should be. Brent walked around the map table. Men
sat at blurry monitors, cameras on drones recording sections of the
terrain that the soldiers couldn’t see. The fog of war had disappeared
with the advent of both wizards and drones.
Brent ducked behind the curtain. For all he knew, the man could
be jerking off.
Lieutenant Waters sat with his eyes closed, his hands in his
pockets. Beside him on his desk sat a laptop. It was hot, but roomy
back here.
Waters had an angular face and wide eyes, a small mouth and
large nose. He was tall and thin, not well-built like Brent was, and
certainly not able to perform fieldwork like Brent’s orders had
instructed him to do.
“Lieutenant,” Brent called, breaking the man out of his trance.
Waters’ eyes snapped open. “Who the fuck are you?”
“Nice to meet you too, Lieutenant. I’m First Magus Brent
Rogers.”
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“Can’t you see I’m busy?”
Brent made a point to look around. “Nope.”
He slowly took his hands out of his pocket. “What do you want?”
“You made the report of the dead dragon.”
“Yessss …”
“Where did you get the information?”
“The other dragons.”
“They were in the area?”
“Of course.”
“I thought all of them have different sectors.”
“Not that day.”
“Then why —”
“Look, Sergeant, I don’t have time for this right now.”
“When will you have time?”
Waters chewed the inside of his cheek. “I’m busy.”
“Then I’ll ask the dragons myself.”
“Go ahead. You know they’re at Firebase Jackson, miles away.”
“I’m aware of that.”
“Good. Will you please excuse me?”
“I’ll leave you to whatever you were doing. Sir.”
Brent stepped out from behind the screen. A couple of the men
chuckled quietly.
Brent left the TOC. Kurt stood, leaning back against the hot
beehive hut. The heat didn’t seem to bother him.
“So that was a waste of time,” Brent muttered.
“He’s an asshole,” Kurt pointed out, standing straight up. “I could
have told you that.”
“Thanks for letting me know.”
Kurt stomped on the butt of his cigarette, then picked it up and
put it in his pocket.
“I need to get to the Firebase.”
“I know who you need to talk to.”
Kurt started walking north, back to the helo pad. “Gonzo!”
A brown-skinned man turned at the sound. “Ben, how the hell
are you?”
“Good, man. Listen, this wizard needs a ride to Jackson.”
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“You’re in luck. We’ll be sending some supplies out that way
tomorrow.”
“Can I hitch a ride?” Brent asked.
“As long as you can ride on top of the helo.”
“Sure, just tie me down tight.”
“Sounds kinky,” Gonzo said with a wink. “We’ll count you in.”
“Thanks, man.”
“Anytime. You owe me a Skype call, Ben.”
“Will do.”
Gonzo nodded. “Be here 0400.”
“You got it.”
Kurt smiled. “That was easy.”
Brent grinned. Magic worked that way.
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AFTERWORD

W

E CREATED PAPER ANGEL PRESS AS AN ACT OF REBELLION.

Rebellion against generic rejection letters that provide no
useful explanation as why a story was rejected. Rebellion against
publishing schedules that more often than not make authors wait
months — if not years — before they see their book in available for sale.
Rebellion against author royalties paid in single-digit percentages.
As authors ourselves, we frequently find ourselves frustrated and
dismayed at the callous disregard with which the major publishers treat
aspiring writers.
“Publishing is a business,” they remind us. We understand that,
and we believe that many writers understand that. It is, however, a
small comfort to an author who wants to understand why their
manuscript was rejected or, if their manuscript is accepted, why they
will only earn barely more than a dime — and often far less than a
quarter — for each copy sold of a paperback edition that sells for $7.99.
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Paper Angel Press is our solution to those problems. We view our
authors as collaborators in the creative and promotional process that
culminates in the publication of their work. Should we reject a
manuscript, we will let the author know the reasons why. Once an
author has delivered their final manuscript to us, our goal is to have
their book available for sale within two months. We involve the author
with — and expect them to participate in — the development of the
promotional activities that support the release of their book. We pay
our authors based a royalty scale that reflects this partnership.
We also understand that many authors are not full-time writers.
They must balance their writing time with the demands of their jobs,
families, and other commitments. They might also not have the talent
(or time) to become experts in marketing and promotion. We are here
to provide them with support in those areas.
In our mission statement, we commit to our authors:
TO BRING NEW WORKS OF FICTION AND ART TO LIGHT.
TO GIVE PEOPLE A CHANCE TO REALIZE THEIR DREAMS.
Within these pages you will find samples from our collaborations
with our authors. They have created new worlds for all of us to explore
and enjoy. When these brief excursions into their worlds capture your
imagination, check out their complete tales and experience the entire
adventure they offer.
If you have worlds inside you waiting to be shared, send us your
stories. Let us help you bring them to life for others to experience.
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PUBLISHING WITH
PAPER ANGEL PRESS

W

E ARE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR NEW STORIES TO TELL. Let us help

you bring yours out into the world for others to enjoy.

Here are some basic guidelines that will help make all of our lives easier.
MANUSCRIPT FORMATS


Send us your complete, finished manuscripts in digital format. It
makes the whole process faster and less expensive if we don’t
have to mail copies of your manuscript back and forth.



Please use a standard book manuscript format when you
submit your book to us. If you’re not sure what one is, there’s
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a good source for one linked from our website and you can
also find them many other places online.


Please submit the complete manuscript in .DOCX, .RTF,
or .ODT format to submissions@paperangelpress.com. If you
want bonus points, also attach a .MOBI file (that will help our
editorial team be able to read it faster).



Include the following in your cover letter/email:








Title of your book
Your real name
Your physical mail address
Your email address
Genre
Approximate word count
Synopsis

NON-FICTION SUBMISSIONS
Due to the different requirements around non-fiction books, we would
prefer to see a proposal before you send us your final manuscript. If
you need a template to work from, we have some sample proposals
available on our website you can use.
SUBMISSION DEADLINES
We accept submissions January through October. We will usually try
to acknowledge receipt of your manuscript within 72 hours. We’ll also
try to let you know whether or not we’re interested in working with
you to publish your book within 90 days after that. Both of these
periods may vary, though, depending on the number of manuscripts
we’ve received during that time.
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WHAT KIND OF BOOKS DO YOU ACCEPT?
We’re pretty much open to everything and anything. We’re not about
pushing any particular social or political agendas. We’re here to help
you get your book published. That said, we are most interested in:





Science Fiction
Fantasy
Mystery and Thriller
Historical Fiction

If you have a story that doesn’t fit into one of these categories, and
believe that there’s a market for it, let’s see if it’s something that we
might be able to get excited about as well.
CONTACTING US
For more information, and additional submission guidelines, please visit
the Submissions page on our website paperangelpress.com/submissions
or send us an email at submissions@paperangelpress.com.
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